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Abstract 

This dissertation describes premises and design of the value hierarchy model. The core of 

the model is the contextualized hierarchical (multi-level) composition of external stimuli and 

internalized values, which manages some alternative of behavioral activity, which distinguishes 

this model from other approaches to the similar problem. 

Three spheres of practical application of the value hierarchy model are discussed: 

individual coaching work, qualitative research, quantitative research. Empirical basis of ~100 

coaching hours and 45 qualitative interviews is used. 

In coaching work, it is shown how the value hierarchy model could serve as unitary 

framework for the application of particular techniques, for the general coordination of sessions, 

and for the measurement of coaching results. Lack of such kind of unitary frameworks and 

improper application of medical terminology, diagnoses and measurements, arguably (as 

discussed in this work), leads to the various crises in the sphere of psychotherapy. 

In qualitative research, it is shown how the value hierarchy model allows to carry out 

interviews and encode data with distinguished productivity. Technical complexities of the process, 

however, is pointed out and discussed. 

In quantitative research, it is shown how the value hierarchy model allows to naturally 

decompose data into rich set of elements for further statistical analysis. 

Methodological, theoretical and practical premises of the value hierarchy model form the 

notion of “human behavior modelling”. On the way of developing that notion several steps are 

made towards the resolution of the known crises in psychotherapy, behavior economics, technical 

sciences, development of human-like assistants and artificial intelligence. 
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Purpose of Chapter 1 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the topic, outline personal and broader 

research motivation and benefits, give preliminary definition of terms, map out connections with 

other areas, contemplate first formulations of hypotheses and give a preview for the next chapters. 

 

1.1 Introduction to the topic and research motivation 

 

Author is a software architect and a psychologist who builds client-server software, 

consults organizations and coach individuals on the matters of personal and professional 

development. 

Creating universal methodology of human behavior modelling is out of scope of this 

work, however, some elements of this methodology, which are necessary and sufficient in 

order to create value hierarchies’ model and substantiate it in the role of general model of 

decision-making and choice, will be proposed and discussed. Unfortunate controversy of 

available academic research on that topic (which will be shown in Chapter 2) required of us to add 

significant amount of theoretical contemplations to our practical studies. These theoretical 

(methodological) contemplations are, at the same time, necessary steps towards the development 

of the universal methodology of human behavior modelling. 

The topic of choice and decision-making has been relevant in the field of psychology 

(including neurolinguistic psychology) for many years. There are several mainstream approaches, 

including studies of “executive decisions” (e.g. Mannor et al., 2016) and notion of “cognitive 

distortions” (e.g. Beck, 1963; Ciccarelli et al., 2017). 

In this work, however, focus is on the individual and individuality. Even when 

considering participant of a business or educational process, main approach is the study of an 

individual. Another feature of this research is the employment of “affirmative” model of 

decision-making and choice. We will not add items to the list of “cognitive distortions”, which 

is, in our opinion, already too large to be regarded as rigorous academic notion. When we say 

“affirmative”, we mean that adequate psychological approach should not operate under the 

premises that something is “broken” (e.g. “distorted”), but rather provide a framework of integral 

understanding of the process under consideration. The value hierarchies’ model, which is 

developed, discussed, applied and reflected upon in this research, is a kind of “affirmative” model 

in that regard. 
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1.2 Central problem under consideration 

 

This research has practical part (a study of decision-making process of participants 

of educational process), theoretical part (the value hierarchies’ model) and methodological 

part (human behavior modelling). 

The central problem under consideration in methodological part of this research is wide 

variety of behavior modelling approaches, which lack common methodological grounds, and have 

significant shortcomings. The two extremes among these approaches are the following: 

 to “digitalize” every “quant” of human activity (Alemdar et al., 2014), or, even more 

extremely, every cell of human physiology (Markram et al., 2011); 

 to describe some metaphysical (Donkers, 2016) and/or generic (Madl et al., 2011) 

features of human activity which are impractical to build model from. 

The methodological aim of this work is to define several (necessary and sufficient) 

elements which would provide common basis and middle ground between the two aforementioned 

extremes. 

Main theoretical problem is wide variety of academic models of decision-making, which 

either describe the problem in too general terms, or targeted primarily at the decisions made in 

laboratory conditions. 

The practical aim is to utilize such theoretical findings in order to build value hierarchies’ 

model, which is then utilized in three areas: individual change work, qualitative research, 

quantitative research. 

 

1.3 Benefits of the research 

 

The following benefits could be drawn immediately from this research: 

1. New model of coaching, which integrates formalism, necessary for the modern 

scientifically grounded approach, with utmost focus on individual and their needs. 

2. Novel approach to qualitative study, which allows to deeply investigate 

individualistic psychological traits and content, but does so in rather formalistic (thus, 

time-saving both during the carrying out of the field work and processing of the results) 

manner. 

3. Schema of qualitative (statistical) experiments. Its elements aren’t novel by 

themselves with regard to the field of statistics, however, schema as a whole (based on 
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prior work) shows how to carry out quantitative research in the framework of human 

behavior modelling. 

From the broader perspective, proposed elements of the universal methodology of human 

behavior modelling, with proper further research, could potentially be beneficial in the following 

areas: 

1. Education on all levels (primary, secondary, tertiary, competency learning). Modern 

education, as is shown by the “Pygmalion effect” (Szumski & Karwowski, 2019), is 

generally working “in spite of” the efforts of schools (universities) and teachers 

(professors). Modern online education, the mainstream trends in education, is in 

especially drastic condition (Khalil & Ebner, 2014). Progress in the theory of human 

behavior modelling and its applications would allow to employ purposeful education 

methodology and technologies, which immediate effect could be observed both directly 

(by the teachers) and by cohesive quality assurance process. 

2. Psychotherapy, coaching, and all other kinds of “change work”. Progress in the theory 

of human behavior modelling would allow to comprehend the problems which is 

inherently incomprehensible in current reductionist methodology, e.g. why efficacy of 

therapies doesn’t improve over the years (Miller et al., 2013), why there is almost no 

difference between different psychotherapeutic approaches in terms of outcome (Miller 

et al., 2013, p. 89), why years of practice doesn’t guarantee increase in effectiveness 

(Goldberg et al., 2016), etc. Applications of said theory would allow to resolve this 

crisis on all levels. 

3. Medicine, wherein value-centered treatment in words seemingly always leads to the 

violation of patient’s values in action (e.g. see Blom et al., 2015). 

4. Economics, which borders with psychology along the fields of “neuroeconomics” 

(Zeki et al., 2004) and “behavioral economics” (Thaler, 2017) would get ecological 

models of human activities, which would allow to explain “consumer choices” (and 

other phenomena deriving from the complex “architecture” of economical “agents”) 

assertively and directly, without reducing to the idea of “broken actor” (i.e. “cognitive 

distortions”). 

5. Technical sciences in two aspects. Firstly, psychological phenomena of inventorship 

are mainly undiscovered for years (Altschuller & Vertkin, 1994), and theory of human 

behavior modelling could yield answers to the many problems which arise from the 

inventorship. Secondly, current development of “general AI” is stuck (Wolski, 2020), 

and no progress in the development of human-like artificial entities is made. Purposeful 

human behavior models would allow to productively continue the developments. 
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6. Novel, more effective, applied methods in management, sales, advertising, etc., could 

be built based on the theory of human behavior modelling. 

7. “Content-less” practices of meditation, or reaching of “peak states”, or “mindfulness”, 

could be developed and improved using the theory of human behavior modelling. 

Individualistic procedures, instead of common “mantras” or “exercises”, could be 

derived. 

 

1.4 Usage of terminology 

 

All terms are used in conventional sense. However, as that sense is not always precisely 

defined, some refinement of meaning of such terms is applied and their operationalization is 

performed.  

 

1.4.1 Behavior 

 

The term behavior is understood differently and contradictory in different fields (and even 

in the scope of some separate fields) of science. 

In biology, “behavior” is a blurry term (Levitis et al., 2009), and Levitis et. al. (2009) 

propose the following biological definition based on the aggregation of opinions of biologists: 

“behavior is the internally coordinated responses (actions or inactions) of whole living organisms 

(individuals or groups) to internal and/or external stimuli, excluding responses more easily 

understood as developmental changes”. 

In psychology, “behavior” also doesn’t have consensus definition. This term, according to 

G. Henriques & J. Michalski (2020), has two different sets of meanings: firstly, behavior is 

something “measurable and available to public observation”. Secondly, behavior is set of patterns 

of activities which distinguishes living beings from inanimate objects, and which distinguishes 

animals from the rest of living beings, and people from the rest of animals. 

In this work we use the term behavior in the broad conventional sense as any observable 

and distinguishable human activity. It should be noted, that such definition includes what is usually 

called “emotions” or “cognition”, as any emotion and cognition, in which we may be interested in 

our research, displays some observable signals (which may be overt or covert, voluntary or 

involuntary). In future chapters we show that any behavior presupposes some alternative (potential 

“counter-behavior” or “counter-activity”), and as in the definitions above we consider both 

“covert”, “overt”, “conscious” and “subconscious” behavioral alternatives and behaviors. 
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1.4.2 Value and value hierarchy 

 

The term value often is reduced to the “monetary value” from the economics (e.g. “value 

of bond”, “market value of company”, etc.). As economics currently merges with psychology and 

along the border of this merge are the interdisciplinary studies in “behavioral economics”, such 

understanding of the term leaks into psychology as well (e.g. see Kahneman & Tversky, 2013). 

In psychology, A. Maslow introduced the term “hierarchy of needs” (Maslow, 1987), 

which he used somewhat interchangeably with the term “hierarchy of values” (Maslow, 1987, p. 

xiii). Later a particular “reference” hierarchy of needs had started to being called in popular-

scientific sources “Maslow’s pyramid”. A. Maslow emphasizes that while there is some tendency 

for the values to be organized in some particular hierarchy (with “lower” levels and “higher” 

levels, from basic physiological needs to self-actualization), value hierarchy of a particular person 

could be organized arbitrarily (Maslow, 1987, pp. 51–53). 

The term value is used throughout this work in the following sense: value is a linguistic 

marker and corresponding subjective feeling, state, experience which it denotes, which alters 

behavior. The basic semantic categories of words which people use to describe their values is well 

described in the aforementioned work of A. Maslow. 

Value hierarchy is often understood as sorted list of word combinations, where each 

combination denotes some conventional value and position in the list is understood as 

“importance” of a particular value. For example, in Schwartz Value Survey (Schwartz, 2012) 

respondents are presented with the two lists of values (“end-states” list and “means” list) and are 

asked to rate each item of the list from -1 (respondent is against that value) and 0 (no importance) 

to 7 (supreme importance). 

In this work, however, the term value hierarchy denotes order of values which reflects 

their connection to the selection of some behavioral alternative (if some value X is “higher” in 

some contextualized hierarchy than another value Y – then value X could “dislodge” value Y 

during the decision-making process, but not vice versa). 

 

1.4.3 Human behavior model & human behavior modelling 

 

One of the definitions of the word model from the Oxford dictionary is the following 

(Oxford, 2020): “a sample description of a system, used for explaining how something works or 

calculating what might happen, etc.”. 
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We shall add to that definition, for the purpose of this work, that instead of “calculating” it 

should be read “predicting”, and under “etc.” there is also “or influencing the functioning of such 

system”. 

The resultant model of human behavior shall consist of the following elements: 

 description of the relevant phenomena and patterns, which by itself could make 

those phenomena observable in daily life by the interested user of a model; 

 conceptual schema of terms and definitions, relevant for the model; 

 procedures to elicit relevant phenomena and patterns in ideal conditions, which 

would allow interested reader to replicate observed and described patterns, relevant for 

the model. 

Phenomenon is understood in the general scientific sense; as defined in Cambridge 

dictionary (Cambridge, 2020), “[phenomenon is] something that exists and can be seen, felt, 

tasted, etc., especially something unusual or interesting” (first meaning). As will be shown in the 

next chapter, distinct feature of the behavioral phenomena (phenomena of human activity) is their 

“self-replicating” nature: once observed (by a researcher on the researched person), they tend to 

manifest themselves as if some external force multiplies their occurrence (which is related to the 

features of human mind and attention). 

Conceptual schema of terms and definitions and rules in accordance to which it should 

be built is considered in the next chapter. No special meaning ascribed to these words, though 

some necessary operational rules should be taken into account when building schemas for the 

terms of human behavior model. 

Pattern is defined in accordance with G. Bateson: 

 

Any aggregate of events or objects (e.g., a sequence of phonemes, a painting, or a 

frog, or a culture) shall be said to contain “redundancy” or “pattern” if the aggregate can 

be divided in any way by a “slash mark,” such that an observer perceiving only what is on 

one side of the slash mark can guess, with better than random success, what is on the other 

side of the slash mark. We may say that what is on one side of the slash contains 

information or has meaning about what is on the other side. Or, in engineer’s language, 

the aggregate contains “redundancy.” Or, again, from the point of view of a cybernetic 

observer, the information available on one side of the slash will restrain (i.e., reduce the 

probability of) wrong guessing. 

(Bateson, 1972, p. 110) 
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Human behavior modelling is many-sided term. Oftentimes it is connected or mixed with 

the process of modelling of decision-making (e.g. see Kennedy, 2012), so clearer distinction 

should be made. In this work, as was mentioned in the previous section, every behavior is 

considered to be a part of some behavioral alternative. However, a model of decision-making and 

choice is just one model of human behavior (or, in other words, just a model of one class of 

behavior – that is, decision-making behavior). 

Human behavior modelling in the sense described in this book is the process of producing 

human behavior models. This process consists of the following steps: 

1. Finding and fixating the distinct behavioral (observable) phenomenon of human 

activity. 

2. Formalizing the pattern, in which the discovered phenomenon plays its part. 

3. Building the resultant model. 

4. Creating a technique of human behavior change. 

These steps, performed more or less in the listed order, is further referred to as “conveyor 

belt of human behavior modelling”. First three items were defined above. The fourth one is 

technique. 

Technique is step-by-step instruction (optionally containing additional algorithmic 

constructs: variables, loops, conditional branching) on inducing well-defined change for well-

defined problematic condition (connected with an individual, group or organization) in a wide 

variety of circumstances. 

Technique is close to the psychotherapeutic term “protocol”, however there are important 

distinctions: 

 Protocol tends to be rigidly fixated and universal (McCarter, 1997). Technique tends 

to fixate some aspects (invariants) and vary another (variants) in accordance with a 

person to whom it’s being applied and other circumstances. Thus, technique is 

individualistic. 

 Protocol research measures some change in vaguely related and distant condition. E.g., 

“EMDR OCD protocol” (eye movement treatment for the obsessive-compulsive 

disorder) is researched with the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Marr, 

2012). Technique research necessarily measures immediate observable changes during 

the application of the technique. Distant changes could be measured as well. Unrelated 

tests (tests which were developed by authors who didn’t take into account the model, 

according to which the technique was developed) are used only after separate study on 

the connection between the model which is used by the test author and the model which 

is used by the technique author is carried out. 
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 Protocol ritualizes the linear nature of the procedure, it is presupposed that deviations 

from the protocol will lower the efficacy of the protocol application (McCarter, 1997). 

Technique application is presupposed to be fluid, client-centered and adopted to 

circumstances; it could be formalized by the basic algorithmic logic (variables, loops, 

conditional branching, etc.). 

In essence, “applying protocol” claims that some linear procedure will work on different 

people in the same fashion, like a pill works in the same fashion on different people (where 

differences are either negligible or rare). And “usage of a technique” acknowledges the obvious 

variety in psychological processes of individuals (where differences are substantial and regular) 

and adapts to them – however, without being reduced to informal guidelines. 

There is no surprise that increase in adherence to protocol, evidently, doesn’t yield better 

results in therapy (Wampold, 2015). 

Conveyor belt of human behavior modelling is a sequential process of discovering new 

phenomena and patterns, building of models, and designing of techniques. 

 

1.5 Connections with neurolinguistic psychology 

 

Neurolinguistic psychology is the area of focus for this work. In all formulations and 

contemplations in this work the following three elements are present explicitly or implicitly: 

1. Human behavior, activities, their neurological correlates, their psychological 

companions (senses, feelings, emotions, values). 

2. Linguistic definitions, ontological schemas, preliminary discussions, instructions, 

which serve as tools to understand, define and discuss the above. 

3. Algorithmic elements (loops, recursions, conditional operators, and others) which are 

used to formalize (then model and govern) the above. 

We consider that adherence to the list above is necessary and sufficient for the work to be 

designated as one focused in the field of neurolinguistic psychology. 

 

1.6 Connections with other areas of psychology 

 

The following connections to other fields could be made: 

1. General psychology, as the elements of universal methodology of human behavior 

modelling is vital for that field. 
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2. Business psychology, as applied methods described further in this work is immediately 

usable and beneficial in business contexts. 

3. Coaching psychology, as one of the chapters of this work is allocated to describe novel 

approach to coaching. 

4. Mindfulness, as one of the immediate applications of the resultant value hierarchies’ 

model is the optimization and individualization of a mindfulness process. 

As the main focus of this work is on the study of an individual (rather than on some general 

principles, which are developed and employed when necessary for the primary task; or 

organizational consulting), the selected area of focus is “neurolinguistic psychology”. 

Coaching process is considered in close interconnection with the study of an individual as 

one of the practical applications of such study. 

Mindfulness is addressed in this work briefly as additional (unconventional) application of 

the value hierarchies’ model. 

 

1.7 Hypotheses 

 

The main research question which goes throughout this work (in several different 

forms) is the following: to what degree are value hierarchies of a person individualistic (as 

opposite to universal or conventional)? 

The main corresponding hypothesis is that value hierarchies of a person is indeed 

highly individualistic. 

Different chapters of this work approach this question in a different manner (as 

appropriate), and further formalization (including quantization in Chapter 5) and refinement is 

carried out in each subsequent chapter. 

 

1.8 Preview of Chapters 2-5 

 

Chapter 2 is a theoretical study, wherein scientific literature from the wide variety of 

academic fields is reviewed. Statements, which had been made in this introductory chapter, are 

illustrated, refined and further developed. 

Chapter 3 describes practical psychological coaching work. It contains novel coaching 

approach, which is based on the value hierarchies’ model; illustrates how to integrate formal 

(universal) and fluid (individualistic) aspects of individual work. It should be noted that the word 

“coaching” throughout this work is only used in the sense of “psychological coaching”. 
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Chapter 4 is a qualitative group study. It describes qualitative research of two groups of 

students (programming students and psychology students) in order to illustrate how value 

hierarchies’ model could be applied to carry out qualitative research in deep and efficient manner. 

Chapter 5 is a quantitative study. It further shows how data received during the 

qualitative research could be analyzed statistically, in order to integrate the individualistic nature 

of qualitative research and rigorousness of statistical methods. 
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Purpose of Chapter 2 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to review scientific literature in order to perform theoretical 

study of the value hierarchies, decision-making process, human behavior modelling. 

 

2.1 Philosophical and methodological studies 

 

2.1.1 On a notion of falsification 

 

Currently, there are four (in some ways contradictory, in some ways complimentary) 

approaches to the general definition of scientific knowledge (and the process of scientific 

research). 

Firstly, Imre Lakatos’ approach of “research programmes” (Lakatos, 1980). 

Simplifying, I. Lakatos argued that any scientific theory has some “core”, which it defends (by 

scientific debates, gathering evidence, etc.), and “auxiliary hypotheses”. A theory’s usefulness 

lies in the ability of its core (initially) to predict some novel empirical findings. However, 

contradictory findings eventually emerge, and theory must formulate protective “auxiliary 

hypotheses” which could explain away the contradiction. Eventually, theory might become so 

encumbered with such ad-hoc additions of auxiliary hypotheses that it collapses by becoming too 

complex in order to explain something and too narrow in order to predict something. 

This construction of I. Lakatos’ could be used both to explain the life cycle of scientific 

theories in “natural environment” and to deliberately plan the scientific work. 

Secondly, Thomas Kuhn’s approach, wherein central concept is one of “scientific 

revolutions” (Kuhn, 2012), radical changes of concepts with the corresponding theoretical and 

practical breakthroughs. T. Kuhn argued, that revolution occurs not as much immediately 

when new observable data appear, but rather when collected data and facts are started to 

being viewed differently, when new scientists “connect the dots” in a different manner. 

T. Kuhn, however, was rather skeptical about the abilities of individual scientists to change 

their view. He cites Max Planck on the adoption of new paradigms: 

 

A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making 

them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die and a new generation 

grows up that is familiar with it. 

(Planck, 2014) 
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Thirdly, Paul Feyerabend’s “scientific anarchism”. P. Feyerabend argued that science 

has become too rigid and too loyal to society. Hence, it’s necessary to allow any methodology 

and to let no statement become the unchangeable rule for the scientific method. 

Lastly, Carl Popper’s “falsification” principle. Simplifying, science in accordance 

with this principle is defined as something which could be “falsified” (i.e. an experiment could 

be at least imagined that will disprove the hypothesis, if that hypothesis is scientific). 

Carl Popper, at least partly, is famous due to his efforts in discrediting Freudian 

psychoanalysis (Popper, 1986). With the necessary scrutiny of the priest of one tradition he 

dislodges the priest of another tradition. From the point of view of a third-party scientific observer, 

however, it is worth noting that Freudian psychoanalysis, no matter what methodological 

shortcomings it might have, has been used to treat people (and yielded dozens of derivative 

approaches to psychotherapy); while Popper’s philosophy has been used to kill theories (and, 

arguably, yielded no novel derivative ideas or new knowledge). 

To elaborate on that notion of falsification, which becomes more popular in modern 

science, let’s consider the following. Even if psychoanalysis was indeed in ruins, i.e. had C. Popper 

achieved what seemingly was his goal, one important thing would still shine from those ruins and 

should’ve been picked up. 

To described that thing, let’s turn our attention to the works of Francis Galton, the inventor 

of “association method” (and other things, such as correlation, regression to mean, fingerprint 

forensics, “peculiarities of mental images”, etc.). In one particular work F. Galton described the 

following experiment: he created a list of 75 stimulus words (the list itself is not provided in the 

source text) and had meticulously written down his single-word associations to them (Galton, 

1879). He found out that 58% of associated words were repeated only once, others were repeated 

two (20%), three (12%) or four (10%) times (Table 1 in Galton, 1879). 

F. Galton summarizes that statistics: “This shows much less variety in the mental stock of 

ideas than I had expected, and makes us feel that the roadways of our minds are worn into very 

deep ruts” (ibid.). And “the mind is perpetually travelling over familiar ways without our memory 

retaining any impression of its excursions” (ibid.). 

He admits that it would be “absurd” (ibid.) to print the actual protocol of what words he’d 

associated, as “…They lay bare the foundations of a man's thoughts with curious distinctness, and 

exhibit his mental anatomy with more vividness and truth than he would probably care to publish 

to the world” (ibid.). 

This experiment could be reproduced by any skeptically inclined researcher who’s willing 

to put enough effort into this “extremely and irksome” (ibid.), requiring “much resolution” (ibid.) 

experiment. 
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Third-party summary of this experiment, if one is to focus not on the experimental results 

themselves, but on the F. Galton’s experience as a whole, would be the following: 

a) Some psychological material and processes of a person, which the person is unaware 

of (which we call in our dissertation, by definition, “the unconscious”), is instrumental 

in “laying bare” the very nature of the person. 

b) The result of this process (“thoughts” or “words”) is readily available to the 

consciousness, and it thought of as a product of consciousness; however, real properties 

of that process is totally unknown to the consciousness – that is, they are unconscious. 

c) Person needs great discipline and effort to extract this material (i.e. to become aware 

of it). 

d) Person is not willing to share that material publicly. To describe that point from another 

perspective: society doesn’t encourage elicitation and sharing of the unconscious 

material. 

C. Popper wisely selected a target for his critique: psychiatrist and a popular speaker S. 

Freud. 

Had he selected F. Galton, who is, arguably, one of the main developers of statistics as 

method of scientific inquiry, probably it would’ve required more efforts in order for Popper to 

achieve his current place in philosophical “pantheon”. 

To conclude that section, let’s point out the following. C. Popper’s ideology is the only one 

(among four aforementioned mainstream general scientific methodologies) that focuses on 

adjudication of theories, not on their development. Thus, falsification principle, as part of 

Popper’s approach to science, might be, hopefully, useful for science in general (given known 

unconvincing remarks are kept in mind in order to explain why all of mathematics or half of 

astrophysics shall still be regarded as scientific, despite blatant disregard of “falsification 

principle”), but not for any practical application. 

 

2.1.2 Epistemology of G. Bateson 

 

Continuing our review of philosophical and methodological studies, let’s move on and 

consider the works of G. Bateson. 

There is an old joke on how to create a ship in a bottle (“impossible bottle” art): “It’s easy, 

one should put some sand, wood, strips of cloth into the bottle, and then give it a good shake. 

Usually it results in some muddy mixture, but on a rare occasion a beautiful ship appears.” 
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When there isn’t enough evidence or operationalized descriptions how scientific 

discoveries are made, some unconvincing explanations on that mysterious process look like that 

explanation of “impossible bottle” creation. 

G. Bateson, as it seems, throughout his work presented consistent argument against the 

usage of logic described in this joke in the process of scientific discovery or methodological 

reflection. One element of such argument is the definition of pattern, cited in section 1.4.3. 

Bateson’s epistemology is (among other things) an attempt to explain and operationalize the 

process of scientific discovery – as such, it is taken as one of the fundamental premises to our 

further methodological developments. 

G. Bateson defines how he perceives the difference between his own ways of thinking and 

ways of thinking of his students, who seemingly failed to understand several fundamental 

concepts, in the following manner (bold emphasis is ours): 

 

[…] it became clear that a difference between my habits of thought and those of my 

students sprang from the fact that they were trained to think and argue inductively from 

data to hypotheses but never to test hypotheses against knowledge derived by deduction 

from the fundamentals of science or philosophy. 

(Bateson, 1987, p. 14) 

 

Bateson struggled to explicitly define the properties of “epistemological” mental process, 

but, at the end, arguably, failed to do so. Many artefacts and illustrations of the “thinking 

machinery” of this great thinker are available for study: metalogues (Bateson, 1987, pp. 21–47), 

levels of learning (Bateson, 1987, pp. 184–186), criteria of mental process (Bateson, 1979, pp. 89–

129), and others. However, they all serve, rather, as kind of metaphors to the core principles of 

“epistemological thought”, than as direct descriptions or models of it. 

Without attempting to finalize that task of explicating “patterns of epistemological 

thinking”, let’s describe several features of such thinking. 

Firstly, G. Bateson consistently divided living and inanimate research subject matter 

and argued that different epistemology should be applied to the one and the other. He borrows the 

words “pleroma” (inanimate) and “creatura” (the living) from C. Jung, who in his turn borrows 

them from gnostics (words in square braces is ours): 

 

He [C. Jung] points out that there are two worlds. We might call them two worlds 

of explanation. He names them the pleroma and the creatura, these being Gnostic terms. 

The pleroma is the world in which events are caused by forces and impacts and in which 
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there are no “distinctions.” Or, as I would say, no “differences.” In the creatura, effects 

are brought about precisely by difference. 

[…] 

I suggest that “pleroma” and “creatura” are words which we could usefully adopt, 

and it is therefore worthwhile to look at the bridges which exist between these two 

“worlds.” It is an oversimplification to say that the “hard sciences” deal only with the 

pleroma and that the sciences of the mind deal only with the creatura. There is more to it 

than that. 

(Bateson, 1987, pp. 322–323) 

 

Secondly, G. Bateson pointed out that “a mind is an aggregate of interacting parts or 

components” (Bateson, 1979, p. 93). It’s essential to any human behavior modelling task that 

mind has multi-level architecture (with some internal interactions between the architectural entities 

and levels). 

Thirdly, G. Bateson pointed out that when some information process is considered (e.g., 

human perception or cognition), the notion of “system borders” becomes non trivial. On the one 

hand, something called “difference” transcends physical borders of parts of the system: 

 

But what is a difference? A difference is a very peculiar and obscure concept. It is 

certainly not a thing or an event. This piece of paper is different from the wood of this 

lectern. There are many differences between them—of color, texture, shape, etc. But if we 

start to ask about the localization of those differences, we get into trouble. Obviously the 

difference between the paper and the wood is not in the paper; it is obviously not in the 

wood; it is obviously not in the space between them, and it is obviously not in the time 

between them. (Bateson, 1987, p. 320) 

 

On the other hand, to properly encode (in our terms, to model) the interaction between 

living actors correctly one should carefully select the scope of observation (speculative “borders 

of the system”):  

 

[...] Mind is a necessary, an inevitable function of the appropriate complexity, 

wherever that complexity occurs. 

But that complexity occurs in a great many other places besides the inside of my 

head and yours. We’ll come later to the question of whether a man or a computer has a 

mind. For the moment, let me say that a redwood forest or a coral reef with its aggregate 
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of organisms interlocking in their relationships has the necessary general structure. The 

energy for the responses of every organism is supplied from its metabolism, and the total 

system acts self-correctively in various ways. A human society is like this with closed loops 

of causation. Every human organization shows both the self-corrective characteristic and 

has the potentiality for runaway. 

Now, let us consider for a moment the question of whether a computer thinks. I 

would state that it does not. What “thinks” and engages in “trial and error” is the man 

plus the computer plus the environment. And the lines between man, computer, and 

environment are purely artificial, fictitious lines. They are lines across the pathways along 

which information or difference is transmitted. They are not boundaries of the thinking 

system. What thinks is the total system which engages in trial and error, which is man plus 

environment. 

(Bateson, 1987, pp. 339–340) 

 

That whole passage, wherein “redwood forest” is literally provided as an example of how 

mind functions, and wherein “environment” is included into the process of “computation”, 

essentially points out to the fact that any living interaction is, at large, part of some grandiose 

“mental process”. Probably due to the radical nature of that idea for a modern scientific 

community, G. Bateson only metaphorically described it without explicitly emphasizing.  

However, that is, at its core, the same idea, as the notion of “collective unconscious”. 

 

2.1.3 C. Jung’s collective unconscious 

 

Moving on to the last item of our review of philosophical and methodological studies, let’s 

consider that notion of “collective unconsciousness”. 

Aforementioned idea of “universal mental process”, to which living actors is connected, as 

if, to provide modern-day metaphor, some terminal devices are connected to computational clouds, 

was explicitly defined and developed by C. Jung. 

Carl Jung described a so-called “synchronicity”: occurrence of several semantically 

connected events with no obvious rational explanation of the coincidence. C. Jung gives the 

following example of that phenomenon (C. G. Jung, 2010): when he studied the meaning of “fish” 

as a symbol in dreams of his clients, one day he woke up and then fish was served at breakfast. 

Later, one of his former patients showed him several paintings with fishes (he hadn’t been in 

contact with the patient for months). Later, at the evening, someone showed Jung a tapestry with 

fish on it. Next morning another patient, whom Jung hadn’t been in contact with for years, shared 
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with him a dream wherein fish jumped out of the water onto the coast. C. Jung finalizes this recap 

with the remark that only one person of several involved in this series of coincidences (beside 

himself) knew that he studied the history of the fish symbol. 

In the cited article, C. Jung continues to explain that such phenomenon is not just some 

random “lucky” occurrence, but an ordinary and verifiably non-random ordered set of events. He 

proceeds to cite statistical experiments which prove that humans can regularly “foresee” events 

(on an example of trivial events, e.g. guessing which card would go next in a shuffled deck). 

S. Freud showed (see e.g. Freud, 1955) that the unconscious of a person is rather 

individualistic (unique). C. Jung, however, argued that behind that “layer” of uniqueness is 

“archetypes” (Robertson, 2016), which are common and universal concepts, which form the 

collective unconscious. 

In other words, in a general sense, different minds operate, inherently, with the same 

semantical categories. 

However, when C. Jung tries to study one of the most common and obvious symbols of 

modern Western civilization – fish1 – he receives some rather incoherent series of “free 

associations” as a reply from “collective unconscious” (in form of aforementioned series of 

meaningful events). C. Jung didn’t write his own thoughts on that matter in the article, but if one 

is to interpret that “response” literally (in a psychoanalytical fashion) and turn it into words it 

would be: “there is no (universal) fish symbol”. We use that example to utter an important point 

and detach from Jungian perspective: “collective unconscious” gives individualistic responses 

to the inquirer’s intent. 

Once again using technical metaphor to describe psychological phenomena we might say 

that “inquirer” (e.g., in our context, a modeler) may use what Jung called “collective unconscious” 

in a similar fashion to using computer “cloud storage” (or, for that matter, internet search engines). 

The role of the “cloud service” is played by the “collective unconscious” and the role of the “search 

term” is played by the “intent” of the inquirer (a modeler). 

Technological “cloud storage” is not some kind of metaphysical concept, though an 

ordinary user who receives “responses” on a wide variety of topics from a single entry point 

(search bar), if they don’t have knowledge about basic aspects of technology behind the “magic”, 

might think so. Psychological “cloud computing” (in Jungian fashion) is not metaphysical in 

nature, no matter what C. Jung himself believed on that matter (or, to be less critical and more 

precise, we might say that every observable metaphysical process must have specific and concrete 

material substrate). 

                                                 
1 At the time of this writing if one is to enter “fish symbol” as Google search term it would be hard to find anything 

but “ichtys”, famous Christian symbol, on the first 5 pages of search results 
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However, we can look at that from both perspectives: either “technological clouds” could 

be a technical metaphor for “collective unconscious”, or “collective unconscious” is the archetype 

for “technological clouds”, which are created “in the image and likeness” of it. 

We already know from the Freudian times that humans have developed complicated 

unconsciousness which could produce (unexpected and novel) associations on the given topic. 

Jungian example adds to that, that “given topic” might be not just about the personality of the 

respondent, but rather some inquiry into the nature of things (about external concepts, scientific 

problems, etc.). 

What we didn’t mention yet is how a researcher could manifest their “intention” of inquiry 

into given topic without explicitly verbally instructing the respondents to produce associations on 

that topic. Several ways to do so (even without the awareness of the “inquirer” himself) exist. To 

describe just one example of that, we’ll briefly describe one of the experiments which was carried 

out by the famous developer of modern clinical hypnosis, M. Erickson (1964): 

 deaf people (first group) were invited into an auditorium to sit with their back turned 

to the blackboard (i.e. facing the audience); 

 second group of people, in no way connected with the first group (deaf people), were 

invited into the auditorium to sit facing the first group (i.e. facing the blackboard); 

 first group was instructed to silently “read faces” of the second group; 

 second group wasn’t explicitly instructed to do anything except observing the 

blackboard, and second group wasn’t aware that first group consisted of deaf people; 

 researcher’s assistant has written some words on the blackboard; 

 the assistant, without forewarning participants, put these words into some secondary 

forms (a square, a diamond, a star, a triangle, a circle) – i.e. letters of the words formed 

the outline of the mentioned geometrical shapes; 

After describing this setup (in a more detailed fashion that we do here), M. Erickson 

provides the following results: 

 all deaf people were successful in recognizing words (by “reading faces” of the people 

who watched these words being written) and named these words after the experiment 

(without looking at the blackboard); 

 some deaf people also had an illusion that some of the words “circle”, “square”, “star”, 

“diamond” and “triangle” were written on the blackboard too (they “read” these words 

in the faces of the watchers), though most of them displayed difficulties of some or 

another sort in doing so. 

We provide that example as well-documented illustration that people might “display” their 

thoughts literally in their faces (and not just some general emotional state, but the literal digital 
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content of the thoughts). The proven fact that deaf people in lab conditions and having instructions 

to concentrate their attention can consciously perceive facial microexpressions and translate them 

into original thoughts makes a speculation that all people in everyday communication subliminally 

(without their own awareness) incorporate other people thoughts into their own mentality plausible 

(and makes that explanation a default one). That doesn’t explain all of the events in the cited C. 

Jung’s report, but that idea of “subliminal communication” explains large enough part of the 

“synchronicity” phenomenon for our purposes. 

To develop the concept further, let’s consider the fact that “subliminal” transmission of 

information is not unique to humans, but rather humans have inherited and further developed that 

mechanism (which in some or another way is present in every living creature). Live environment 

as a whole is, among other things, informational-communication system. J. Krishnamurti, a 

famous 20th century thinker and leader (whose work is, implicitly or explicitly, a cornerstone in 

modern approaches to meditation), pointed out that fact in the following manner (describing one 

of his walks in the forest): 

 

Forests are different. There’s physical danger there, not only from snakes but from 

tigers that were known to be there. As one walked there one afternoon there was suddenly 

an abnormal silence; the birds stopped chattering, the monkeys were absolutely still and 

everything seemed to be holding its breath. One stood still. And as suddenly, everything 

came to life; the monkeys were playing and teasing each other, birds began their evening 

chatter and one was aware the danger had passed. 

Krishnamurti’s Journal, September, 17, 1973 (Krishnamurti, 1982) 

 

In modern terms and elaborating on the introduced metaphor, we might say that any 

technology, fellow humans (consciously and unconsciously), and nature itself play the role of 

“cloud computer” that aids a researcher (a modeler) in their tasks. 

We can further strengthen that statement and (generalizing provided examples and other 

data on the matter) say that, on the other hand, any “belief” about some phenomenon of human 

activity of a researcher would influence (provoke) manifestation of such phenomenon. That 

“belief”, let’s call it “modelling projection”, should be utilized and controlled during the process 

of modelling. 
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2.2 Psychotherapy studies 

 

2.2.1 Decline in psychotherapy practice and research 

 

Let’s move on to the second area of our theoretical study. 

One of the crucial applications of the epistemology of “creatura studies” (see section 2.1.2 

above) is psychotherapy – the art to induce psychological change (primarily, by the means of 

conversation). 

Currently the field of psychotherapy is in a state of crisis (S. B. Goldberg et al., 2016; 

S. D. Miller et al., 2013): 

a) the overall results of psychotherapists slowly, but surely diminish over time; 

b) therapists vary greatly from each other, some improve over time, some decline; 

c) different approaches don’t differ in results. 

While point b) above apparently takes place, there is also no “benchmark”, which 

psychotherapists of some particular approach could “beat”. There is no immediate way: 

 for a client-centered therapist to compare their results against C. Roger’s; 

 for a psychoanalytical therapist to compare their results against S. Freud’s; 

 for a cognitive behavior therapist to compare their results against A. Beck’s; 

 for a hypnotherapist to compare their results against M. Erickson’s; 

 for a neurolinguistic programmer to compare their results against R. Bandler’s. 

However, lack of such “benchmark”, when individual performance matters, is of apparent 

crucial importance. It could be argued that it is impossible to measure the performance of the great 

therapists directly (due to obvious technical reasons: some of them are dead, some of them are 

retired, etc.), however either new role models for aspiring therapists should be established or some 

reconstructed (maybe even idealized) image of the “progenitors” created. Such role models should 

not be abstract, but rather an operationalized measurable benchmark which could be used in daily 

practice. 

Role models are regarded as important element of medical education (Maudsley, 2001), 

entrepreneurship education (Fellnhofer, 2017), and teaching in general (Cruess et al., 2008). 

However, psychotherapy (arguably, one of the most “personal” profession) education, theory and 

practice seemingly become more and more impersonal. While each generation of psychotherapists, 

as S. Miller et. al. pointed out, becomes (in general) less effective, it could be naturally expected 

for the psychotherapists to urgently turn their attention towards their “progenitors”, greatest 

psychotherapists and founders of well-known psychotherapy approaches, in order to find ways for 
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codification, extraction (or reconstruction, in case of shortage in samples of their work) and 

utilization of their skills and methods. 

Instead, psychotherapists turn to some abstract concepts in order to rationalize their 

performance “under the benchmark”: common factors (Wampold, 2015). 

B. Wampold rightly points out (ibid., p. 270), explaining the so-called “contextual model” 

of “common factors”, that initial therapeutic relationship is important for therapy. Then he points 

out that there are three ways to build such initial relationship: 

1. “The real relationship” 

2. Expectations (of a patient) 

3. Specific ingredients 

As with any approach to “common factors”, great deal of content is filled with the 

discussion, highly important for any philosopher or metaphysician (but of dubious benefit to a 

practitioner), which could be summarized in the following three questions: 

1. What is the defining difference between common factors and specific factors? 

2. Are common factors a kind of a real thing (of practical use), or just some abstraction 

trick to produce reflection and research (but of no use to a practitioner)? 

3. What broader evidence would substantiate and explain the importance of some or 

another common factor for the therapy outcome? 

It could be argued that discussion of specific exercises in order to establish the relationships 

with a client, manage client’s expectations, etc., could be found in articles and teaching materials 

of a specific psychotherapy approach. To illustrate that that is generally not the case, at least not 

to a degree it should be, let’s remind the story of another psychotherapist and researcher, S. 

Andreas: 

 

About ten years ago I was invited to teach at a weekend drug and alcohol 

conference for therapists and social workers. I was one of about two dozen presenters, 

including several "big names" in the field. Although I was scheduled for the last session, I 

attended the entire conference to see what I could learn. I heard many different presenters 

talk about the importance of self-concept and self-esteem in getting people to stop using 

drugs. But in all their words there was virtually nothing about what self-concept or self-

esteem actually was, or how to help someone get some of it. 

Finally on Sunday afternoon I had my group, my little opportunity. I began by 

saying to them, "I have been hearing from many presenters, for a day and a half now, that 

a good self-concept and self-esteem are really important in getting people to stop using 

drugs. Do you all agree with that?" "Oh, yeah," they all nodded their heads. I said, "Good. 
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I have two questions for you. The first question is, 'What is it that you've been talking about 

that is so important?' And my second question is, 'How would you go about helping 

someone get some of it? '" When I asked those questions the room got very quiet. Then I 

said, "Let's pretend that I'm someone who is hooked on drugs. Help me improve my self-

concept, or give me some self-esteem. Help me out." 

Someone said, "Well, you could use operant conditioning." 

I said "Great! Condition me, now. Show me what you can do." The room got very 

quiet again. Then someone said something about healing past traumas, and I said, "OK, 

let's imagine that I was sexually abused as a child. Show me how to heal that." The room 

got very quiet again. 

I kept that up for about half an hour before demonstrating a few quick ways to work 

with self-concept, because I wanted them to realize very clearly that I was presenting 

something that was very different from what they already knew. I also wanted to make a 

very clear distinction between being able to describe self-concept, and being able to 

actually change it. They had been speaking theoretically, but there really wasn't much that 

they could do. 

As I was walking down the hall after my presentation, a man walked along beside 

me, looking very thoughtful. Then he said to me, "You know, I have been teaching about 

self-concept and self-esteem for years, and I have even written a book about it. But when 

you asked those questions, I had nothing to say." 

(S. Andreas, 2002, p. 2) 

 

With time some general speculations “about therapy” displace the particular instructions 

on how to do the therapy. Therapy work is substituted with “talks about therapy work”, which 

still has some placebo-like effect on therapy students and even their clients, but, 

unsurprisingly, deteriorates with time. The disproportionate acknowledgment which purely 

abstract theories, such as all variations of “common factors”, receive, without a doubt, contributes 

to the overall decline of the art of psychotherapy, institutionalizing the crisis. 

 

2.2.2 Evidence-based studies 

 

Modern trend in therapy research is the emphasis on “evidence-based therapy”. Let’s move 

on to consider the notion of evidence-based studies. 

In the most general sense, there are two types of approaches to the measurement of 

functioning of any system. One approach is the “black box” approach, wherein a researcher doesn’t 

“peek” into the system and treats the boundaries of the system as opaque. Apparently, with such 
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approach what is measured will be determined by some set of criteria which have no direct 

connections to the “mechanics” (inner structure) of the system itself. 

Another approach, which may be called the “white box” approach, presupposes that a 

researcher has general knowledge about the structure of the system in question, thus he will seek 

meaningful connections between one’s measurements and the properties of the system itself. 

Evidence-based psychotherapy (or “evidence based practice in psychology”, EBPP) started 

as a branch of evidence-based medicine (APA Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based 

Practice, 2006). Both directly and incidentally medical terminology and phenomenology 

transferred to psychotherapy. Modern practice of measuring the efficacy of psychotherapy is 

based predominantly on (Nathan et al., 2000): 

a) using medical diagnosis, e.g. DSM categories; 

b) using medical metrics of a degree of patient recovery; 

…as such, being the classic example of the “black box approach”. 

Professional psychotherapists in the field, however, are dealing not just with diagnosis, but 

with a particular person’s problems. If some approach is convincingly proven to be effective with 

(for example) depressions, then it doesn’t mean that the approach will be effective (for example) 

with family problems. Though recognition of some approach as “evidence-based” (which usually 

means efficacy in treating mental disorders) will lead to its inclusion in public lists, which are used 

as a reference by government agencies, professional boards, insurance companies and other 

stakeholders (Tanenbaum, 2005). 

And let’s consider what is the basis for diagnosis of some DSM categories. Medicine is 

rather precise art and science – and particular forms of psychiatry and psychotherapy, having 

medical methodology at their foundation, could be expected to be as precise. Somewhat 

surprisingly, they aren’t. 

Most (if not all) of severe medical diagnoses are made not just in accordance with the data 

of clinical interview and client reflection, but with objective instrumental procedures (e.g. blood 

tests, medical imagining technologies such as CT and MRI, and so on). The products of these 

instrumental procedures (e.g. blood test data, CT and MRI images, etc.) are inherently independent 

of what a patient or a physician thinks about a patient’s condition. These products could be given 

to another physician or, in modern times, even a computer algorithm, a neural network (Zhou et 

al., 2002), for analysis – and an objective diagnosis could be eventually found. 

But as we move even half step from the domain of “somatic medicine” into the domain of 

psychology – we are stepping on a shaky soil. To illustrate that point, let’s consider the following. 

One of the main concepts of medicine is a concept of pain (which is a psychological concept). And 

though pain has tremendous diagnostic value (probably most medical interventions start with 
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someone feeling pain and, thus, deciding to seek medical help and become a patient), there are no 

objective criteria of pain (Dworkin & Sherman, 2001; Keefe & Hill, 1985). Obviously, it would 

be blatantly silly to measure the loudness of screaming or something like that – one person could 

be silent while in a lot of pain, and another one would attract a lot of attention when it just stings 

a bit. 

What is less obvious is that even objective measurements, which could be connected to a 

pain, – e.g., pupils’ dilation, galvanic skin response, adrenaline release, – couldn’t be taken for 

granted for pain level measurements (Eriksson et al., 2007). Roughly speaking, while the body 

may feel the pain, the brains don’t need to.  

The same methodological problem occurs with every (or at least, most of) “psychological 

conditions”. What is fear? Certainly, when a person is demonstrating a phobia, a lot of physiology 

(which features are measurable) is involved (Bolles & Fanselow, 1980). When a person is 

depressed, it is likely one has different levels of particular hormones, if compared with a healthy 

persons’ average (Kirkegaard & Faber, 1998). 

But DSM, apparently, doesn’t list such objective criteria under “Specific phobia” or 

“Depressive disorders” categories (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). It lacks objective 

criteria, because currently there really is no methodology which could reliably connect physiology 

with psychological phenomena. Again, roughly speaking, shaking and sweating person with 

adrenaline rushing into his blood might have a panic attack, and maybe he is just enjoying a roller 

coaster with a totally positive mood. And maybe he is dissociated from one’s feelings and while 

deep underneath there is a phobia it doesn’t manifest itself in one’s consciousness. 

So, even when dealing with psychiatric (i.e., medical) criteria of psychological 

problems we are facing methodological problems which aren’t completely resolved. Let’s 

remember that issue and defer its further consideration. 

The measurement of the impact which psychotherapy has on the “non-clinical” (not listed 

in DSM) problems of clients (family problems, work problems, subclinical mood or behavior 

disorders, etc.) is even more complex than the measurement of clinical change. For the latter, 

despite the issue of lack of truly objective measurements outlined above, a good set of 

“constructively valid” tests are available in order to reach a consensus on a diagnosis (and degree 

of severity of some or another mental disorder). 

And in evidence-based psychotherapy, such kind of psychotherapeutic measurement 

should be much more versatile – i.e., such tests should be applicable to any psychotherapeutic 

approach and any “non-clinical” or “subclinical” client’s request. Such tests should be applicable 

not just in the laboratory setting of an RCT (randomized controlled trial), but in the daily life of 

psychotherapeutic work (in the field) as well. 
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However, surprisingly, the field of evidence-based psychotherapy, evidently, doesn’t 

invest much effort into the development of such versatile measurement tools. Some approaches, 

though, still emerge – one of the most prominent and popular being S. Miller’s “feedback-informed 

treatment” system, with so-called “SRS” and “ORS” scales (S. D. Miller et al., 2013). Let’s 

consider it closely in the next section. 

 

2.2.3 Feedback-informed psychotherapy 

 

As was mentioned before, “practicing evidence-based approach” doesn’t mean “doing 

evidence-based practice”. Evidence-based medicine points out three principles of evidence-based 

practice (Spring, 2007): using most recent and relevant research data, using clinical expertise, and 

utilizing values of the client. However, there is both a research-related contradiction and an 

organizational contradiction here. In order to be accountable to supervising stakeholders (e.g. 

licensing boards, insurance companies, etc.) psychotherapist would better adhere as closely as 

possible to the letter of a particular treatment protocol (which was tested in multiple RCTs and 

was proven to be effective). But in order to actually provide good service to a client and follow 

the general guiding principles of evidence-based medicine psychotherapist must be as flexible as 

possible (in agreement with the client’s needs, values and condition) in his treatment. 

This contradiction is resolved by the so-called “feedback-informed treatment”, introduced 

by S. Miller (S. D. Miller & Tilsen, 2011). Miller’s idea is to follow a different route for the 

generalization of the research data. Miller’s methodology is to measure efficacy of an individual 

session of particular psychotherapist at first. Then, measurements, aggregated over several 

sessions (of a client working on a particular problem with a particular psychotherapist), yield the 

efficacy of work of the psychotherapist with the particular client case. Then, data aggregated over 

several psychotherapists of an agency could lead to conclusions about the overall efficacy and 

efficiency of the agency (Chow et al., 2018). 

Then, it could be suggested to follow up with the aggregation of data on the approach in 

general (so we return back to where we started – to the ability to draw conclusions about 

psychotherapeutic approach in general). In order for that aggregation to be methodologically 

justified, though, we must ensure that that aggregation isn’t some kind of “average temperature in 

the hospital”. Let’s elaborate on this thesis. 

Let’s suppose some approach X aims to prove itself as efficient – and that it really has tools 

in order to effectively deal with typical psychotherapeutic problems – which could be objectively 

measured with FIT metrics (namely, SRS and ORS test results). But, as was mentioned in section 

2.2 previously, skill level between therapists varies greatly. Then, if data of many therapists who 
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declare that they employ approach X is aggregated – this data will be a mix from unskilled and 

skilled therapists. 

So, what really is measured is some mix between, roughly speaking, quality of education 

of therapists (their mastery in using X) and “pure” efficiency of X itself. It will be scientifically 

justified to split these two measurements: firstly, to measure “skill level” of a particular therapist 

in a particular approach; secondly, to measure the efficacy of approach X as the therapeutic impact 

of a-priori skilled therapists who employ X. 

So, some division between therapists who really are skilled in a particular approach and 

who just claim to adhere to an approach should happen in order to produce good generalized 

research data. S. Miller’s suggestion is to introduce, for each approach, a list of “core 

competencies” (Chow et al., 2018). When someone demonstrates these core competencies for 

some approach X, he is by definition “skilled” in applying X. Miller continues with the suggestion 

to develop professional environments which would help aspiring psychotherapists to gain new 

skills, receive supervision, etc. – to, ideally, create a whole educational ecosystem. 

Let’s go back to the actual current status quo, however. 

Recent study by a colleague of author of this dissertation (Tulenev, 2019) shows, by the 

analysis of video recordings of EMDR (“eye movement desensitization and reprocessing”) 

sessions, that none of the reviewed publicly available sessions follow the “official protocol” (and 

variants of practice vary greatly between different recorded sessions). And EMDR is one of the 

most prominent “evidence-based” psychotherapeutic approaches. So, the difference between what 

is claimed to constitute some approach, what is researched, and what is actually practiced is very 

significant indeed. 

So, evidence-based psychotherapy started with the following “conveyor of approach 

development”: if enough RCTs prove that some approach is efficient with clinical problems, then 

it is included in professional lists of evidence-based practice, then practitioners of this approach 

are doing “scientifically valid” work. 

Feedback-informed treatment (FIT) is changing this “conveyor” considerably. Firstly, if a 

practitioner is efficient according to SRS/ORS measurements of FIT, then he is efficient in general, 

then his work is scientifically proven; and if he isn’t, then it isn’t. Approach which he’s using is 

of no concern for this conclusion. Secondly, if an approach has definite and working educational 

ecosystem, including formal definitions of core competencies which the approach employs, then 

the approach could be tested as a whole. If there are skilled (according to the competencies 

which they demonstrate) therapists which get good results (according to the objective 

measurements of their sessions), then the approach could be considered to be “scientifically 

proven”. RCTs (randomized control trials) here play an important role as well as the final steps 
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in that conveyor of development of the approach, but the previous steps of that conveyor outlined 

here influence what, who and how will be tested in the RCTs. 

We can conclude, thus, that by de-facto introducing new path for the development of 

scientific knowledge FIT overcomes several methodological gaps which existed in evidence-based 

psychotherapy before (let’s briefly summarize them here): a gap between studying RCT patients 

and studying “real patients”, a gap between studying therapist efficacy and studying an approach 

efficacy, a gap between studying a treatment of mental disorders and studying a treatment of broad 

psychological complaints. 

However, we must not stop at this conclusion and continue with our inquiry further. Let’s 

consider the following implication of FIT: it aims to measure the overall “efficacy of 

psychotherapy” (psychotherapy of the whole set of problems, “clinical” and “subclinical”), but it 

does that by literally asking “how a client had been feeling” in his private life, close relationships, 

social life and overall (ICCE, 2012). While on a first sight that seems to be a valid approximation 

of the most general goal of psychotherapy – which could be roughly called “increase of client’s 

sense of well-being” – under close inspection it couldn’t be regarded as satisfactory. 

Firstly, a lot of requests outside of “general well-being” could be made by clients (Jagnuk, 

2016); while using FIT these requests would have to be stretched through the eye of a needle of 

one of four answers of ORS (or four more of SRS) instead of being dealt with directly. Secondly, 

the efficacy of working with such requests should be measured by scales and means which are tied 

to the class of a particular request. Otherwise, data is lost for further scientific inspection of 

particular psychological phenomena which are underneath some or another psychotherapeutic 

problem. Thirdly, FIT instructs therapists to actively participate in the process of client reflection 

when a client decides on his test replies (at the beginning or at the end of a session). However, a 

psychotherapist should be nowhere near when a client makes his final official marks. Otherwise, 

a therapist’s influence becomes the major inherent uncontrollable factor of feedback procedure. It 

should be noted that this uncontrollable influence remains an obvious major scientific 

shortcoming of FIT, despite a progress which was made in evidence-based methodology and 

practice due to FIT. 

 

2.2.4 Prediction: neurofeedback psychotherapy 

 

Today’s methods and practice of measurements of psychotherapy were considered in the 

previous sections of this work. Let’s briefly summarize our findings. Firstly, today’s scientific 

measurements of psychotherapy efficacy and efficiency is governed by evidence-based practice in 

psychology (EBPP, which started as a branch of evidence-based medicine, EBM). EBM and EBPP 
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take randomized control trials (RCTs) as their main source of data (APA Presidential Task Force 

on Evidence-Based Practice, 2006). Secondly, “feedback-informed treatment (FIT)” recently 

started to gain recognition in the scientific community (S. D. Miller et al., 2013). FIT shifted focus 

to individual client sessions and individual therapists – and invited to “improve outcomes one 

patient at a time” (S. D. Miller et al., 2016). While some considerable methodological 

shortcomings of FIT should be noted – first of all, participation of a therapist in the process of 

client’s evaluation of a session (ICCE, 2012) – FIT made a significant contribution to evidence-

based psychotherapy by building several methodological bridges from the research setting (e.g., 

RCT) to the setting of daily practice (psychotherapist’s office). 

Going forward, let’s briefly outline what further developments in a general direction which 

feedback-informed treatment has shown could be, and how feedback-informed approach could 

evolve to overcome the identified shortcomings. 

In modern-life context there are two trends which shape a great part of world development: 

neuroscience and information technologies. First “mind-computer” interfaces are developed 

(Wolpaw et al., 2000); health-related data is collected and processed on a large scale (Rolim et al., 

2010); “neurofeedback” is used in treatment of mental disorders (Van Doren et al., 2018), stress 

management (Dupee & Werthner, 2011) and meditation (Brandmeyer & Delorme, 2013). 

While the development of “neuroimplants” makes only limited progress in the treatment 

of particular diseases, such as Parkinson’s (Caldir et al., 2016), very much debate is made in the 

ethics of its usage (Martin et al., 2016), overcoming technical challenges of recharging (e.g. Jakobs 

et al., 2018; Monti et al., 2017) or biological challenges of bonding (Song et al., 2020), and cyber-

security issues (Pycroft & Aziz, 2018; Tabasum et al., 2018). Surveys are carried out which show 

that significant fraction of workers fear that their colleagues will use implanted microchips to win 

over the competition (Egan, 2020).  

Psychotherapy, as any other sphere of life, definitely won’t be staying untouched by these 

trends. A reasonable prediction could be made that the following three innovative 

technological trends will find its way into everyday reality of psychotherapist’s work: bio- 

and neurofeedback; cloud services and big data; artificial intelligence. Let’s speculate what 

their impact could be. 

Firstly, biological and neurofeedback would allow to immediately and objectively see a 

change in a client’s state (including emotions and cognition). It is already possible with today’s 

technology (Basmajian, 1979; Dupee & Werthner, 2011) to measure client’s heart rate, breath rate, 

blinking reaction, etc. (biofeedback). It could be speculated that devices which currently require 

cumbersome setup (like brain scanners) will retain sensitivity while becoming affordable, 

contactless or at least comfortable, and easy to use in the future. Decrease in the cost of such 
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devices will start the era of neurofeedback – immediate information about brains’ state. Such 

immediate and objective feedback, including information about client’s mental state, will 

overcome aforementioned methodological shortcoming of FIT, while preserving its organizational 

and scientific benefits. Also, immediate feedback with the use of augmented reality would allow 

a therapist to be unprecedentedly flexible and responsive to the client’s inner experiences. 

Secondly, cloud services have already started to gather health data. Centralized lists of 

evidence-based approaches and “EBM pyramid” (UCI, 2018) could be provided as today’s 

example of “conveyor of Big Data” processing in a sphere of psychotherapy: individual data 

samples turn into decisions which governs worldwide practice. In the future, it’s likely that a 

client’s “psychological and psychotherapeutic profile” will be a single information entity which 

will be shared between health care providers. RCTs would be less relevant for scientific research 

as everyday stream of “big data” of individual therapy sessions would be aggregated (including 

“neurofeedback data”) and conclusions about clients, therapists, agencies and approaches would 

be made in semi-automatic fashion. 

Finally, there are two facets of artificial intelligence (AI) development. Firstly, 

psychotherapy “bots” would be deployed. Current samples of such computer programs are less 

than spectacular (Inkster et al., 2018), but in the future, undoubtedly, human psychotherapists 

would be challenged in the market by AI “colleagues”. Secondly, AI will become more and more 

central to the process of scientific progress in general – in scientific data collection, parsing and 

utilization process. 

All these predictions sum up into a breath-taking, but in many aspects rather gloomy 

picture, which could be much closer to us than we anticipate intuitively. “Humans, who are limited 

by slow biological evolution, couldn’t compete, and would be supersede”, said S. Hawking in one 

of his interviews (Cellan-Jones, 2014). 

 

2.2.5 Proposal: human behavior modelling (for psychotherapy) 

 

Let’s consider how human behavior modelling could be applied to the modelling of 

psychotherapeutic approach, in order to stay on par with technological progress. 

Modelling of human behavior could play the role of the tool for the “reverse engineering” 

(or reconstruction) of an approach. However, because modelling follows the logic of deductive 

thinking, from general design principles towards specific details (see section 2.l.2), it also 

automatically refines (“refactors”, in a sense this term is used in software development) whatever 

it touches. The resultant product (a model of psychotherapeutic approach) could, thus, be 

something only similar (but not identical) to the original approach, a “concentrated essence” of it. 
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Keeping in mind required elements of human behavior model (see section 1.4.3), the 

general modelling “conveyor belt” (“main loop”, i.e. the process could be repeated in order to 

obtain more refined version of a model) in the case of creating a model of some established 

psychotherapeutic approach will be the following: 

1. Select the product to model (e.g., a video recording of therapy). Create verbatim 

transcript. 

2. Select some repeating signal (e.g., element of non-verbal expression of a therapist) to 

model (that would correspond to phenomenon as defined in 1.4.3). We’ll call the 

repeating of a signal a “cyclical element” (of a model). 

3. Define what is the general semantic of the words between two sequential signals (that 

would correspond to pattern as defined in 1.4.3 – i.e., “slash mark” from the Bateson’s 

quote, provided in that section, would go between semantics and expression). We’ll 

call space between two sequential signals a “morphological element” (of a model). 

4. Describe the algorithm which dictates how the semantics change from one 

morphological element to another with sequential cycles. 

5. Describe the resultant schema (which would be the model as defined in 1.4.3) of 

communication. 

It should be noted that these steps are to be repeated several times until “cyclic-

morphological” description of sufficient number of signals is obtained. The particular number of 

signals to build a proper model of some approach is determined empirically (and could, on the 

other hand, quantitatively determine the “richness” of some psychotherapeutic approach) and 

could vary considerably from 2-3 to 10-15. 

After repeating these five steps to obtain model of therapeutic communication the next 

steps should be taken in order to develop exercises and techniques. However, let’s stop here for 

a moment to note several things about this process. 

Firstly, the process describes the specific implementation of Batesonian theoretical 

(epistemological) framework to the analysis of communication. As G. Bateson described in 

metalogues (bold emphasis is ours): 

 

F: But then, what do I mean by saying that “mere words” can never convey the 

same message as gestures—if there are no “mere words”? 

D: Well, the words might be written. 

F: No—that won’t let me out of the difficulty. Because written words still have some 

sort of rhythm and they still have overtones. The point is that no mere words exist. There 
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are only words with either gesture or tone of voice or something of the sort. But, of course, 

gestures without words are common enough. 

(Bateson, 1987, p. 28) 

 

G. Bateson described the usage of formal (mathematical) models in order to described 

cyclical processes. However, simultaneously he had to deal with the failure of such models to 

account for the properties of real “players” (who are capable of level one, level two, and maybe 

level three learnings): 

 

The “player” of a Von Neumannian game is a mathematical fiction, comparable to 

the Euclidean straight line in geometry or the Newtonian particle in physics. […] But his 

learning is limited to what is here called zero learning. 

(Bateson, 1987, p. 208) 

 

Proposed approach doesn’t need to deal with such paradoxes by eliminating the need to 

use mathematical models – “cyclical-morphological” approach is designed to be self-sufficient. 

Secondly, the described approach generalizes over the “secondary languages” (or 

“secondary modelling systems”) principles, introduced in semiotics by Juri Lotman (e.g. see 

Lotman, 2011; Monticelli, 2016), and was further applied in practice to capture and define 15 

intonation patterns of M. Erickson’s communication (Tkachev & Topeshko, 2001). 

Thirdly, the described approach applied even superficially could yield interesting ideas for 

further investigation. For example, the developer of “client-centered therapy”, Carl Rogers, left a 

rather detailed video recording of exemplar therapy session, informally called “Therapy with 

Gloria”, from the series “Three approaches to psychotherapy” (Shostrom, 1966). Quick look 

through the recording reveals that the therapist (C. Rogers himself) most of the time is, as if, 

“frozen”, but occasionally during the monologue of a client he “unfreezes” by giving short 

sequential shallow nods. 

Thus, these nods are promising signal for further development in accordance with the 

process, described in the beginning of this section. 

Further review reveals that for C. Rogers the influence of such nods on communication 

was, as we say today, “evidence-based”: 

 

Verplanck [...], Greenspoon [...] and others have shown that operant conditioning 

of verbal behavior is possible in a relationship. Very briefly, if the experimenter says 

“Mhm,” or “Good”, or nods his head after certain types of words or statements, those 
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classes of words tend to increase because of being reinforced. It has been shown that using 

such procedures one can bring about increases in such diverse verbal categories as plural 

nouns, hostile words, statements of opinion. The person is completely unaware that he is 

being influenced in any way by these reinforcers. The implication is that by such selective 

reinforcement we could bring it about that the other person in the relationship would be 

using whatever kinds of words and making whatever kinds of statements we had decided 

to reinforce. 

(Rogers, 1961, p. 45) 

 

It could be speculated that Rogerian approach to therapy should be properly called “an 

operant conditioning of self-image”, and that whole approach could be described as if it emerged 

from the further careful examination of the words “whatever kinds of statements” in the quote 

above (in reality, from our experience, these words are not generally correct). However, to do so 

would require to properly perform the steps defined in the beginning of this section, applying them 

to Rogerian therapy, and that would be out of scope of this work. 

C. Rogers in many aspects, as methodologist of psychotherapy studies, is surprisingly close 

to the human behavior modelling approach which we discuss in this work. In the chapter “The 

essence of therapy in terms of science” in the book “On becoming a person” he says: 

 

In approaching the complex phenomena of therapy with the logic and methods of 

science, the aim is to work toward an understanding of the phenomena. In science this 

means an objective knowledge of events and of functional relationships between events. 

Science may also give the possibility of increased prediction of and control over these 

events, but this is not a necessary outcome of scientific endeavor. 

(Rogers, 1961, pp. 205–206) 

 

C. Rogers delineates the “classical” approach to the therapy efficiency research, wherein 

scientific inquiry should: 

a) Give “understanding” of therapeutic phenomena. 

b) Enumerate “events” and functional relations between them. 

c) Predict which “events” produce which “outcomes”. 

Apparently, that would be a “white box” approach (“black box”, including “evidence-

based”, have no interest in “understanding” the method which it measures, nor does it bother itself 

with decomposing a method into functional elements – researched method is taken as a whole, just 

as the case with pill research). 
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Now imagine that an approach A (e.g. “Rogerian therapy”) which is designed to “fix” 

something called “X” (e.g. “self-concept”) is subjected to a test of its capability to also “fix” some 

“Y” (e.g. “depression”). Formally, we have several possibilities: 

a) “X” and “Y” aren’t related beyond some random connections (e.g. “self-concept” and 

“depression” aren’t connected at all). 

b) “X” and “Y” are somehow connected. 

c) “X” and “Y” are strongly correlated. 

Of course, a disciplined researcher, before claiming that approach A is proven to be 

effective (or ineffective) against Y should do a preliminary work of describing (and, 

probably, gathering empirical data) what is the connection between X (which A is aimed to 

change) and Y (which the researcher, but not necessarily A’s developers, is concerned with). 

With such notion, we conclude the review of psychotherapeutic studies. 

 

2.3 Neurological and biological studies 

 

2.3.1 Metacognition, self-regulated learning and performance 

 

Metacognition is defined as (Rhodes, 2019, p. 1): “thinking about thinking”, “knowledge 

and cognition about cognitive phenomena”. Metacognition is associated with two-step process 

(Rhodes, 2019, p. 1): “monitoring” (accessing the information) and “control” (engaging in acting 

upon received information). 

The following example is given (bold emphasis is ours): “when asked a question about the 

function of the frontal lobe during an exam, a student might carefully scrutinize the veracity of 

the information that comes to mind (monitoring) and only report the information that she feels is 

correct (control)” (Rhodes, 2019, p. 1). 

Even this abstract example by the author of the cited work shows that two stages is a 

significant simplification of the chain of mental processes which occurs: “scrutinizing”, “feeling 

that something is correct”, and the resultant communicative “reporting”. 

Thirty years earlier the phenomenon of “sequencing” of “stages” of some complex mental 

process was pointed out in neurolinguistic programming, e.g.: 

 

The existence of the ordered sequences of representation that we call strategies 

presupposes interconnected networks of activity at the neurological level. 

(Dilts et al., 1980, p. 23) 
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It is important to note that “metacognition” is key for “self-regulated learning”, SRL 

(Winne, 2018). Self-regulated learning “describes how learners control their thoughts, feelings, 

and actions in order to achieve academically” (Zimmerman & Schunk, 2001, p. vii). 

Self-regulated learning is understood both as description of natural phenomenon and as set 

of skills which could be acquired (Paris & Paris, 2001, p. 89). Self-regulated learning is associated 

with “incremental” views on one’s own intellect, as opposed to “entity” views. “Incremental” 

views presuppose that intelligence is increasable, and “entity” views presuppose that intelligence 

is “fixed” (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 262). Self-regulated learners, which have “incremental” 

views on their intelligence, attribute their self-esteem (in the context of learning) to the overcoming 

of some educational problems, are literally motivated by their work with such problems; while 

students who have “entity” views on their intelligence are generally motivated by social 

stimulation, e.g. being first, getting “good grades”, etc. (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 266). 

Value hierarchies’ model, which is designed and discussed in this dissertation, 

provides ways to deeply develop metacognition, qualitatively and quantitatively assess the 

degree to which a particular person is a “self-regulated learner”, and to design “tailored” 

individualistic educational trajectory in order to improve as self-regulated learner.  

From the neurological perspective, metacognition is usually understood as something 

which occurs separately from “basic” perception and behavior. Metacognition “lives” in the 

“closed network of neurons”, which is connected to the “sensors” and “effectors” (Peña-Ayala & 

Cárdenas, 2015, p. 50, Fig. 3.1). 

While such view may be beneficial for neuroscience and AI (artificial intelligence) 

development, it is directly contradictory both to the basic empirical findings in practical work and 

general epistemology of mental processing (see section 2.1). Such paradox, however, is easily 

resolved when it is taken into account that “metacognition”, as opposed to “object-oriented 

cognition”, actually does operate with some kind of objects, however such objects “hide” either in 

the subliminal peculiarities (features) of the perceived “macro-objects” (see section 2.4.1 further 

down) or in the “acquisition” of the perceived objects in the role of “mental instruments”. Or, 

external objects become the “signs” for the mental process, in the fashion in which L. Vygotsky 

used that term (Vygotsky, 1984a, 1984b). Or, again the same statement in other words, external 

objects “mediate”, in L. Vygotsky’s sense, a mental process (bold emphasis is ours): 

 

L. S. Vygotsky's (1978, 1981, 1983, 1934/1988) writings suggest 2 major types of 

mediation as the main mechanism of children's learning and development. Metacognitive 

mediation refers to the acquisition of semiotic tools of self-regulation. Cognitive 
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mediation refers to the acquisition of scientific concepts representing the essence of some 

class of phenomena. 

(Karpov & Haywood, 1998, p. 27) 

 

2.3.2 Dynamic localization of hierarchical choice 

 

Let’s move on from more general methodological perspectives to the discussion of 

particular neurological systems, related to the process of hierarchical choice. 

Generally, as with many other mental processes, there are two competing views on the 

hierarchical choice from the neurological perspective: “localized” and “non-localized”. The 

former ascribes specific functions to the specific areas of brain, while the latter argues that the 

choice is non-local, i.e. many different areas of brain engages to produce resultant cognitive and 

behavioral activity. 

Given epistemological background of this work (see section 2.1) and known empirical 

generalizations in neurological studies on dynamic localization of mental functions (Akhutina, 

2003), let’s review the material on the “non-localized” perspective of the problem. 

Current studies in human brain neurology are connected with the research in computer 

“neural networks”, wherein progress in the study of biological neural networks yields ideas for the 

design of artificial networks; and some general principles, which emerge during the design of 

artificial networks, guide the search for phenomena in the studies of biological networks. Common 

features of computer systems and natural neurological systems are described, let’s list some of 

them. 

Firstly, the concept of “graceful degradation” from the computer systems gives framework 

for understanding natural phenomena (Hunt & Hayden, 2017, p. 177). The faulty node in computer 

system, given it’s well-designed, yields diminish in performance, but not total denial of service. 

In human brain, there is a tendency for some parts of the overall decision-making/choice process 

to be localized in some parts of prefrontal cortex; however, “hardware failure” (lesions) of such 

parts does not impair the overall mental process as much as could be expected from these 

observations of localization (Hunt & Hayden, 2017, p. 178). Moreover, different parts of brain are 

engaged in differently formulated choice tasks (ibid.). 

Secondly, artificial neural networks, if tasked at “storing” the information, change weights 

of many neurons across all the network when the stored information is re-written. It would be more 

correct to describe the process of eliciting (“remembering”) of information as re-calculation of the 

information which should yield result which is similar enough to the source signal, than as literal 

retrieval of copy of the source signal. The same, to some degree, could be said of human memory 
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(Hunt & Hayden, 2017, p. 178). And the same could be said of human values: neurological 

correlates of values could be observed in different parts of brain (ibid.). 

 

2.3.3 Neurology of the unconscious 

 

For further reference some clarity to the problem of “conscious” v. “unconscious” (from 

the neuroscientific perspective) should be added. Let’s consider that problem next. 

In modern neuroscience the phenomena of unconscious constantly tear through the 

methodological gaps of the research. 

Recent neuroscientific discovery shows that one can communicate with a person in coma. 

Researchers asked verbal questions and calibrated answers with MRI (Ledford, 2010). 

Unconscious patients were instructed to imagine “playing tennis” or “walking around the familiar 

house”, and 5 of 53 patients who participated in the study showed brain activity patterns similar 

to the one observed with healthy patients doing the corresponding mental activity. 

Then, with one particular patient, a signaling system was established: his unconscious was 

instructed to demonstrate “playing tennis” as a “yes” and “walking in a familiar house” as a “no”. 

This fact produced some agitation in neuroscientists, who started to question whether this is a 

“conscious” answer, could a patient’s answers obtained in such manner be considered legally 

binding, etc. (ibid.). 

The ability to communicate with a person in an unconscious state itself is well-known to 

psychotherapists. To cite just a single illustrative example: 

 

You can gain rapport with people who are in a physiological state of sleep. […] 

People who are asleep do respond, but more slowly and less overtly. The same is 

true of people in an anesthetic sleep state during operations. Many doctors think that their 

patients are completely out when they are on the operating table. It's just not true. [...] 

Once I worked with a woman who was living a very wild and rowdy life. [...] I 

turned to her and said emphatically "Look, you absolutely have got to stop living wildly 

like this. It's not doing you any good, and it's just a waste of time. And what makes you do 

it?" Immediately her nostrils flared dramatically, and she I said "Oh, I'm really dizzy!" I 

asked "What do you smell?" She sniffed again and said "It smells like a hospital." [...] 

It turned out that some time earlier she'd had an operation. She'd been anesthetized, 

and since the doctor "knew" that she wasn't there, he talked freely. He looked at her insides 

and said "It looks terrible. I don't think she's going to make it for very long." She did make 

it. Sometimes it's nice to be wrong! However, somehow or other she got the idea that the 
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doctor's statement meant that she wasn't going to make it after the operation, not that she 

wasn't going to make it through the operation. The statement was ambiguous; the doctor 

hadn't specified "If you make it through the operation, everything will be fine." His 

statement didn't get sorted out in any meaningful way; she just responded to it. 

(Grinder & Bandler, 1981, pp. 59–60) 

 

Neuroscientists propose to treat their discovery not just as some logical follow-up on 

original works, though, but as some fundamental revolution. This has apparent negative 

implications not just for scientific discourse (loss of 30 years of scientific progress), but for 

practical work with patients as well. 

MRI research mentioned above goes on in the following manner: the researcher continues 

to ask several questions to the patient in coma, and then he decided he wanted to ask a patient if 

they are in pain. So, after a brief period of hesitation, without any report that he had consulted with 

any specialist in the relevant field, he went ahead and directly asked the patient if they are in pain. 

Neuroscientist, unwilling to employ established psychotherapy practice, renders himself at 

a great disadvantage and potentially endangers his patient. This disadvantage includes the 

following elements (here we compare the discussed neuroscientific research with the therapeutic 

methodology outlined in the excerpt above): 

a) Psychotherapist possesses conceptual apparatus required to adequately deal with the 

setting (communication with the unconscious). To provide a simple example, the words 

“conscious”, “unconscious”, “signaling system” and “presupposition” are parts of that 

apparatus. Neuroscientists, on the other hand, as original article shows (Ledford, 2010), 

know only one word of these four and use it arbitrarily. 

b) Psychotherapist possesses standardized procedures to maximally increase the chances 

of successfully establishing contact with a subject. Neuroscientist tries to establish 

contact with patients in poorly documented (thus, likely random) manner (succeeds in 

5 of 53 cases – likely missing the opportunity to increase that ratio had he used proper 

procedures). 

c) Psychotherapist always ensures some specific desired result of the communication with 

person is pursued. This desired result is built around the well-being of the patient. 

Neuroscientist, apparently, pursue some vaguely formulated idea of scientific curiosity, 

essentially being unconcerned with the well-being of specific test subject. 

d) Psychotherapist follows deliberate and standardized techniques, adapted for the actual 

situation and patient. Neuroscientist experiments on live human subjects – essentially, 

scientifically “poking at things with sticks”.  
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That raises the question of what real “ecological” (i.e. natural) disposition between 

neuroscientists, psychiatrists and psychologists should be. Obviously, presence of 

methodologically prepared psychotherapist at the scene would effectively ban the direct question 

if the patient is in pain from being asked – as such question includes the presupposition of pain 

(Grinder & Bandler, 1981, p. 101). Instead, every alternative which is effectively suggested to a 

patient (by requiring them to answer “yes” or “no”) should be beneficial to them (Grinder & 

Bandler, 1981, pp. 101, 157). 

Our prediction is that, however, “status quo” of the field won’t change in the foreseeable 

future. Further development of neurosciences will lead to the “rediscovery” of several phenomena 

of human activity. Modern technology will likely capture the sensory intricacies of phenomena in 

rich detail, but modern methodology will likely provide poor framework for understanding 

observed patterns. 

Getting back to the problem of consciousness and the unconscious. While it couldn’t be 

described from the neurological perspective only, the epistemological idea of “mind as interacting 

parts” (see section 2.l.2) should, if correct, have “neurological correlates”. 

Indeed, several such ideas regarding “parts of mind” is known in neuroscience. 

Firstly, there is enteric nervous system (ENS). The process of interaction between “guts” 

and “brain” is complex in its physiology and is a substrate for several psychological phenomena. 

Such complexity is commonly referred to as “gut-brain axis” (GBA) (Carabotti et al., 2015). As 

M. Carabotti et al point out, there is evidence that not only physiological regulation of digestion 

influences on cognitive functions (and vice versa), but also complex interaction communication 

between guts and brain play important role in the processes of affect, motivation and “higher 

cognitive functions” (Carabotti et al., 2015, p. 203). 

Enteric nervous system is responsible for “visceral-cortical reflexes” (Amassian, 1951; 

Westerhaus & Loewy, 2001). Such reflexes provide justification, explanation and demystification 

for a number of psychotherapeutic and hypnotic techniques, such as six step reframing (Bandler 

& Grinder, 1982). 

From the psychological perspective, as M. Erickson points out (M. H. Erickson & Havens, 

1992, p. 76), literalism (literal interpretation and utilization of the words) is an important feature 

of the unconscious thinking. Thus, common phrases like “the gut feeling”, “gut reaction”, etc., 

which refer to the activation of some intuitive mental processes, shall be considered as an 

indication of the considerable role which ENS plays in such kind of mental processing. And 

today’s neurobiological research gives evidence to such kind of hypothesis. As E. Mayer points 

out, gut-brain interaction is “deeply rooted in our language” and not only influences digestion, but 
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also accounts for various phenomena of semi-intuitive thinking, including decision-making 

process (Mayer, 2011). 

Secondly, the brain is divided into two hemispheres. Asymmetry in brain hemispheres 

has attracted attention of the researchers for a long period of time. Modern approach to the study 

of consciousness, as was briefly mentioned before in this section, involves the search of neuronal 

correlates of consciousness (NCC). Some of today’s consciousness studies point out that 

consciousness involves processes which alternate between brain hemispheres (S. Miller, 2001). It 

is common to connect “left-brain thinking” and “right-brain thinking” with different traits, e.g. to 

connect left-brain thinking with mathematical task-solving (Dehaene et al., 1999), and “right-brain 

thinking” with creative task-solving (Herrmann, 1991). And there is evidence that different 

psychological disfunctions correlate with hyperactivity or hypoactivity of different hemispheres 

(Bruder et al., 2017). 

Thirdly, there is a notion of “preconscious states”. Today’s neurobiological research 

notices the division between “preconscious states” and actual consciousness activity (Overgaard, 

2017, p. 2). This division is no news to psychotherapy, and Freudian topographical concept (three 

parts of mind coexist: “preconscious”, “conscious”, “unconscious”) can’t be helped but 

remembered (Freud, 1955). 

Fourthly, there is phenomenon of “retro-projection”. Let’s imagine glancing at the 

second hand of the clock. If, before it moves, we glance away and then back to the hand – we 

experience its movement as taking significantly longer than 1 second (i.e. psychological time 

differs from physical). That is commonly known as the “chronostasis effect”. Our visual 

perception can’t function while our eyes perform quick movements (which occur naturally in a 

periodic fashion, such movements called “saccades”). What’s significant in that process is that we 

aren’t aware of any “losing of consciousness” during saccades, we experience visual field as if it 

flows continuously. What is curious is how our brain bridges the gaps in the flow of perception. 

A computer engineer would probably suggest one of the following two variants to do that in an 

artificial system: 

 save the initial frame and then feed it forward to the gap; 

 interpolate objects’ movements between the initial frame and the final frame. 

However, our perception functions in a different manner – it feeds the final frame of 

perception back to the gap (Yarrow et al., 2006). I.e., we “see” (have an illusion of have seen) the 

last frame of the visual field during all of the period of time when we had “perception gap”. 

The phenomenon of chronostasis is assumed to be reproducible in all sensory systems 

(Hodinott-Hill et al., 2002). As K. Yarrow et. al. point out, there are several related in principle 

chronostasis phenomena, and while they have different neural basis, they function with similar 
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timings (Yarrow et al., 2004). Thus, as K. Yarrow et. al. conclude, fundamental neural basis for 

the all family of chronostasis phenomena must be something which is the “lowest common 

denominator” for them all. That idea fits well with the idea of “cognitive cycle”, proposed by “A 

Standard Model of Mind” (Laird et al., 2017). 

A hypothesis could be formulated, then, given the aforementioned evidence, that the 

function of consciousness is to support continuity across all of the landscape of hierarchically 

organized processes of awareness. And the unconscious is the “missing parts”, which fall 

apart from that “mainstream” flow of awareness, and manifest themselves in parallel and 

independently. 

Such “mainstream” single line of awareness is rather convenient for the social interactions 

of humans, so that hypothesis is in line with the Freudian idea (Rennison, 2015) of “id”, “ego” and 

“superego”, wherein the former is the individualistic origin of a person, the latter is representation 

of social pressure, and “ego” is something in between which coordinates the two.  

 

2.4 Psychological studies 

 

2.4.1 Psychological typing and “spectral typing” 

 

Psychological typing is one of the most interesting, to the general public, section of 

psychology. Innumerable amount of psychological (and pop-psychological) tests which 

“diagnose” psychological type exists. Let’s move on and briefly review some of them in order to 

draw conclusions, required for our theoretical study. 

Many modern popular, among general public, psychological typing systems draw their 

roots from the works of C. Jung on psychological types (C. Jung, 2016). The beginning of the 

work is the exemplary whipping of extraverts from the position of an introvert: 

 

[…] This is the extravert's danger; he becomes caught up in objects, wholly losing 

himself in their toils 

[…] 

Hysteria is, in my view, by far the most frequent neurosis with the extraverted type. 

The classical example of hysteria is always characterized by an exaggerated rapport with 

the members of his circle, and a frankly imitatory accommodation to surrounding 

conditions. A constant tendency to appeal for interest and to produce impressions upon his 

milieu is a basic trait of the hysterical nature. A correlate to this is his proverbial 

suggestibility, his pliability to another person's influence. Unmistakable extraversion 
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comes out in the communicativeness of the hysteric, which occasionally leads to the 

divulging of purely phantastic contents; whence arises the reproach of the hysterical lie. 

[…] 

In the extraverted attitude the inferior functions always reveal a highly subjective 

determination with pronounced egocentricity and personal bias, thus demonstrating their 

close connection with the unconscious. Through their agency the unconscious is 

continually coming to light. On no account should we imagine that the unconscious lies 

permanently buried under so many overlying strata that it can only be uncovered, so to 

speak, by a laborious process of excavation. On the contrary, there is a constant influx of 

the unconscious into the conscious psychological process; at times this reaches such a 

pitch that the observer can decide only with difficulty which character-traits are to be 

ascribed to the conscious, and which to the unconscious personality. 

(C. Jung, 2016) 

 

C. Jung advocates complex explanations of psychological phenomena, which don’t reduce 

causal relationships to mere redefinition of terms:  

 

When the latter conceives psychology as chemical changes taking place in the cell-

ganglia, or as the extrusion and withdrawal of cell-processes, or as an internal secretion, 

in essence this is just as superstitious as theosophy. The only difference lies in the fact that 

materialism reduces all phenomena to our current physiological notions, while theosophy 

brings everything into the concepts of Indian metaphysics. When we trace the dream to an 

overloaded stomach, the dream is not thereby explained, and when we explain telepathy 

as 'vibrations', we have said just as little. Since, what are 'vibrations'? Not only are both 

methods of explanation quite impotent -- they are actually destructive, because by 

interposing their seeming explanations they withdraw interest from the problem […]. 

(C. Jung, 2016) 

 

C.f. how the same idea is emphasized by G. Bateson: 

 

It is all too clear that the vast majority of the concepts of contemporary psychology, 

psychiatry, anthropology, sociology, and economics are totally detached from the network 

of scientific fundamentals. 

Moliere, long ago, depicted an oral doctoral examination in which the learned 

doctors ask the candidate to state the “cause and reason” why opium puts people to sleep. 
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The candidate triumphantly answers in dog Latin, “Because there is in it a dormitive 

principle (virtus dormitiva).” 

Characteristically, the scientist confronts a complex interactive system—in this 

case, an interaction between man and opium. He observes a change in the system — the 

man falls asleep. The scientist then explains the change by giving a name to a fictitious 

“cause,” located in one or other component of the interacting system. Either the opium 

contains a reified dormitive principle, or the man contains a reified need for sleep, an 

adormitosis, which is “expressed” in his response to opium. 

(Bateson, 1987, p. 16) 

 

Definitions of mental illnesses from the diagnostics manuals (e.g. American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013), when describing severe disorders, de-facto in all cases deal with “disordered 

personality”. 

One of the more modern personality description frameworks is so called “big five” (L. R. 

Goldberg, 1990). All the traits of a person are grouped around the five categories: openness, 

neuroticism, agreeableness, extraversion, conscientiousness; they form the acronym (or, likely, 

backronym) “OCEAN”. 

To laconically resume the approaches to classification: 

Firstly, C. Jung demonstrates the classical “phenomenological” approach, wherein 

types are defined by their exemplar (i.e. extreme) samples. Extroversion is defined as description 

of (partly constructed, partly collective image, partly specific) extremely (fully) extroverted 

person. The same with other types and subtypes. 

Secondly, clinical classification is essentially a complex qualitative decision-tree 

wherein types and subtypes are defined in accordance with symptom complexes (which form a 

hierarchy, e.g. bipolar disorder supersedes depression). Mixed types are necessary parts of such 

classification system. 

Thirdly, “big five” provides a complex framework of reference for typical statistical 

studies (correlation studies and factor analyses), which are based on the results of structured 

questionnaires. 

As we see, classification theories develop towards more “fluid” application of types. The 

value hierarchies’ model would need to satisfy the modern requirement to have an ability to 

both qualitatively and qualitatively assess psychological types of a person. Such assessment 

would need to allow free selection of theoretical framework for typing (e.g. value hierarchies’ 

model should be, in that sense, “content-free”) and, according to the described trend in the 
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development of typing methodology in psychology, allow to naturally define, formalize and 

explain any complexity of mixed typing (occurred when studying a particular individual). 

There is another popular typing framework, relevant in the field of personal and 

organizational coaching: Graves’ value systems (Graves, 1970). As it was further developed in 

“spiral dynamics” (Beck & Cowan, 2014), we shall call, by contrast, the aforementioned approach 

to value hierarchies’, “spectral dynamics” (thus emphasizing that any particular individual could 

hold a variety of properties – in extreme, encompassing the whole spectrum). 

 

2.4.2 Subjectivity of the objective (and vice versa) 

 

Continuing the review of C. Jung’s work on psychological types, which was referenced in 

the previous section, the difference between object and its perceived “image” (in the general sense) 

should be considered. C. Jung points out that the unconscious “moderates” sensations: 

 

Even with only a slight reinforcement of the unconscious, the subjective constituent 

of sensation becomes so alive that it almost completely obscures the objective influence. 

(C. Jung, 2016) 

 

The matter of “objects v. sensations” could be discussed from philosophical point of view. 

J. Locke defines that the content of the “mind” are ideas, and ideas come from sensations 

(observations of external objects) and reflections (observations of the work of our own mind) 

(Locke, 1690, pp. 117–119). He presupposes throughout the text that mind only has such a content 

(i.e. such “ideas”) which we are conscious of. This notion is repeated again and again, and if one 

is to choose demonstrative quote to illustrate the point it might be the following: 

 

No proposition can be said to be in the mind which it never yet knew, which it was 

never yet conscious of. (Locke, 1690, p. 40) 

 

It should be noted to the quote above, however, that modern perspective on mind, 

particularly substantiated by neurological studies (see section 2.3.3), as well as discussed system 

of C. Jung, presupposes the non-unary model of mind (i.e. conscious and “something else”, which 

is called by definition “the unconscious”). 

However, here we will proceed with the practical, instead of philosophical, approach to the 

question. C. Jung’s perspective presupposes that real external stimuli which influence individual’s 

thinking may be, depending on the type of the individual, readily rationalized or “hidden” from 
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the rational mind. C. Jung argues in the cited work, simplifying, that introvert’s decisions are 

mostly based on internal thinking, while extravert’s is determined by the social norm. However, 

Jung points out that extravert is acquiring the social norm into their own feelings: e.g., woman 

who is extravert in the selection of love partner would sincerely feel love towards a man who 

represents attributes of socially encouraged person. 

On the other hand, convincing evidence gathered during the experiments on “sensory 

deprivation” (Zubek, 1969) shows that literally without external stimuli the consciousness, 

essentially, (temporarily) disintegrates: e.g. psychopathological symptoms such as hallucinations 

occur. Thus, there is no reason to believe that, aside from maybe some solitary unique examples, 

natural functioning of everyday consciousness could occur without constant external stimulation. 

Then, it would be correct to refine C. Jung distinction between introverts and extraverts: 

extraverts use (predominantly) conventional external stimuli (stimuli which are part of social 

narrative and/or social convention), and introverts (predominantly) use non-conventional external 

stimuli (stimuli which are not part of social narrative or convention). 

Among such non-conventional stimuli are “mental instruments” which were discussed in 

sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. 

In that sense, the title of this section becomes a rather specific statement: objective (external 

objects) is subjective (as decision-making stimuli, to which some personal meaning is ascribed by 

the individual); and subjective (thought process elements) is objective (connected with some 

external supplementary stimuli in the role of “mental tools”, “triggers”, “associations” or 

“background”). 

 

2.4.3 Forgotten experiments on “mental imagery” 

 

F. Galton, who was introduced in this chapter in section 2.1.1 as the inventor of “associative 

method” in psychological studies, carried out the following extensive statistical experiment on 

“peculiarities of mental visions” (bold emphasis is ours): 

 

[…] I desire to define the different degrees of vividness with which different persons 

have the faculty of recalling familiar scenes under the form of mental pictures, and the 

peculiarities of the mental visions of different persons. […] 

"Before addressing yourself to any of the Questions on the opposite page, think of 

some definite object -- suppose it is your breakfast-table as you sat down to it this morning 

-- and consider carefully the picture that rises before your mind's eye. […] 
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1. Illumination. -- Is the image dim or fairly clear? Is its brightness comparable to 

that of the actual scene? 

2. Definition. -- Are all the objects pretty well defined at the same time, or is the 

place of sharpest definition at any one moment more contracted than it is in a real scene? 

3. Colouring. -- Are the colours of the china, of the toast, bread-crust, mustard, 

meat, parsley, or whatever may have been on the table, quite distinct and natural?" 

There were many other questions besides these […] 

(Galton, 1880) 

 

Later and without attribution the influence of such “peculiarities” of “visions” on the 

feelings towards the content represented by “visions” was studied in applied therapeutic process 

of neurolinguistic programming (Bandler, 1985). As a side note, it should be mentioned that while 

some critique of NLP seemingly captures the attention of academic community and general public, 

the presence of such fundamental and undeniable evidence behind basic findings of NLP renders 

such critique (due to its quality) mostly irrelevant. The enumeration of such evidence and 

fundamental ideas, however, is out of scope of this work. 

To our study such “peculiarities” serve as a specific example of what one class of “mental 

instruments” (discussed in 2.3.1, 2.4.2) could be. It would seem apparent to assume, that external 

objects with specific properties (coloring, illumination, etc.) would also (as well as internal ones) 

modulate the experience of a perceiver, especially when the manipulation of such properties is 

widely used in photography and cinematography (e.g. see Hoad, 2010). 

If we designate that “objects” fall into one category of stimuli for decision-making and 

their “properties” (in the sense described above) into another category, the overall schematical 

variety of the role of stimuli in decision-making process could be described as follows: 

 external object is represented as internal object, and this internal object modulates the 

decision-making process; 

 (subliminal) perception of an external object influences property of internal image, and 

this property modulates the decision-making process; 

 property of external object is associated with (another) internal objects, and this internal 

object modulates the decision-making process; 

 property of external object is represented as (the same or another) property of internal 

image, and this property modulates the decision-making process. 

Such schema is the finalized practical explanation of how the “behaviorism paradox” is 

resolved. That paradox could be formulated in the following manner. If value hierarchies’ model 
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is to provide “objective” data and interface to define, explain and modulate some individual’s 

decision-making process, then, seemingly, the “free will” of such individual is diminished. 

However, as was shown: 

 any external influence is mediated by some internal representation; 

 external observer (or therapist, or manager, etc.) can only directly influence external 

objects; 

 the individual under the influence of such objects will always possess the “free will” to 

“mediate” such external objects in some way or another. 

While to study the connection between external stimuli and internal decision-making 

mediators would be an interesting research, herein throughout the dissertation the emphasis is 

more on external stimuli, due to the postulated goal of immediacy of practical applications of the 

value hierarchies’ model. 

 

2.4.4 Introspection and nonverbal signals of categorization 

 

Let’s move on to our next topic: objectivity of data, gathered by the means of introspection. 

Mathematics is often regarded as the most fundamental of all (at least, technical) sciences. 

There is no clear definition of mathematics (Ziegler & Loos, 2017). Some mathematicians might 

claim to describe “laws of the universe”. There is famous quote of mathematician G. Perelman, 

who solved the Poincare problem, and then refused substantial monetary prize on the grounds of 

“knowing how to control the Universe” (Sudakov, 2011). 

It is emphasized that mathematics is an “abstract” science. Hence, “numbers and other 

mathematical objects are exceptional in having no locations in space or time or relations of cause 

and effect” (Burgess & Rosen, 1997). 

However, the paradox of mathematicians who either claim to control (or at least to 

describe) the whole Universe, or study something intangible which has no location, could be easily 

resolved from the psychological point of view. From that perspective, mathematicians study their 

own mind and laws of (some subset of) mental processes. 

Aristotle described principles of formal logic (which is the foundation of mathematics) as 

one component of the triad of persuasion: logos, pathos, ethos (Rubinelli, 2018). As such, formal 

logic is human behavior model on how to persuade people. 

It is no surprise that such model, being designed and applied carefully and strictly, yields 

much more far-reaching implications than just political persuasion (the main context of “natural 

selection” for philosophical teachings for ancient Greek philosophers). Objective laws for numbers 

and other abstract structures are derived by the means of formal logic, which then are readily 

mapped to the objects in “physical reality”. Human mind evolved, by the definition of biological 
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evolution, to be fit for the circumstances wherein it exists. Huge “margin of possibilities” of human 

brain might be surprising (why evolutionary predecessors of Homo sapiens needed to start building 

part of organism which hundreds of thousands years later would be used to calculate trajectory of 

spaceships), however, probably not more surprising than, for example, “margin of possibilities” 

for human hands, which were seemingly built for throwing stones and now could be used to repair 

intricate clockwork. 

Such view on mathematics was provided to show that introspection (which math becomes 

in the context of that view) is a powerful tool, and shall be dealt with correctly. 

 “Numbers” and “other mathematical objects”, opposite to the statement quoted in the 

second paragraph of this section, do have location and time – which could be elicited by directly 

asking a mathematician what internal representations they use while performing some particular 

mathematical operation. Such representations are rather peculiar and unusual from a layman’s 

perspective, e.g. some object could be represented by a shape, and another related object as a 

content of that shape. Enumerating typical representations of that kind would be a good task for 

mathematical education, as a person (a student) could be taught directly to develop such “mental 

mathematical tools”. Instead, the link of mathematical talent with autism is studied (Baron-Cohen 

et al., 2007).  

Let’s move on from mathematics, as general, but somewhat distant, example for 

introspection, to the consideration of introspection method itself. 

Introspection is defined by W. James as follows (cited by A. Byrne): 

 

The word introspection need hardly be defined – it means, of course, the looking 

into our own minds and reporting what we there discover. 

– James, The Principles of Psychology 

(Byrne, 2005, p. 79) 

 

W. James discovered a number of psychological phenomena through introspection, 

including, for example, “outwards and upwards” movement of eyes during thought process 

(James, 2007, p. 300). 

Introspection was regarded by W. Wundt as systematic activity that only trained subjects 

should perform (Danziger, 1980). 

Currently, much of psychological studies is based on the analysis of subjects’ replies 

to written tests. The answers to tests (surveys) is, formally, a result of introspection. Hence, 

while the word “introspection” might not be widely used in todays’ studies, the method of 
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introspection is one of the main methods of gathering raw data (which then could be 

processed with statistical algorithms or by other means). 

Concretization of some abstract academic idea into specific set of survey questions is 

performed in a manner which would validate the use of introspection. There are a number of ways 

to carry out such task. One way is how C. Rogers in his tests related to “self-concept” used the 

empirical data of therapy sessions: he analyzed the transcripts of the sessions and identified a 

number of stereotypical verbal expressions of clients connected to their self-concept (Rogers, 

1961). Then, such expressions were used to create elements (questions) of a survey (ibid.). 

From the perspective of human behavior modelling, such “inductive” collection of data 

(where primary elements of a test are directly connected to the natural phenomena which occurred 

in communication; in this case, particular verbal expressions) is preferred to some speculative 

ways of “deducting” test elements from abstract ideas using, essentially, the projection of a 

researcher on the researched matter. In further chapters we’ll briefly return to that question and 

show the difficulty inherent in substantiating such projections on the example of usual 

understanding of students by the participants of education process v. their actual functioning. 

For human behavior modelling (in the sense used throughout this dissertation) 

phenomenon is the start of the process of modelling (see sections 1.4.3, 2.2.5). C. Rogers 

substantiated his models with verbal phenomena (clients’ statements about themselves). The task 

of the categorization of verbal material is rather difficult, and Rogers advocated the use of 

secondary tools in order to “objectify” the categorization system: different experts (researchers) 

were presented with the same verbal material, and were asked to specify which client statement 

should go to which semantic category; then, statistical analysis was employed in order to prove 

that similarities between how experts performed the categorization were beyond random (Rogers, 

1961). Thus, while the initial selection of categories is a speculative matter (and in any human 

behavior modelling such speculative aspects remain), it is proved by the described process that 

that selection is reasonable enough.  

Another approach to objectify the categorization of verbal material, which in some 

sense is opposite to the “social proof” described above, is to use natural classification by non-

verbal markers. Non-verbal signals, which accompany verbal messages, can be regarded as 

“meta-messages”, and, as such, as classification markers (see section 2.1.2 on G. Bateson’s 

epistemology). 

Variation of such research approach, adapted for the conditions of laboratory experiment, 

was employed by the school of psychology established by A. Luria (translation is ours): 
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METHOD OF SEMANTICAL RADICAL (from Greek semanticos — denoting, and 

lat. radicalis — root) — objective method of experimental semantics, developed by A. R. 

Luria and O. S. Vinogradova (1959); encompasses analysis of individual meanings of the 

words by revealing their associative fields. M. of s. r. is one of the methods based on 

conditioned responses, which uses transference of conditioned response from one object 

to another, semantically not connected, as a criterion of semantical proximity of the 

objects. Thus, when presented with a number of words (e.g., violin, mandolin) of some 

semantical class (musical instruments), reinforced by negative conditioning — electric 

shock — sequential presentation of the words, semantically connected with the reinforced, 

induces defensive reaction, and presentation of the words which are implicitly connected 

with the reinforced (sonata, concert) — induces orientational reaction. Based on the 

recording of reactions semantical field of the words, connected to the reinforced, is built. 

According to the power and kind of response (defensive or orientational) center and 

periphery of semantical field could be revealed. Generalization of conditioned reaction, 

normally, goes along semantical connections (violin - viola), and for mentally challenged 

- along phonetical ones (viola - clip2). M. of s. r. is applicable for the research of 

unconscious processes during categorization, for the study of the development of individual 

meanings during ontogenesis, to study the dynamics of conception forming, in general, 

neuro- and pathopsychology. 

(Mescheriakov & Zinchenko, 2003, p. 288) 

 

“Defensive” and “orientational” reactions in the quote above refer to a number of 

objectively registered physiological changes. 

An example of specific study carried out in accordance with such methodology is the 

following (translation is ours): 

 

Transformation of a word into separate conditioned stimulus proceeds quickly if it 

is connected not with constant, but with variable in its components complex of stimuli. 

For example, for two groups of children (8 months old) a conditioned blinking 

response was developed to the word "kitty" and showing of plastic toy cat. But in the 

experiments with the first group all other components of these complex stimulus were 

strictly constant, while in the experiments with the second group they varied. 

                                                 
2 “Clip” (skrepka) is different in one vowel to “viola” (skripka) in Russian. 
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Thus, in the first group toy cat always was put before the child on the table; the 

child himself/herself always sat behind the table in the same room; the experiment was 

carried out by the same experimenter. 

In the second group cat was put sometimes on the table, sometimes was raised 

above the child, sometimes was placed among other toys; experiment was carried out 

sometimes by the experimenter, sometimes by the nurse; child sometimes sat behind the 

table, sometimes on the floor; intonation and volume of the voice during the pronunciation 

of the word also varied. 

It turned out that in the first group the word "kitty" even after two months had not 

received a separate signaling meaning, while the rest of the components did not lose their 

significance. 

In the second group after 100 combinations the word already received conditioned 

response with the elimination of the other secondary components. 

(Dmitriev, 1974, pp. 266–267) 

 

Blinking is established as conditioned response to the demonstration of the word and the 

object, and then is used to check that child established separate reaction to the meaning (as opposed 

to sounding) of the word. 

In field conditions, however, elaborate procedures to establish conditioned response are 

neither convenient nor required. Humans constantly display repeating non-verbal expressions, 

which are already connected to some or another category of words – thus, this natural expression 

could be utilized for their study. Generalizing over some sufficient amount of such individual 

meanings, which is marked by the same nonverbal signal, could yield the understanding of some 

conventional sense (or ontology of senses) which signifies the signal. This is another way to 

implement the “conveyor belt of human behavior modelling”, thus an addendum to sections 

1.4.3 and 2.2.5. 

Carrying out such “modelling of conventional expressions” multiple times for a number of 

nonverbal signals and generalizing over the data would yield the actual model of human 

expression. While such large-scale task is out of scope of this work, some partial modelling of 

conventional signals, where relevant for our topic, will be carried out. 
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2.5 Technical studies 

 

2.5.1 Artificial general intelligence (AGI) 

 

To develop an artificial general intelligence (i.e. artificial human-like intelligence) is 

generally considered a beneficial goal. As A. Ramamoorthy et. al. point out , the development of 

AGI “remains out of reach” (Ramamoorthy & Yampolskiy, 2018), but presents new challenges 

for world stability, as AGI technologies would invade everyday life. 

Currently to objectively assess the progress in artificial intelligence (AI) development 

means to carefully distinguish between “AI”, “big data”, “machine learning”, etc. Currently AI 

is used more as a marketing term than as a technical one. To call some image recognition 

program an artificial intelligence (human intelligence can process images, and some program can 

process images, hence, it is artificial intelligence) is, in some sense, the same as calling an 

automobile an artificial body (human body can move and automobile can move, hence, it is 

artificial body). Unrestricted use of the term AI leads to the blurring of its meaning. 

The term “artificial general intelligence” (AGI), while also not being specifically defined, 

though, is much more restrictively used. AGI is presupposed to be a “human-like” intelligence (in 

particular, intelligence which can verbally communicate and pass the so-called Turing’s test). 

Current mainstream analytical approach to the development of AGI is to model every single 

neuron of human brain and then model an interacting network of neurons. 

Artificial neuron is understood as elementary calculator which outputs weighted sum of its 

inputs. Complex implementations of such idea exist, but the principle remains the same (Tacchino 

et al., 2019). 

Number of elementary calculating devices in central processing units of modern desktop 

computers is, by the order of magnitude, the same as number of neurons in human brain: tens of 

billions. Total number of transistors in the elements of modern supercomputers is larger by several 

orders of magnitude. That rough estimation substantiates the tempting idea of modelling human 

brain analytically. 

Let’s consider that idea more closely. In order to do so, let’s reduce the problem to the 

barest possible minimum. 

There is a small (~1 mm in length) roundworm, Caenorhabditis (C.) elegans, with 

primitive nervous system (White et al., 1986). In theory, given all the considerations above, current 

neuroscience and AI development could imitate the nervous system of such organism in full. In 

practice, attempts to do this goes in the following manner. 
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A number of studies yield full (cell-by-cell) mapping of the nervous structure (connectome) 

of C. elegans (e.g. see Schrödel et al., 2013; Tsalik & Hobert, 2003). The full nervous system is 

represented by 302 neurons. 

For 302 neurons there are 118 different neuron morphologies (Hobert, 2018). I.e., on 

average for each neuron there are only 2 more which have similar structure. 

C. elegans demonstrates self-learning (Zhang et al., 2005): it eats what’s edible and doesn’t 

eat what’s not (i.e. poisonous bacteria and protozoans). Two neurons implement that function 

(Wes & Bargmann, 2001). One neuron implements long-term memory. 

No applications of the study of these mechanisms exist in the sphere of AI. 

The differences between artificial and biological neural networks are summarized in table 

2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Differences between artificial and biological neural networks 

Feature Artificial networks Biological networks 

Number of neurons required 

for basic natural stimuli 

recognition and learning 

~1000 2 

Average number of 

“dendrites” (inputs) for a 

neuron  

~1000 for complex deep 

neural networks (DNNs) 

Up to ~100000 for human 

brain 

Flexible structure (changing 

architecture), driven by self-

learning 

No (at the moment of 

writing) 
Yes 

Elimination and creation of 

new neurons, driven by self-

learning 

No (at the moment of 

writing) 
Yes 

Analogous modulation of 

functioning and state of all 

network 

No (at the moment of 

writing) 

Yes: tens of known 

hormones, tens of known 

neurotransmitters 

Analogous communication 

between neurons 

No (at the moment of 

writing) 

Yes: complex neuropeptide-

based “hidden networks” 

 

Thus, the modelling of human mind by the means of analytical modelling of human 

brain functioning does not bear any promise: the problem of 300-neuron C. elegans shall be 

resolved by neuroscientists and AI designers first. 

 

2.5.2 Security and safety of artificial intelligence (AI) 

 

Current artificial intelligence (AI) applications present several ethical challenges. Let’s 

further move on and briefly recap that topic with two examples. 

Firstly, there is a problem of self-driving cars. Tremendously decreased reaction time (in 

comparison with a human driver) means that an AI could purposefully select ways in which 
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inevitable catastrophe would unfold (becoming proactive, rather than retroactive). Dilemmas such 

as “run into a pedestrian v. run into an obstacle” should be considered seriously and programmed 

into the driving AI (Nyholm & Smids, 2016). AI based on neural networks, while yielding 

promising results in terms of functioning in ordinary conditions, are known to, firstly, function in 

accordance with hidden rules which can’t be fully understood even by the developers; and, 

secondly, being unpredictable in extreme (unforeseen) conditions. Thus, neural networks 

introduce challenges for safety-critical systems (Kurd et al., 2006). 

Secondly, social AI applications are known to be inclined to biases, e.g. social and racial 

ones (Zou & Schiebinger, 2018). While it can be addressed with by a number of ad-hoc fixes, the 

problem of social bias in AI, if approached with scrutiny, shall be regarded inherent to current 

methodology of AI design. As discussed in previous sections of this chapter, current 

methodology of social studies neglects fundamental principles of human mind. Analysis and 

verdicts which are carried out by humans (e.g. scientists, judges or teachers) would 

inherently be influenced by these same principles, and, as such, in some way compensate for 

the lack of rational knowledge of such principles. 

However, AI which was developed without accounting for these psychological laws would, 

so to speak, take explicit social descriptions of human psyche for granted. As such descriptions 

are fundamentally flawed, generally ascribing too much significance to social factors and not 

enough significance to individual factors of human behavior, the AI would naturally 

demonstrate the worsened reflection of “social sins” of current human society. 

In that aspect AI demonstrates the same problems as the general “Big Data” approach. The 

difference is that the misleading term “AI” ascribes agency to (in no sense intelligent) computer 

program, thus, taking the responsibility off its creators and users for the erroneous functioning and 

misapplication of “big data”, and limiting “rights to appeal” and “rights for fair trial” (in the most 

general sense of these two expressions, including, but not limited to the literal judicial sense) for 

all kinds of subjects of AI evaluation. 

 

2.5.3 Model of choice for artificial intelligence 

 

The crisis of artificial general intelligence (see 2.5.1) is institutionalized by the 

continuation of “arms race” for the increase of calculation speed (and reduced power 

consumption) of computer processors. Crisis in “big data” applications is institutionalized by 

the increase in the amount of data collected, without the increase in its quality (e.g. adding tracker 

of health activities in every smartphone). 

Value hierarchies’ model, if it is to respond to these challenges, shall have the 

following features: 
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Firstly, it should provide a resolution to the “minmax” problem: it should maximize the 

output of specific, useful, individualistic and (ideally) immediately applicable information 

about a person while minimizing required time and efforts to do so. 

Secondly, if such model (and its products) is to be used as a reference for implementing 

AI functioning, it should not require unreasonable amount of computational resources. 

 

2.6 Science and technology studies 

 

2.6.1 Human behavior modelling in the context of inventorship 

 

Moving on to the next section of our theoretical study, let’s consider science and 

technology studies. 

Human behavior modelling is, formally, one of the humanities and not a technical 

science. However, as it provides formalized ideas which might promote progress in applied 

fields, it would be interesting to compare it with technical inventorship. 

Extensive study of the inventorship was done by a Soviet researcher and inventor G. 

Altschuller. After having scrutinized dozens of biographies of recognized inventors, G. Altschuller 

came up with a schema (Altschuller & Vertkin, 1994) that described 88 typical sequential “turns” 

of “external circumstances” – commonplace, unusual or even inexplicable seemingly random 

events, which sum up to a resultant force, of “brutal” or “comforting” nature, opposing the inventor 

in the completion or promotion of his work – and with appropriate responses on the inventor’s 

part. 

Notable elements of G. Altschuller’s biography include, but not limited to the following 

(The official foundation of G. Altschuller, 2020a): 

– received his first “certificate of authorship” at the age of 17 (“certificate of authorship” 

is Soviet’s not-for-profit substitute for patents, which are issued to an inventor); 

– by the age of 24, had 10 certificates of authorship for his inventions; 

– around the age of 20 formulated a goal of developing theory of inventions, and to create 

a specific algorithm designed to produce inventions; 

– was arrested and put in jail (sentenced for 25 years by out-of-court process, rehabilitated 

and got out in 4 years, continued to invent and to receive certificates of authorship while in jail) 

after the letter to the state leaders describing poor state of affairs in the country regarding 

inventorship; 

– finalized first version of “invention algorithm” in 1959, last refined version is known as 

“ARIZ-85-V” (algorithm for the resolution of invention problems, version of year 1985, 3rd 

revision). 
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It is worth noting the G. Altschuller succeeded in leaving sustainable legacy, and, even 

decades after his theory was first presented, international corporations, e.g. Samsung, head hunt 

alumni of the decentralized “TRIZ school” (engineering specialists who are trained in TRIZ) and 

keep some kind of internal international “TRIZ division” (Cheong et al., 2008). 

G. Altschuller, after he had made a theory of inventions, started to question why the fate 

of the inventors is usually a harsh one. As was mentioned in the beginning of this section, he 

analyzed biographies of great inventors (of all nations) and described it as a kind of game (e.g. a 

chess game), which plays out from the early school years, up to the death of the inventor, and 

beyond. It is worth noting, that describing interactions with “fate” as a kind of game is not novel 

in the sphere of psychology, and cornerstone work on that topic was made by E. Berne (Berne, 

1964). 

E. Berne developed transactional analysis, where “transactions” is a kind of “game moves”. 

When we say “a game”, we follow the E. Berne’s notion that a game is not necessarily something 

fun (Berne, 1964, p. 6). On the opposite, it often is a serious and grim matter.  

E. Berne, who declared to have followed Freudian psychoanalysis methodology, and who 

has published the book on transactional analysis 3 years after K. Jung’s death (and K. Jung had 

introduced the concept of “collective unconscious”), as it seems, put a considerable effort into 

convincing himself and his readers that these “games” are played by people (and maybe to some 

degree by “biological instincts”). G. Altschuller, who have lived at the territory of unconditional 

victory of “Marxian materialism” (as interpreted, edited and published by the appropriate Soviet 

ideologists), does everything but mentioning the word “fate” itself when presenting his framework 

where an inventor stands alone against the inexplicable forces of clearly higher than human 

origins. 

We treat “human behavior modeler” as a kind of “inventor”, due to the similar nature 

of work of both specialists. 

 

2.6.2 Inventor archetype 

 

Inventorship could be a “part-time job”, but there is an Inventor archetype (Coupain, 2013). 

Some of the people belonging to such archetype, due to various reasons, would try to occupy 

themselves with human behaviour modelling (in some or another fashion). Hence, it is useful and 

relevant for our topic to contemplate their typical social path along that road. Let’s move on to that 

topic. 
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In order to do that in a brief manner some secondary social model should be employed. In 

such role Graves’ value systems (and the subsequent theory of spiral dynamic levels) could be 

used, which were introduced in section 2.4.1. 

Inventorship challenges and responses are summarized in table 2.2. Value system levels 

(column 1) is named in accordance with spiral dynamics convention (Beck & Cowan, 2014). 

Emphasis of some levels are changed in accordance with this section’s topic. 

 

Table 2.2. Inventorship challenges along Graves-Beck-Cowan value systems’ levels 

Level Technical inventorship 

content 

Human behavior 

modelling content 

Challenges 

Beige Inventing tools, 

instruments, 

technologies for 

extracting base life 

resources 

Creating secondary 

languages which 

supplement group usage 

of tools, instruments and 

technologies 

Problem of socialization in 

“instrumental” society 

Purple Creating instrumental 

interfaces of mythical 

practices  

Creating novel verbal 

ritual patterns for mythical 

practices 

Conflict between 

established ritual practices 

and novel forms 

Red Creating new 

organizational forms, 

technical tools and rules 

for comparison and 

evaluation of personal 

and group achievements 

Creating technology of 

training for mastering new 

technical resources, 

maintaining peek 

productivity and 

demonstration of 

achievements 

Degradation of technologies 

of achievement from 

“lawful” contexts into 

“unlawful” – degradation to 

beige level 

Blue Development of tools 

and technology of 

conveyor (serial, 

industrial) production 

Development of 

technologies of 

organization optimization. 

“Precision model” 

(Grinder & McMaster, 

1993), systemic 

administrative thinking, 

etc. 

Conflict between 

requirements of 

technological progress and 

administrative 

conservatism/“homeostasis” 

Orange Intensive technological 

inventorship in all social 

contexts and life spheres 

Creating of the 

epistemology of 

inventorship. Theory of 

resolution of inventorship-

related tasks. 

Confrontation between non-

stop progress and different 

forms of stagnation and 

conservatism 

Green Care and concern for 

future generations. 

Renewable sources of 

energy, climate 

management, etc. 

Global social networks of 

information exchange and 

interpersonal 

communication. 

“Neurointerfaces” of 

human-to-human and 

human-to-machine 

exchange. 

Collision between 

individual egocentrism and 

egocentrism of closed 

groups with realization 

(both on individual and 

group level) of Kant’s 

categorical imperative 

(Kant, 2002) 

Yellow Inventorship in 

“mosaic” contexts: 

Social inventorship which 

is directed towards 

Balance between 

“supersystemic” order of 
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specific rational (“left-

hemisphere”) 

functioning with 

extensive (i.e. non-

specialized; as opposed 

to intensive) intellectual 

knowledge 

substantiating of the 

possibility of existence of 

ordered “yellow” 

formation. Generating and 

supporting social narrative 

which rationalizes 

prepotency of yellow 

values in other than 

yellow formations. 

yellow formation (claimed 

or established) and real 

social (unordered) diversity 

 

 

2.6.3 “Levels” of human behavior models 

 

Concluding the section on science and technology studies of our literature review, let’s 

consider the following question. 

G. Altschuller proposes classification of inventions, that is, five level of inventions (from 

trivial “non-inventions” to the invention of radically new systems of devices). It would be 

interesting to propose, by analogy, “levels of inventions” for human behavior modelling (table 

2.3). Level descriptions for technical sciences (column 2) is provided in accordance with the source 

(The official foundation of G. Altschuller, 2020b), descriptions for human behavior modelling 

(column 3) is ours. 

 

Table 2.3. Levels of inventions in technical inventorship and human behavior modelling 

Level Technical inventorship content 

(The official foundation of G. 

Altschuller, 2020b) 

Human behavior modelling content 

1 No technical contradiction is resolved. 

“Non-invention”. Task and its solution 

lie inside the same profession, every 

specialist can resolve such task. 

Any of the following: 

- basic description of new 

phenomenon (e.g. non-verbal 

signal) 

- slight adaptation of a technique to a 

particular individual 

- any other small adaptation or 

improvement to any element of 

“modelling conveyor belt” (see 

sections 1.4.3, 2.2.5, 2.4.4) 

2 Tasks wherein technical contradiction is 

involved. Resolved by typical means in 

similar systems. 

Any of the following: 

- substantial adaptation or 

improvement of a technique to a 

particular individual 

- basic description of a pattern (some 

or another time-wise, space-wise or 

causal connection between 

phenomena), which allows to 

reproduce it reliably in favorable 

conditions 
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- new sphere of application for a 

model is discovered and 

application is described 

3 Technical contradiction and its 

resolution lie in the sphere of same 

science (e.g. mechanical task is resolved 

mechanically; chemical task is resolve 

chemically). 

Any of the following: 

- novel model is created based on 

sparse initial descriptions 

- laborious description of some 

phenomenon 

- laborious description of some 

pattern, which allows to reproduce 

it reliably in unfavorable conditions 

4 New technical system is synthesized. 

Seemingly, that system doesn’t contain 

technical contradictions, because 

contradictions were in the progenitor 

system.  

Any of the following: 

- novel complex psychological 

approach to practical work or 

research is created, based on some 

model(s) of human behavior 

- group of related phenomena is 

described to the degree which 

shows promise in establishing new 

branch of psychology (or other 

branch of science)  

- pattern is described to the degree 

which allows to claim the 

discovery of some fundamental 

psychological “law” 

5 Inventorship situation is a bunch of 

interconnected problems (e.g., 

decluttering the oceans). 

Interdisciplinary work, based on some 

models of human activity, which allows to 

resolve fundamental contradiction (i.e. 

crisis) in social sciences. 

 

G. Altschuller (The official foundation of G. Altschuller, 2020b) noted that “lower level” 

inventions shouldn’t be neglected: they could not be skipped and are naturally required to make a 

“high level” inventions. Similar consideration should be especially emphasized for human 

behavior modelling: it could be justifiably assumed that current state of crisis (e.g. described in 

sections 2.2.1, 2.5.1) is the result of multiple attempts to “skip” lower level development of 

phenomena and to start making some generic models without a substantial amount of 

understanding of underlying phenomena and patterns. 

 

2.7 Semiotic studies 

 

2.7.1 Well-formed conceptual schema 

 

Let’s move on to the next section of our theoretical study: reviewing semiotic studies. 

Korzybski’s famous quote goes like this: 
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A map is not the territory it represents, but, if correct, it has a similar structure to 

the territory, which accounts for its usefulness. 

(Korzybski, 2000, p. 58) 

 

The context of this quote is A. Korzybski’s explanation of the mathematical principle of 

“isomorphism”3 (which he refers to as “having similar structure”). In the sphere of human behavior 

modelling that principle is fully applicable: in order to claim that some model is useful, it has to 

be shown that it has a similar structure to the experience. “Modelling conveyor belt” (sections 

1.4.3, 2.2.5, 2.4.4, 2.6.3) is one of the possible ways to do that. 

One of the most influential concepts of A. Korzybski is “structural differential”. Structural 

differential (Korzybski, 2000, pp. 386–400) is a particular theoretical principle and practical 

(mechanical) illustration of that principle. A. Korzybski uses that principle and illustration to 

explain his semiotic views and proposes that it is an illustration of how “human nervous system” 

works. 

It is possible to refine, generalize and reframe that principle for the purpose of “quality 

assurance” of rational conceptual systems (especially in the domain of social sciences). The 

following rules can be deduced: 

 Conceptual system could be viewed as hierarchical tree of terms, wherein “lower” 

(more abstract, following the layout that A. Korzybski himself used) terms are 

connected to (one or several) “higher” (more concrete) terms. 

 Mapping of “higher” (concrete) terms to “lower” (abstract) terms is (shall be), in 

mathematical sense, a surjection. That means two things: firstly, every “lower” (more 

abstract) term must be connected to some “higher” (more concrete); secondly, each 

“higher” (more concrete) term may be connected to only one (or none at all) “lower” 

(more abstract) term. 

 There should be no connections which skip “levels of hierarchy”. I.e., “inbound” 

connections to the current level may originate only from the level directly above (i.e. 

one step more specific). And “outbound” connections may go only to the level directly 

below (i.e. one step more abstract). 

                                                 
3 Specifically, literal map and territory are 

a) Identical in term of angles between two points: if line A on the territory corresponds to F(A) on the map 

and line B corresponds to F(B) then the angle between A and B is the same as between F(A) and F(B); 

b) Proportional in terms of distances between two points: ratio of any two distances on the map is the same as 

ratio of corresponding two distances on the territory. 

Another kind of “map”, in the general sense, is diagram of connected nodes: e.g., subway lines schema. Such 

schemas are, naturally, also isomorphic to the territory (in terms of connections). Two nodes on such map are 

connected with an edge if and only if two corresponding places on the territory are also connected by the railway. 
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More criteria could be added, but even this list in several cases is enough to 

differentiate between psychological theories and “psychotheologies”. This criteria for rational 

conceptual systems could be checked by analyzing the text, which explains the system (e.g. some 

article, theory, framework, methodology, etc.): every key concept (term) of the theory is extracted 

and placed on a graphical diagram. Then, connections between terms are drawn in accordance with 

how they are introduced and explained in the text in question (hence, a graph which nodes are 

concepts and which edges represent connections between concepts is formed). Finally, whether 

that graph is (could be represented as) a tree, which has properties listed above, is determined. 

Any model of human activity at its final stage (the “white paper” edition of the model) 

must follow that rules with one addition: the highest (the most concrete) level shall contain directly 

observable elements (in other words, the most concrete level of a model of human activity should 

be the level of direct sensory experience). These four rules in total will be referred to as the criteria 

of “conceptually well-formed model”. 

That refines the original idea of A. Korzybski behind the structural differential, wherein he 

designated the higher level as the level of “atoms” (or “quarks”, “superstrings”, etc.). While A. 

Korzybski’s designation of levels of abstraction could be useful (and arguably is the only one 

possible) for physicist, different approach is required for different domains of research (e.g., a 

mathematician would use some basic mathematical abstract objects on that level; and modeler of 

human activity, as was said, should use observable experience). 

It should be noted that that idea of having elements of sensory experience as basic building 

blocks of cognition, abstraction and mentality exactly corresponds to the Bertrand Russell’s 

philosophical views (e.g. see Russell, 2000), which is the foundation of Korzybski’s work. 

 

2.7.2 Strong minimalist thesis 

 

Let’s move on to the second author in our review of semiotic studies. 

Transformational (generative) grammar was introduced by Noam Chomsky as a way to 

formally describe the “construction” of human language (Chomsky, 2013). Generative grammar, 

in the form of “Backus-Naur notation” (formalized by programming language designer J. Backus), 

is widely used in the development of computer programming languages and their parsers (Nijholt, 

1988; Quinlan et al., 2019). 

In natural language studies generative grammar evolved into “The Minimalist Program” 

(Chomsky, 2014). Core of that program is “strong minimalist thesis”, SMT (text is square brackets 

is ours): 
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If FL [faculty of language] is perfect, then UG [universal grammar] should reduce 

to the simplest possible computational operation satisfying the external conditions, along 

with principles of minimal computation (MC) that are language-independent. The Strong 

Minimalist Thesis (SMT) proposes that FL is perfect in this sense. 

(Chomsky, 2014, p. ix) 

 

While focusing on the content of the minimalist program is not relevant for this work, some 

“metaproperties” of this approach to the modelling of complex human behavior (in Chomsky’s 

case, language) should be noted. 

Firstly, it postulates the recursive (self-repeating) nature (functioning) of mental 

processes. 

Secondly, it postulates that mind operates as if it resolves some optimization task 

(minimizes some parameter, which, without loss of generality, could be called, for example, 

“effort”). 

Thirdly, it postulates that aforementioned “efforts” should be understood in terms of 

“computational complexity” of some basic operations (and the computational “cost” of complex 

operation equals to the cost of its parts). 

While it could be argued whether Chomsky’s model accurately describes how humans 

naturally develop and operate language, and complex interdisciplinary studies are generally 

required to support such argumentation (Hauser et al., 2002), apparently aforementioned general 

principles (in particular) account for the usefulness of Chomsky’s theory. 

There is a view in accordance to which G. Bateson’s epistemology is a “recursive 

epistemology” (Lieber & Harries-Jones, 1997). However, Bateson himself hadn’t employed the 

word “recursion” (or “recursive”) in the works which were published during his life. 

 

2.8 “Modelling” in other fields 

 

2.8.1 Not just “excellence” 

 

Having reviewed studies from wide areas, let’s move on to the studies of modelling, 

relating to our topic of human behavior modelling. 

The term “to model” in everyday use sometimes means “to imitate/reproduce performance” 

(c.f. “role model”, “model employee”, etc.). Modelling in that sense is claimed to be core part of 

neurolinguistic programming, NLP (Grinder & Bostic, 2001). 
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One of the most extensive books on NLP modelling is “Whispering in the wind” by J. 

Grinder et. al. (Grinder & Bostic, 2001). While detailed review of every principle of NLP 

modelling won’t be provided in this dissertation, some sufficient review will be carried out in order 

to differentiate between NLP modelling and human behavior modelling. 

One of the key concepts proposed by J. Grinder is the one of “unconscious assimilation”. 

Here is how authors of “Whispering…” describe the procedure of modelling of excellence (words 

in square braces is ours): 

 

1. The identification of an appropriate model ([e.g.] Erickson)  

2. The assimilation unconsciously of the patterning used by the Erickson through 

rigorous imitative practice over an extended period of time positively eschewing any 

attempt to understand consciously what we were doing.  

3. The evaluation of ongoing results strictly through feedback  

4. Upon reaching criterion - the ability to behaviorally elicit the same set of 

responses from our patients which were typical of Erickson in the same time frame and 

with the same quality - the sorting of the behaviors mastered into two sets:  

  A - the set of differences essential for eliciting the same responses  

  B - the set of differences that was accidental or idiosyncratic to Erickson's style  

5. The codification of the differences, mapping them onto a description which 

allowed an efficient and effective transfer of these differences to interested parties, using 

the same criterion as that mentioned in step 4 above.  

6. The testing of the model through actual transfer with the attendant modification 

until the transfer was acceptably efficient and effective. 

(Grinder & Bostic, 2001, p. 137) 

 

It is worth noting that while NLP, apparently, developed a number of human behavior 

models, none of them were obtained in accordance with the process cited above (and not many of 

them are clearly and explicitly described). 

S. Andreas fairly notes that the ways of obtaining model shall not be arbitrarily restricted 

(bold emphasis is ours): 

 

The outcome of a modeling process can be evaluated irrespective of how the 

modeling was done. Whether someone models consciously or unconsciously, receives a 

model in a vision, or reads it on the side of a dill pickle, is completely irrelevant to the 
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question of how effective a model is-even if the first two methods have a somewhat better 

"track record." 

(S. Andreas, 2006) 

 

Furthermore, a wide variety of unique NLP techniques, e.g. some of the ones listed in 

“Heart of the mind” (C. Andreas & Andreas, 1989), which don’t correspond to any “bearer of 

excellence” predecessor which was “modelled” (as an individual), actually used for the sources 

for models of human change clients’ (patients’) mental processes. Each original technique in the 

aforementioned book clearly contains some or another “model of pathology” (described in terms 

of some “submodality” pattern), and, additionally, uses some or another “pattern of change”. Here 

is quote from general instruction from S. Andreas on “what to model” (bold emphasis is ours): 

 

The first step is to define the skill, ability or limitation that you want to model, and 

the context in which it occurs. 

(S. Andreas, 1999) 

 

Further in the source S. Andreas continues to describe an approach to modelling which 

could be called “modelling by contrast”: 

 

Some kind of contrast will be extremely useful in helping you find the crucial 

distinctions operating. Whenever possible make everything the same except the presence 

or absence of what you are modeling. 

(S. Andreas, 1999) 

 

 It should be noted that this process is different to the modelling approaches discussed so 

far (sections 2.2.5, 2.4.4), but basic distinctions, terminology and methodology of human behavior 

modelling (including the terms introduced in 1.4.3) is fully applicable to this approach. Introducing 

this methodology to the Andreas’ “modelling by contrast” would provide a useful distinction for 

the first step. Indeed, “skill, ability or limitation” is more related to the end goal of the modelling 

(design of exercises and techniques), while initial attention of a modeler (who, of course, can bear 

in mind the end goal) should be directed towards phenomena and patterns, elementary building 

blocks of a human behavior model. 

Lack of such distinction would incline a modeler to restrict oneself to phenomena and 

patterns which were previously discovered. As J. Grinder et. al. clearly and formally comment on 
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that matter (they use the word “pattern” in less strict sense than our usage; we would say “model” 

instead in the corresponding sentences): 

 

It is important to note that in the coding of a large number of patterns in the Initial 

modeling done by Grinder and Bandler is a set of variables. These variables (for example, 

state), inherent in each of the coded models, constitute an initial vocabulary out of which 

the patterning of excellence is composed. Such variables may function as the design 

variables for creating and testing additional patterns. 

(Grinder & Bostic, 2001, p. 33) 

 

S. Andreas, apparently, is one of the most productive developers of NLP techniques; 

however, almost all of them uses the same “set of initial variables” (or, in our terms, same 

phenomena and, to a certain degree, same patterns): ones connected with submodalities (see also 

section 2.6.3 on the problem of skipping “lower level” models).  

As NLP is primarily described and distributed in the form of techniques, and prior steps of 

“modelling conveyor belt” (whatever it was for NLP) leaves almost no formal artifacts/evidence, 

further development is undermined. Proposed modelling conveyor belt (see sections 1.4.3, 2.2.5, 

2.4.4, and this section), while it does not claim or seek to resemble the original process of NLP 

development, may be used as a tool to “reverse engineer” exemplar techniques into elementary 

elements (in this case, phenomena, patterns and models), which, in their turn, could be used to 

radically catalyze the development of new final products (i.e. techniques). Arguably, that would 

be the least labor and time-intensive way to resolve particular variation of psychotherapy crisis 

(see section 2.2), which is peculiar to NLP. 

For example, six-step reframing (Bandler & Grinder, 1979) from NLP could yield the 

following models: 

 model of “part”; 

 model of “unconscious”; 

 model of “signaling system”; 

 model of “creative part”/“variator”; 

 and others. 

The intensive use of the presuppositions in the original text (see table 2.4) lays bare the 

fact that original authors (R. Bandler, J. Grinder) and editor (S. Andreas) of the text, in some or 

another sense, accounted for all these different models. 
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Table 2.4. Number of presuppositions to “Six step reframing” in “Frogs into princes” book 

 Title Number of presuppositions 

1 Pattern 30 

2 Part 87 

3 Consciousness 52 

4 Signal 7 

5 “yes” (response) 3 

6 Unconscious 82 

7 Creative 11 

8 Generate 10 

∑ (sum of the above) 282 

 

Systematic preliminary introduction of particular models is performed 282 times in the text 

of the book before any official mentioning of the “Six step reframing” technique is made (wherein 

all these models converge/focus). 

Such complex structure of psychotherapy literature is one of the traits of Milton Erickson’s 

articles, who inspired many of NLP inventions. Ability of NLP originators to be, from the start, 

on par with their selected “example of excellence” at least in this aspect and at least to a certain 

degree, surely, dismisses some amount of particular sort of NLP critique. 

 

2.8.2 “Self-modelling” and coaching 

 

In a more general sense, “modelling of excellence” is a kind of ideomotor activity. Let’s 

move on to consider the topic of ideomotor activity as a kind of self-modelling, and provide 

connections with the topic of psychological coaching. 

Ideomotor activity is explained in the following manner: 

 

A framework for action planning, called ideomotor theory, suggests that actions 

are represented by their perceivable effects. Thus, any activation of the effect image, either 

endogenously or exogenously, will trigger the corresponding action. 

(Shin et al., 2010) 

 

“Modelling excellence”, i.e. role-modelling, is ideomotor activity which target image is the 

performance of the role-model. Instead of other person, some image of the “ideal performance” of 

oneself could be used. Such kind of “self-modelling” (as ideomotor practice) is the core part of the 

“Inner game” approach to coaching (Gallwey, 2014), which is often regarded as the foundation of 

coaching psychology (Jenkins, 2009). 
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In “inner game”, athletic performance is taken as a metaphor and instrument of personal 

development. A number of methods of psychological self-training (which are called the “inner 

game”, as opposed to “outer game”, i.e. literal gameplay on the court) was developed for tennis 

training and later adapted to wide areas of human performance and life training. 

Let’s review some principles of the “inner game” approach (Gallwey, 2014): 

 Inner game is connected, as its author explains, with the “spinal and midbrain areas” of 

the nervous system. 

 It is primarily used to overcome the problem of “not doing what is known” rather than 

“doing what is not known”. I.e., inner game is aimed to increase the reliability of peak 

performance (which was achieved at least once before, so “the body knows” it), not 

towards the development or learning of something totally novel. 

 One of the main obstacles to the inner game is postulated to be negative self-talk. 

 One of the main resources to overcome problems is state of attention without judgement 

(neither negative nor positive). Positive judgement is regarded as toxic as negative one. 

 At least four possible focuses of attention are possible (and are chosen in accordance 

with the task): focus on one’s body as a whole during performance; focus on specific 

parts of body; focus on the trajectory of ball; focus on the target destination of the ball. 

 Focusing attention in the aforementioned way leads to automatic decrease in (excess) 

tension and increase in performance. 

 Tennis techniques should be developed, learned and taught separately (they are, 

essentially, not parts of “inner game” approach – “inner game” does not substitute 

“outer game”). Pure ideomotor training without any instructions (and movement 

techniques) is possible, but would be much slower. Additional theoretical information 

(such as Bernoulli’s principle, which describes the movement of objects through fluids, 

and could be employed to the game of tennis for immediate practical applications) 

could speed up the education further. 

The most important distinction here is the one between “self-modelling”, in the sense used 

in this section, and modelling of human behavior (as understood throughout this dissertation). The 

latter is the tool, in terms of “inner game”, to develop actual movement techniques for tennis (or 

any other behavior). And the former, as described in the previous paragraph, is a particular self-

development technique (to be precise, a number of related techniques) which can be used in order 

to speed up the assimilation of the described movements (behavior). 

 It should be noted that, if the human behavior model (in the sense, described in 

section 1.4.3) is unavailable, direct mirroring of some “bearer of excellence”, or the use of 

coaching ideomotor techniques, might give immediate improvement in sports or music 
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(where behavior is explicit and well-recorded) nevertheless. However, such approach will be 

useless in order to improve, for example, in software development: no matter how much time 

is invested in the mirroring of a programmer, that will not lead to the unconscious 

assimilation of the competency. 

As was shown above (see section 2.2.5), in that regard communication (including 

psychotherapy and psychological coaching) is a kind of “programming”, not a kind of “athletics” 

(or “music performance”). Thus, direct mirroring of some exemplar psychotherapist could speed 

up the assimilation of some behaviors by some person, as in the case of software development, if 

and only if previously human behavior model of such behaviors was somehow created and 

described, and was read and understood by that person. 

Human behavior modelling is, for all means and purposes, a kind of “outer game”. 

 

2.8.3 Goal interfaces 

 

The generalization of the “inner game” approach could be made in terms of “goal 

interfaces”. Let’s consider that notion more closely. 

Let’s define goal interface as any kind of (ideomotor) interface which represents (and 

automatically motivates) the achievement of some goal. As motivation (and, at least partly, 

achieving behavior) occur automatically, any goal interface is necessarily an interface between 

conscious and the unconscious. 

For further reference, a preliminary (non-exhaustive) list of goal interfaces is presented 

here. 

Firstly, there is the interface of “well-formed outcome”. It is based on the phenomenon 

of “unconscious fantasies”, as called by M. Erickson (words in square braces and bold emphasis 

is ours): 

 

Unconscious fantasies, however [unlike conscious fantasies], belong to another 

category of psychological functioning. They are not accomplishments complete in 

themselves, nor are they apart from reality. Rather, they are psychological constructs in 

various degrees of formulation for which the unconscious stands ready, or is actually 

awaiting an opportunity, to make a part of reality. They are not significant merely of 

wishful desire but rather of actual intention of the opportune time. 

(M. H. Erickson, 1954) 
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One possible technique for that phenomenon is verbal specification of the goal along the 

“checklist” of necessary properties which goal should obtain in order to, potentially, automatically 

transform into the corresponding “unconscious fantasy”. One such possible checklist is described 

by S. and C. Andreas (C. Andreas & Andreas, 1989, pp. 242–246). 

Secondly, there is the interface of “ideal self”. In a particular way it is utilized in the 

“inner game” approach (see the previous section, 2.8.2). S. Andreas describes advanced guide to 

the “Swish” therapeutic technique, which at its core manipulates the image of “ideal self”, in the 

article with the accurately chosen title: How to Ruin the Swish Pattern: “Let me count the ways” 

(S. Andreas, 2016). 

Thirdly, there is the “Uptime” interface. It was outlined in “Frogs into princes…” book 

by J. Grinder and R. Bandler: 

 

That's what we're doing here. We know what outcomes we want, and we put 

ourselves into what we call "uptime," in which we're completely in sensory experience and 

have no consciousness at all. We aren't aware of our internal feelings, pictures, voices, or 

anything else internal. We are in sensory experience in relationship to you and noticing 

how you respond to us. We keep changing our behavior until you respond the way we want 

you to. 

(Bandler & Grinder, 1979, p. 55) 

 

While Bandler & Grinder provide features of Uptime, they refrain from describing its 

structure or ways of utilization. It should be noted, that it is common knowledge that direct 

instruction to “refrain from internal dialogues, images and feelings” does not work (lack of precise 

instruction to “turn off” the “inner scene”, which could be interpreted by a reader or a client as an 

instruction to try to do it directly is also, to some degree, a shortcoming of the “inner game” 

approach, introduced in section 2.8.2). 

While reconstruction of Uptime technique is out of scope of this work, it is worth 

mentioning that the key element in Uptime training is to, at the first stage, create direct 

representation (literally, a physical picture) of a literal reaction of a subject and position it behind 

the subject, so that it could be visually compared with the current subject’s expressions. 

Development of goal interfaces, in the general sense, is the purpose of all modern 

psychotherapeutic approaches, which is characterized by the orientation towards “now” or 

“future” (as opposed to the orientation towards “past”, which was the trait of classical 

psychoanalysis). Goal interfaces, formally speaking, could be utilized to perform human behavior 
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modelling (if the goal, represented on such interface, is to create a human behavior model), as any 

other auxiliary tools without any specific restrictions. 

 

2.8.4 “Modelling” as a general term 

 

It should be noted that throughout this work the term “modelling of human behavior” 

is used in operational sense, which is defined from the Chapter 1 and refined, as appropriate, 

throughout each consequential chapter. 

Literal and conventional meaning of the words, which are included in that term, as well as 

some prior work (cited in this chapter) additionally justifies and gives background to that sense. 

That sense, as was shown above, is rather distinct from the “modelling” as a general term 

in science and technology. 

Sometimes “human behavior modelling” throughout academic literature is used to 

designate specific particular techniques for mathematical, economical or “digital” modelling of 

some recorded formal behavior of human agents. The usage of the term in this dissertation is 

broader than in such literature. 

 

2.9 Economic studies 

 

2.9.1 Alternatives of choice and “systems of thinking” 

 

Let’s move on to the final section of our theoretical study to the review of economic studies. 

Emergence of new interdisciplinary field – behavior economics (which merges economics 

with psychology) – was, among others, a significant achievement of D. Kahneman. Key topic of 

that discipline is psychological models of decision-making. In the book “Thinking fast and slow” 

(Kahneman, 2013) the notion of “two thinking” (or two systems) is introduced. Let’s analyze what 

features of human mind is considered by Kahneman. 

Firstly, D. Kahneman’s approach mainly considers, at empirical level, a choice among 

two (rarely, more) alternatives. It is worth noting that that methodological focus in studies of 

decision making is common trait in all reviewed literature: from G. Bateson’s consideration of 

“bipolarity” (Bateson, 1987, p. 86) to neuroscientific studies of mind (see section 2.3). In this 

work, that “alternative-focused” approach is taken as well. Without the loss of generality, any 

choice can be reduced to the number of choices among two alternatives. Furthermore, considering 

any kind of choice as a single choice between two alternatives or a number of such choices is in 

congruence with previously formulated during this literature review theoretical and practical ideas. 
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Secondly, D. Kahneman uses the word “value” mostly in the sense “monetary value”. 

Such narrowing of the term, while may be beneficial to economics, shall be rejected in the 

psychological study, which this dissertation performs. 

Thirdly, D. Kahneman proves that choice is determined, in significant manner, by 

what he calls “System 1”, i.e. the unconscious: 

 

The distinction between fast and slow thinking has been explored by many 

psychologists over the last twenty-five years. For reasons that I explain more fully in the 

next chapter, I describe mental life by the metaphor of two agents, called System 1 and 

System 2, which respectively produce fast and slow thinking. I speak of the features of 

intuitive and deliberate thought as if they were traits and dispositions of two characters in 

your mind. In the picture that emerges from recent research, the intuitive System 1 is more 

influential than your experience tells you, and it is the secret author of many of the choices 

and judgments you make. 

(Kahneman, 2013, p. 16) 

 

Such notion, on the one hand, gives unconscious processes some due by emphasizing their 

role in the decision-making. On the other hand, such formal delaminating between conscious and 

unconscious can’t be helped but regarded as reductionism. Indeed, as previously shown in the 

sections of this chapter, conscious and unconscious are parts of the same system. Different 

psychological processes start in the unconscious and then end up in conscious mind, or vice versa. 

Even simplistic Freudian model of “unconscious”, “preconscious” and “consciousness” is a more 

productive methodological approach to decision-making studies (and, as was shown in section 2.3, 

could be correlated with neurology). 

D. Kahneman provides the following example to “fast thinking” (bold emphasis is ours): 

 

When confronted with a problem—choosing a chess move or deciding whether to 

invest in a stock—the machinery of intuitive thought does the best it can. If the individual 

has relevant expertise, she will recognize the situation, and the intuitive solution that comes 

to her mind is likely to be correct. This is what happens when a chess master looks at a 

complex position: the few moves that immediately occur to him are all strong. When the 

question is difficult and a skilled solution is not available, intuition still has a shot: an 

answer may come to mind quickly—but it is not an answer to the original question. The 

question that the executive faced (should I invest in Ford stock?) was difficult, but the 

answer to an easier and related question (do I like Ford cars?) came readily to his mind 
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and determined his choice. This is the essence of intuitive heuristics: when faced with a 

difficult question, we often answer an easier one instead, usually without noticing the 

substitution. 

(Kahneman, 2013, p. 16) 

 

Kahneman has to introduce different kinds of “fast thinking” in order to explain natural 

everyday phenomena. However, there are much more ways to do quick intuitive decision-making, 

than two listed here, for example: 

 automatic choice which is led by strong emotion, e.g. fear; 

 complex choice process in altered state of consciousness; 

 automatic choice of dominant value; 

 automatic choice by focusing (selecting) on specific stimulating elements (and 

displacing others) of external circumstances. 

Artificial phenomenon of “fast and slow thinking”, thus, become a complex interplay 

between several systems: 

 conscious and unconscious, which could use the same process of decision-making (e.g. 

unconscious process is the result of habitual automatization of conscious process) or 

different; 

 narrow-focused (which considers only part of the situation of choice) or wide-focused 

(which considers whole set of nested contexts of choice); 

 “out of situation” decision-making (e.g. imagining or “future pacing” to the situation 

of choice, or reflexive analysis of previous choices) or “in-situation” (act of choice, 

related to some situation, immediately in this situation). 

Let’s return to the Kahneman’s example above. The phenomenon which Kahneman 

points out (emphasized in bold by us) could be explained uncontroversially using the notion 

of “alternative” (see section 1.4.2 for preliminary definition). 

Indeed, it could be said that CEO which the story refers to has the alternative of choice “I 

like Ford cars <> I dislike Ford cars” instead of the alternative “I should invest in Ford stock <> I 

shouldn’t invest in Ford stock”. It should be noted that typical alternative of choice for the investor 

who acts on one’s own volition is the one of maximizing some or another form of “sense of 

familiarity” instead of maximizing “gain” (or “gain/risk” ratio, or any kind of such derivative 

rational qualitative or quantitative metric). 

In spheres, where formal decision-making is required and subjects (agents) are pressured 

to make rational decisions (investment and corporate management are examples of such spheres) 

the main problem is not that such subjects are deliberately sabotaging external criteria of choice 
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which they should adhere to. The problem is that they think and act in different categories – 

literally, in different alternatives of choice. Thus, much research of decision-making actually 

studies how such internal categories (alternatives) of choice could be represented on the artificial 

interface of socially acceptable alternatives of choice. The same happens in the cited example 

about particular CEO and his investment choices. 

Thus, one way to think about “System 1” and “System 2” is the following. Mainly, “System 

1” is the natural complex system of decision-making. And “System 2” is artificial projection of 

that system into the basis of unnatural, but conventional (i.e. convenient for professional and/or 

academic society) basis. And, consequently, all descriptions of such theoretical frameworks, 

including Kahneman’s, would follow the idea of “broken agent”: obviously, agent should follow 

some particular process of choice, but they follow completely another. Apparently, any such 

approach would lead to rather large from the start and quickly increasing “list of errors”. List of 

“cognitive biases” which K. Blawatt presents contains 96 items, for example (Blawatt, 2016). 

As was noted several times (and implied in each section of this dissertation), research 

performed/discussed in our work presupposes, in accordance with the reviewed epistemological, 

theoretical and practical sources, that people function (more or less) “as intended”. Logically, that 

leads to the reluctant conclusion that some branches of science which describe human functioning 

contradictory to the general principles outlined in the previous sections of this chapter, however, 

are at fault. 

And any list of cognitive biases is an illustrative example of the principle of 

“institutionalization of crisis”. 

 

2.9.2 Objects and senses of objects 

 

Let’s once again go to the topic of “stimuli”, which was discussed previously in sections 

2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.4.2. Now having at hand behavioral economic perspective. 

D. Kahneman and G. Klein summarize their further work, which goal was to overcome, in 

some sense, some of the methodological shortcomings of Kahneman’s initial works (discussed in 

brief in the previous section), in the following manner: 

 

Starting from the obvious fact that professional intuition is sometimes marvelous 

and sometimes flawed, the authors attempt to map the boundary conditions that separate 

true intuitive skill from overconfident and biased impressions. They conclude that 

evaluating the likely quality of an intuitive judgment requires an assessment of the 
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predictability of the environment in which the judgment is made and of the individual’s 

opportunity to learn the regularities of that environment. 

(Kahneman & Klein, 2009) 

 

As was noted in section 2.3.1, any subject during the process of decision-making 

“apprehends” the object. What governs decision-making is not the physical matter of an 

object, but rather an image of that object (or sense thereof), with all the ascribed meanings 

and values. Further in our practical work we will use the words “stimulus”/“stimuli” always 

implying such reservation. 

Logically speaking, with such definition, every stimulus is a portion of repeatable 

experience, as it inherently contains a degree of categorization (hence, generalization). 

Reformulating and refining the statement of Kahneman & Klein, decision is likely to be of higher 

quality if stimuli, which influenced that decision, are related/relevant (as opposed to “incidental”) 

to the nature of that decision. 

Kahneman & Klein provide several criteria which could be used to roughly estimate the 

probability that some expert (Kahneman & Klein, 2009, pp. 524–525), who carries out formal 

decisions intuitively (e.g. a doctor, a financial analyst, etc.), has a good professional intuition 

instead of unconscious bias. Among such criteria are the “regularities of the environment”, i.e. the 

presence of learning experience wherein there was objective connection between the stimuli which 

expert had used in order to carry out one’s choice and that choice’s outcome. 

It should be noted that in every decision there is necessarily unconscious components. Even 

formal decision-making contexts allow a lot of stimuli (serving as criteria of choice) to “leak” to 

or from the unconscious, which the work of Kahneman and colleagues itself points out so well. 

And vice versa, maybe in not all, but in much of everyday decisions conscious plays some or 

another role. 

Unconscious factors could be explicated not just by the third-party observation, but 

also by the use of some or another kind of interviewing technique. Even stronger version of 

the same statement could be postulated: every act of reflection on the past or the future 

situation of choice is the act of information exchange between conscious and unconscious. 

While verbal formulations and answers may not explicate in full depth real unconscious 

stimuli which influence some or another decision, structured approach to such verbal 

explication would yield, in common sense of the word, an interface between conscious and 

the unconscious. Such interface would allow for verbal formulations to serve in the role of 

(secondary) triggers of natural stimuli which they describe, and, vice versa, for the stimuli 

to be described with more and more precision. 
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Behavior economics study, considered in the beginning of this section, yields opportunity 

to describe (by contrast) significant features of the research performed and discussed in this 

dissertation: 

 our interest is in the study of natural decisions of people in the wide range of 

psychologically (subjectively) significant contexts, as opposed to the narrow set of 

organizationally important contexts; 

 our interest is in the development of individuals (including personal and professional 

development), as opposed to their assessment (or assessment of the chances that they 

would perform well); 

 our interest is in adjusting organizational systems to the values of the individuals, and 

not in formatting individual’s cognitive and emotional processes in accordance with 

the conventional values. 

 

2.10 Conclusion and development of hypotheses 

 

Let’s move on to the conclusion of our theoretical study and formulate epistemological, 

theoretical and practical premises of further work, which were substantiated in our review. 

A review, referring around 140 most relevant sources from all necessary historical periods 

of science (1880-2020) across nine areas of science, was presented. 

The diversity of general scientific philosophy and methodology was briefly outlined 

(section 2.1). Unsubstantiated narrowing of such diversity was shown to be erroneous (section 

2.1). 

“Institutionalized crises” in several areas, relevant for human behavior modelling 

(psychology – section 2.2, technical human-related studies – section 2.5, behaviour economics – 

section 2.9), was highlighted. 

Fundamental human behavior modelling features was deduced, which follows. 

It is shown that mind should be understood as set of interacting parts (sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 

2.3). The term “interacting parts” includes “unconscious” parts (see the same sections). 

It is shown that mental processes are likely to be recursive in their acting (sections 2.1.2, 

2.7.2, 2.8.1). 

It is shown that human behavior models shall use conceptions which form a tree-like 

hierarchy, wherein the “leaves” of such tree contain specific external phenomena (other criteria 

apply, see section 2.7). 

It is shown that human behavior models shall not be restricted to the tasks of modelling of 

excellence or self-improvement (section 2.8). 
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Specific ways of performing human behavior modelling were presented: (re-)modelling of 

psychotherapy (and other communicative) practice (section 2.2.5); modelling of individual and 

conventional non-verbal signals (section 2.4.4); notion of and usage of “goal interfaces” for any 

achievement, including modelling (section 2.8). 

Unrestrictive methodology for modelling is formulated throughout the chapter 

(emphasized in section 2.8). 

Fundamental assumptions on value hierarchies were deduced, which follows. 

It was shown that decision-making process is a multilevel process (sections 2.1.2, 2.3, 2.4, 

2.5, 2.9). 

It was shown that decision-making process employs stimuli in the role of “mental tools”; 

or, the same statement in different words: decision-making “apprehends” context-specific stimuli; 

or, the same once again reformulated: decision-making is “mediated” by external context-specific 

stimuli (sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.9). 

It was shown that decision-making is a mixed conscious-unconscious process; unconscious 

parts of it, to some degree, could be studied and verbalized (sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.9). 

It was shown that decision-making could be, without the loss of generality, thought of as a 

choice between two options of some alternative (section 2.9.1). 

Auxiliary concepts were introduced, which follows. 

The concept of “levels of human behavior model” was proposed (section 2.6.3). Further 

research is needed to substantiate it, which is out of scope of this thesis. 

“Spectral typing” approach is proposed (section 2.4.1) to psychological typing. It will be 

implied in further work throughout this dissertation where applicable. 

Taking into account all of the above, the following development of hypotheses could 

be formulated. 

The following was formulated in section 1.7: 

 main research question: to what degree are value hierarchies of a person individualistic 

(as opposite to universal or conventional)? 

 main corresponding hypothesis: value hierarchies of a person is indeed highly 

individualistic. 

The following refinement (which, as was mentioned in 1.7, will be subjected to different 

interpretations, as appropriate for the focus of different chapters) is made: value hierarchies of 

different people have similar structure (see section 2.7 on the discussion of the notion of “similar 

structure”), but are individualistic in content. 

To conclude the chapter and metaphorically describe the development of hypothesis, let’s 

remember the following quote from M. Erickson: “Everybody is like his fingerprints. They’re one 
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of a kind” (M. H. Erickson & Havens, 1992, p. 106). To understand the meaning of this phrase it 

is necessary to remind oneself that fingerprints could be categorized in accordance with universal 

principles (incidentally, first such system was created by F. Galton, who was cited on different 

matters several times throughout this chapter). 
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Purpose of Chapter 3 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the origins of value hierarchies’ model, describe 

its content and applications to the coaching of an individual. 

Note: everywhere the word “coaching” is used in this dissertation the “psychological 

coaching” is meant (as opposed to “athletic coaching”). 

 

3.1 Value hierarchies’ model in studies of an individual 

 

3.1.1 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

 

Let’s start by reviewing the fundamental work on values and hierarchies of values: 

Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (in the context of coaching practice). 

A. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is often referred to in coaching context. J. Whitmore refers 

to Maslow’s hierarchy (2006) as one of the popular “evolutionary models” (another example 

which Whitmore provides is Spiral Dynamics). 

Several features of original formulations of A. Maslow (1987) shall be reminded. 

Firstly, A. Maslow rather non-strictly uses the words “drive”, “desire”, “need”, 

“value”. However, they form a kind of fluid hierarchy: “drive” and “desire” are closer to the 

physiological aspect of motivation (e.g. hunger, thirst, sexual desire, etc.); “need” includes more 

physiological motives (“drives”) as well as “higher” wants of a man (including aesthetical feeling, 

the need of a scientist to organize information, etc.); whereas “value” is something which, 

essentially, coordinates and propels self-actualization. 

Secondly, A. Maslow emphasizes that underneath complex constructs which he calls 

“motivating states” there are always some complex of emotions and physiological reactions 

(Maslow, 1987, p. 24). 

Thirdly, A. Maslow provides the resultant “hierarchy of needs” (which later would 

be called “Maslow’s pyramid”) with the reservation that it is some kind of reference 

representation of such kind of hierarchy, and individual variations of such hierarchy could be 

expected. 

In accordance with the “spectral typing” approach (section 2.4.1) and the focus of our 

research (section 2.9.2) the following reservation regarding evolutionary models should be made: 

while we find it useful in practical work to employ some or another kind of “evolutionary schema” 

in the role of presupposition of change, development and socialization, a highly individualistic 

approach should be employed. 
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In coaching on the questions of professional development a number of established 

conventional professional developmental routes are available (e.g., a programmer is hired as junior 

developer, then promoted to middle developer, then finds another job as senior developer, etc.). 

Professional development clients are immersed in that routes both in terms of social behavior and 

context and, more often than not, in terms of personal views and values. There is no reason to 

“proselytize” them from their established views on their own developmental route into some 

conventional construct, in which coach is more interested than client (e.g. Graves’ levels, 

Maslow’s pyramid, Dilts’ logical levels, etc.), unless the former has some unresourceful or 

pathological traits. That statement is based on the notion that any kind of consultant should 

generally immerse in the (organizational, social and emotional) context of a client, and not vice 

versa. 

Four concerns regarding the use of such “evolutionary schemas” shall be described. 

Firstly, in the coaching on the questions of personal development even more 

individualistic approach is warranted. There is a saying that all happy families are alike and 

every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way. Maybe in Leo Tolstoy’s era (that saying 

originates from Anna Karenina novel) that was true, however, in modern world in practice every 

happy person (or family) is definitely happy “it their own way”. Some common principles for 

“happiness” might be drawn, but significant deviations from any of the typical ways will be 

common. Even the opposite can be speculated to be correct to some degree: there are a number of 

common maladjustments which lead to “unhappiness” (in a broad sense of the word). 

Secondly, when working with individual client only small subsection of the whole 

evolutionary schema is in focus, i.e., if some evolutionary schema is applicable to a particular 

client, he will be found to be stuck between a couple of “evolutionary levels” of such schema. So 

much of the work will be concentrated to “push though” the client through one particular barrier, 

whereas the rest of the evolutionary schema may remain unused. 

Thirdly, “evolutionary schemas” could be comparatively easily adapted for diagnostics 

purposes; however, as their focus is usually on describing “what is”, rather than “how to change” 

(i.e. on the description of evolutionary levels, rather than on mechanisms of transition), their 

application in coaching (which necessarily involves inducing psychological and social change 

in a client) could not be derived immediately. 

Fourth concern is that “psychology” of a person immensely depends on a context of 

its manifestation. There is even the notion of “fundamental error of attribution”, which describes 

the phenomenon of attributing other people behavior to their personal trait (rather than external 

circumstances). There is some debate to what degree that principle holds true (Hall, 2020), but in 
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the case of evolutionary schemas coach may inadvertently lay trap for themselves to fall into that 

error of attribution with regard to their client. 

These concerns should be kept in mind when dealing with any kind of “evolutionary 

schema”, Maslow hierarchy or any other, and be addressed in the development of value 

hierarchies’ model. 

 

3.1.2 Value hierarchies’ model 

 

Let’s move on to the specific description of the value hierarchies’ model.  

Value hierarchies’ model, to recap the previous section, would need to have the following 

features. 

Firstly, value hierarchies’ model should be able to elicit/design/provide individualistic 

“development route” for an individual (a client). 

Secondly, value hierarchies’ model should be able to work with “drives”, “desires”, 

“needs” and “values” in the similar fashion. 

Thirdly, value hierarchies’ model should work with context-specific choices (it should 

be reminded that, in accordance with what was described in the previous chapters, in the value 

hierarchies’ model we consider value hierarchy as determinant factor of choice between 

alternatives). 

Fig. 3.1 represents “evolution of values” schema for the value hierarchies’ model. 

 

 
Fig. 3.1. Evolution of values 
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“Proto-values” are understood in the sense, analogues to the “proto-meanings” concepts of 

L. Vygotsky (Yudina, 2006). It should be noted that there are no restrictions on the combinations 

of all kinds of “values” (and “pre-value” constructs, i.e. drives, desires, needs, etc.) in a single 

hierarchy. During coaching with the utilization of value hierarchies’ there is a “side benefit” of 

promoting the “evolution” of values towards their end form, as the introspection into value 

hierarchy (by a client) would by itself lead to better rationalization of values. Further in this work 

we will just use the word “value”, bearing in mind all the different forms of value-related 

constructs as described in this figure and section. 

Separate level of a value hierarchy (referred to as “value level”), bearing in mind the 

design goal of creating “minimalistic” (necessary and sufficient) approach, is represented on 

fig. 3.2. 

 

 
Fig. 3.2. Single value hierarchy level (value level) 

 

 

On the picture the influence of external stimuli is shown on the left, the influence of values 

on the right, alternative up in the middle, and resultant decision down in the middle. It should be 

reminded that alternative is understood as a choice between two cognitive, emotional or behavior 

options (section 2.9.1, 2.10), and external stimuli is understood as psychological mediators of 

choice which are rooted in the processes of external perception (sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.4.2, 2.9.2, 

2.10). 

“Doing X <> Not Doing X” on the figure is just an example and could as well be replaced 

with “Thinking X <> Not Thinking X”, “Doing X <> Doing Y”, “Doing X <> Thinking Y”, or 

any other combination of any cognitive, emotional or behavioral (see also the definition of 

behavior in section 1.4.1) options. 

Such schema of value level approaches to the problem of unconscious in a uniform and 

practical manner: as was shown in the previous chapter (see section 2.10), unconscious might take 

part in any step of decision-making process (and/or control the process as a whole), so it would be 
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epistemologically incorrect to attribute entire blocks of Fig. 3.2 to conscious or unconscious. 

Instead, we can reveal the following ways of the unconscious activity (the list is non-exhaustive): 

 influence on decision-making by the means of directing attention to some 

(un)compelling external stimuli; 

 influence on the decision-making by the means of activating (un)compelling subliminal 

external cues; 

 influence on the decision-making by the activation of some emotional state, connected 

to a particular value; 

 influence on the decision-making by the activation (association) of some verbal 

formulations, connected to a particular value; 

 compulsive activation of behavior wherein value hierarchy unfolds in the conscious 

mind only as a mean of (retrospective) rationalization of that behavior. 

Thus, values can serve (in a particular value hierarchy) as a stimulus part of “stimulus-

response” chain; as meta-commentary, or rationalization, on why to do something or why 

something has been done; and as self-contained purpose (at extreme, as manifestation of some 

“peak states” or “core states”). 

As was discussed above, different kind of alternatives could be put into the foundation 

of some value hierarchy of some individual, which regulate activity in a particular context. 

However, some ontologically peculiar value hierarchies should be considered among all 

theoretical possibilities, which are listed in fig. 3.3. 

 

 
Fig. 3.3. Value hierarchies for choice, belief & meta-regulation 
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Behavioral choice is depicted in the upper element of the figure. Belief as “frozen” 

(monopolar) value hierarchy is depicted in the lower left corner. Meta-regulating value hierarchy, 

which itself implements choice between two values, is depicted in the lower right corner. 

“VAKOGAd” abbreviation is used instead of “stimuli” in order to emphasize the sensory and 

specific nature of such stimuli (“VAKOGAd” stands for “visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory, 

gustatory, and auditory-digital/verbal”). 

For further reference, some development of the “minimalistic” value hierarchy model 

should be provided. Firstly, any external stimuli could be isomorphically represented with some 

feeling (which experimentally is performed by asking an individual to notice which internal 

sensation is connected with a particular external one). Such feeling and their complex could be 

called “contextual emotions”. Secondly, emotions and feelings which are immediately connected 

to the (verbal formulation of) value will be referred to as “end-value emotions” (of a particular 

value level). Thirdly, some connecting emotion could be associated with value hierarchy as a 

whole, as such emotion will be referred to as “core emotion of value hierarchy” (typically, such 

emotion increases in intensity with the activation of further value levels). 

In the figures and in interview and coaching forms it is convenient to write the levels of 

the value hierarchy in the regular order of writing – from top to bottom. Then, the level which is 

described at the bottom of the paper is the most important one (or intense). However, in accordance 

with the common sense of the words and with how Maslow’s used the terms in his formulations, 

the most important level should be called the “highest” level (with “the highest value”). In order 

to avoid any confusion, we will, in further text, try to avoid the use of the words “higher” and 

“lower” with regard to values (and their levels) completely. Instead, we will use the words 

“further” and “with a larger number” when referring to more important values; and the words 

“closer” and “with a lower number” when referring to the less important values. 

As was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter (section 2.9), two distinct modes of 

functioning for value hierarchy is possible. Let’s describe in accordance with the material, 

presented above, how they work. 

The first mode is “fast mode”, wherein behavior is chosen in accordance with the 

dominant activation of some value on a particular value level. 

The second one is “slow mode”, wherein behavior is chosen in accordance with the 

scale choice among several levels of value hierarchy. 

Two modes could occur naturally for the same value hierarchy. For example, first 

levels of value hierarchy could function mostly in “scale mode”, and further levels in “dominant 

mode”. Or speculation about some future decision-making situation could activate “scale mode”, 

wherein being in a situation itself will engage “dominant mode”. 
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It can’t be helped but emphasized, as the reader can see, that both descriptive and operative 

power of parts of value hierarchies’ model already presented above is much greater in the spheres 

of decision-making phenomena of everyday life, organizational choices or popular laboratory 

experiments, than the one of models reviewed in chapter 2. 

 

3.1.3 Value hierarchies’ elicitation 

 

Having described the basic elements of the value hierarchies’ model, let’s move on to the 

specific process of value hierarchies’ elicitation. 

The elicitation of the value hierarchy (the process of formalization of the value 

hierarchy by interviewing the individual) is a delicate and technically complex process. In 

mainstream scientific approach to interviewing there are a lot of speculation on the philosophy of 

interviewing (which will be reviewed in Chapter 4), however, not as much discussion on the 

technology of interviewing. 

In coaching validation of the elicited value hierarchy is primarily the question of so called 

“ecological validity”: to what degree a particular value hierarchy could be used for the goals of 

coaching. In that regard, the value hierarchy elicitation process should be applicable in the setting 

of coaching. 

Three “layers” of such verification could be provided. 

Firstly, the following holds true for that process in our experience: 

 elicitation of 6+ levels of value hierarchy of an individual (with 3 different stimuli on 

each level and specific formulation of end-value of all levels) takes from 15 to 60 

minutes; 

 subsequent work with the same individual shortens that process 2-3 times; 

 clients who express interest in psychology, psychological tests, introspection usually 

express their love for the process and emphasize, though with controversial emotions, 

extremely high speed of the elicitation process (which is needed for practical purposes, 

but interrupts the usual flow of their self-reflection); 

 clients who don’t seem interested in psychology and related topics express their 

satisfaction with the procedure and sometimes obtain distinct interest in its repetition 

(as a separate tool to “put mind in order”, in introspective manner, or to quickly create 

a relevant agenda for discussions with the coach). 

That substantiates the general applicability of value hierarchies’ elicitation in the coaching 

session. 
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Secondly, some or another kind of “transderivational model” shall be employed. We 

used the so-called “meta-model” (Bandler & Grinder, 1975), which is based on Chomsky’s 

generative grammar (section 2.7.2). The “meta-model” specifies 13 questions, which could be 

asked to specific grammatical and semantical constructs in the phrases of an individual. The next 

answer of an individual, in its turn, will contain another set of grammatical and semantical 

constructs, to which another set of questions could be asked (only one question is intuitively 

selected by a trained interviewer among all possible and is asked). 

The use of such kind of interviewing technique allows the following: 

 reduction to the absolute possible minimum of the possible “anchoring” or “priming” 

effects, wherein an interviewer could inadvertently “contaminate” the answers of a 

client with his own projections; 

 replicability of the interviewing process, which would allow different interviewers to 

arrive, with the same client/interviewee, to semantically (and practically) identical 

results; 

 overcoming of the known problem of “looping”: internal and external dialogue of any 

person tends to go in circles (e.g. see F. Galton’s quote in section 2.1.1), and in coaching 

(perhaps even more so than in psychotherapy) rapid and controllable deepening in 

relevant topics is needed; the use of transderivational model allows to recursively (as 

opposed to “cyclically”, also see sections 2.7.2, 2.10) “dive” into the “surface 

structures” and “emerge” with precise and concrete (verbalized) details of individual’s 

mentality. 

Thirdly, the utilization of non-verbal signals in connection with semantics allows to 

validate any introspective material (section 2.4.4).  

 

3.1.4 Prior work on value hierarchies’ model 

 

Let’s briefly recap the historical process of the emergence of value hierarchy model. 

Steve Andreas presented the technique “Shifting the importance of criteria” for therapeutic 

context in order to switch, in our terms, the places of two value levels by the use of submodalities 

(Andreas & Andreas, 1987, pp. 61–72), which inspired several further studies in a broader context. 

While S. Andreas insightfully united three basic categories of a value hierarchy (however, 

without explicitly calling the resultant construct a “value hierarchy”), the final aim of the technique 

(“shifting the importance of criteria”, i.e. switching the order of values) is rather narrow and the 

use of supplementary tools (i.e. submodality map-across technique) is required in order to perform 

the technique. 
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Practical implementation of the value hierarchies’ elicitation process is close to the one 

which is required by the value hierarchies’ model (as described up to this section in this thesis). 

Given different purposes of the S. Andreas’ work and different scope of his presentation (popular 

book on therapy, rather than academic work), unfortunately, nothing could have been added from 

his presentation to the preliminary discussion in Chapter 2, as he didn’t describe in what part his 

work with A. Maslow, if any, inspired the emergence of the technique. 

The differences between similar elements of “Shifting the importance of criteria” and 

the “Value hierarchies’ model” are recapitulated in table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1. Value hierarchies’ model v. “Shifting the importance of criteria” 

 “Shifting the importance of criteria” Value hierarchies’ model 

1 Original terminology (e.g. “criterion”) is 

used intuitively 

Terminology is refined, substantiated and 

utilized in a consistent manner (e.g. the 

word “value”) 

2 Criterion is determined linguistically (“fun”, 

“success”, etc.) 

Value could be marked by any word. 

Evolutionary schema of values. 

“Transderivational” and “expressive” 

(non-verbal) verification of values is used.  

3 “Criteria are what you do something for” Three function of values: stimulation, self-

commentary/rationalization, self-contained 

purpose (including “peak state”) 

4 Doesn’t work with beliefs Models beliefs and could be used to create, 

modify or dismantle beliefs 

5 Emotions are accounted for only implicitly Explicit model of emotions: end-value 

emotions + contextual emotions + 

“connecting” emotions 

6 No notion of modes of operation “Scale operation” and “dominant 

operation” of value hierarchy, which could 

be used to productively study, describe and 

engage “slow thinking” and “fast thinking” 

7 Further therapeutic work uses separate tool 

(submodality) 

All coaching work could be (but is not 

required to be) done by the direct 

manipulation of value hierarchies’ 

elements 

8 Further therapeutic work could be done on 

“free-floating” values 

Any coaching work implicitly or explicitly 

continuously account for values strictly as 

part of a value hierarchy 

9 Conventional assumptions about value 

hierarchy (e.g. less important values are 

more specific, values related to the risk of 

injury and death are more important, etc.) 

Strict restriction of coach’s projections on 

the individual’s vale hierarchy. 

Substantiated implication that any 

configuration is possible. 

10 Alternative of value hierarchy could be 

shifted during the elicitation 

Alternative of value hierarchy is fixed 

during the elicitation due to the 

requirements of validity. If it shifts, then 

the whole process shall be considered 
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invalid, results discarded, and the process 

repeated. 

11 Criteria could be partially external The usage of transderivational model 

allows to always formulate internal value 

12 One stimulus is elicited on each level Any number (at least 3, unless impractical) 

of stimuli is elicited at each level. Each 

stimulus is specified. 

 

Unfortunately, no further development of the “shifting the importance of criteria” 

technique was done by S. Andreas until his demise. 

Draft memo of the opensource psychological community Openmeta4 was written and 

shared almost, at the moment of writing, two decades ago (Tkachev, 2003). Some attempt is made 

by its author to harmonize the terminology; however, it was far from finished. First candidate for 

value hierarchies’ neurology is proposed: different levels are directly ascribed to different 

hemispheres. In our work, however, we refrain from proposing such immediate connection 

between neurology and choice (sections 2.3, 2.10, 3.1.2), and propose the idea of dynamic 

localization of hierarchical choice (section 2.3.2). 

In 2007, P. Luksha and A. Tkachev published an article on “Batesonian analysis of value 

hierarchies and the transformation of Russia” (Luksha & Tkachev, 2007). The authors employ 

Bateson’s epistemology to describe political and economic matters of the transitional period in 

Russia. Such focus doesn’t intersect with our interest in the “patterns of mind”, and could be 

viewed as complementary (though more specific and country-oriented, in comparison with our 

general and individual-centric contemplations). Authors of the article then come to their own 

definition of separate value level (with the emphasis on dichotomy of verbal and non-verbal, 

whereas in this dissertation the opposition is, rather, external v. internal, as shown in fig. 3.2) and 

non-critically employ the same S. Andreas’ process which had been reviewed above. 

In 2019, the author of this thesis was awarded Master of Arts (MA) in Counseling (with 

distinction) degree at the University of Manchester (joint program with Moscow institute of social 

and economic sciences), wherein he defended the dissertation “Complex of subjective values and 

contextual factors of “study-work” transition of students of professional education” (Zolotarev, 

2019). Some parts of this Ph. D. dissertation could be viewed as further development and 

generalization of the author’s work during MA program. 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 http://openmeta.livejournal.com 
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3.2 Value hierarchy utilization for particular problems/requests of a client 

 

3.2.1 Resolution of choice dilemmas 

 

Having described value hierarchies’ model, let’s move on to its practical applications. In 

section 3.2 application to particular problems is described. 

First immediate application of value hierarchies’ model is to the resolution of choice 

dilemmas of an individual. Particular coaching requests vary, but common features of these 

requests are the overt demonstration of uncertainty and indecision. The core matter of that 

indecision may be regarding some personal life choice (“select one partner for relationship <> 

select another partner for relationship”), career choice (“start looking for a job <> start learning 

another programming language”), general well-being (“feeling happy <> drowned in routine”), 

etc. 

Particular alternatives (polarities of alternatives are separated by the “<>” sign for 

convenience in the text) could be expressed in different manner, with no apparent connection to 

the topic (context and content) of the value hierarchy. For example, indecision regarding career 

choice could be expressed (as value hierarchy alternative), by a client, in very down-to-earth terms 

(“select job offer A <> select job offer B”) or as rather abstract “metacognitive” alternative (“I am 

worthy <> I am ignoramus”). Such variety raises the question of proper specification of 

metacognition, as the difference between such value hierarchies may be rather superfluous, and 

more abstract alternative does not automatically lead to some “deeper” or more intense content of 

value hierarchy levels. 

Coaching challenges arise from the fact that client, who presents coaching request of such 

kind, necessarily includes coaching situation into their problem (stimuli and value formulations 

which coach may use in the session are implicitly or explicitly considered by a client, a-priori, as 

triggers of some or another levels of the same value hierarchy which manages their indecision 

about particular subject). 

That may tempt inexperienced (or inattentive) coach to either start giving advice or to start 

“playing coaching games”. Giving advice is, for known reasons, usually not a valid move for a 

coach: conventionally it is thought that coach’s goal is to motivate a client to make their own 

decision rather than specifying some “right” decision. Coach most of the times would lack 

information, or even the means to gather necessary information, or the necessary “agency” (right 

to produce decisions on behalf of a client). That is, even if there are good chances that given advice 

would be heard, understood and accounted for by a client. That may not be the case: a client may 
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respond with “Yes, but…” and a coach would be dragged into “I only want to help you” game in 

Erick Berne’s sense (Berne, 1964). 

Client’s indecision, which forms their coaching request, leads to the projection of that 

indecision on the coaching situation (and possible coach himself/herself). Generally indecisive 

client is regarded as a “difficult case” in coaching. P. Salomone provides the following distinction 

(Salomone, 1982): there are “undecided” and “indecisive” clients. While the former may just lack 

some information or wait for the decision to happen, the latter, as essentially is pointed out, has 

some “neurosis”, or disadvantageous personal trait, or some other fundamental personality flaw. 

Clearly, that is a bright example of “broken agent” approach (section 2.9.1) and, in most of the 

cases, would be an instance of fundamental attribution error (section 3.1.1). 

Contrary to that, in value hierarchies’ coaching, there is no need to somehow beforehand 

ascribe client’s indecisiveness to some or another personal trait or external circumstances 

(however, apparent criteria could be deduced from value hierarchy model to do such express 

diagnostics). Both have equal opportunity to be represented on the interface of value hierarchy. 

To start the process of value hierarchy elicitation (section 3.1), it is necessary to determine 

the alternative of that value hierarchy: two behavioral (cognitive, emotional, “metacognitive”, etc.) 

polarities of the dilemma. That step corresponds to one of the first steps of any coaching approach: 

transitioning from client request to the formulation of issue, which will be worked on. 

Aforementioned distinction between “indecisiveness” and “undecidedness”, which P. Salomone 

points out (1982, p. 498), could be determined by the following: if a client readily formulates 

alternative of his dilemmas, then that is undecidedness; otherwise, if they have difficulty even in 

formulating of alternative, it is indecisiveness. 

If latter is the case, potential alternatives are written down and then the client is asked to 

select “the most important one to work on in this session” arbitrarily. 

The next step is to formulate a context of the value hierarchy – where the decision (or, in 

this case, the indecision) usually takes place. Naturally occurring value hierarchy may unite in 

single (semi-imaginary) psychological context several physical places. In such cases it is necessary 

to either ask a client to select one particular physically bounded place (“at home”, “at work”, 

“sitting in the park”, and any other kind of place), or some regular strict route (“going from home 

to work on the subway”). 

These initial steps by themselves establish presuppositions that: a) decision is something 

specific, b) there is a procedure which would lead to the specific outcome, i.e. decision-making is 

finite and productive. Additionally, by psychologically (imaginarily) “moving” a client to some 

“virtual” context of decision-making (while they physically sit at the coach office, or behind the 

computer screen at their home) dissociates coaching session from the decision-making, partly 
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resolving the aforementioned problems of the “leakage” of indecision in the context of the 

coaching itself. 

Then the value levels are elicited. Value hierarchy starts with a single polarity of the 

alternative. Let’s say the formulated alternative is “option X <> option Y”.  

Client is asked to formulate stimuli which influence their decision in favor of “option X” 

(or “option Y”, starting polarity is chosen arbitrarily and, as in any other case of arbitrary choice, 

the choice could be delegated to the client). The usual “catalyzers” of thought should be used: if 

client starts to struggle to realize such stimuli, they could be asked to “name first one that comes 

to mind”, “guess it”, or just “speak arbitrarily”. As was previously shown (sections 2.1.1, 2.4.4), 

“associative” answers are generally more valid than “rational” ones. Additionally, they are briefer 

and more expressive. 

When three specific stimuli are formulated and written down (specification of client’s 

answers is performed with a system of “content-free” questions, as specified in section 3.1.3), 

single value is elicited (by asking “what is important in <these stimuli, naming them> so that you 

choose <selected polarity, e.g. option X>?”). Again, the usual catalyzers, named above, shall be 

used. If client responds incongruently additional “catalyzer of value realization” could be used in 

form of the question “while you named <…> is important, what internal sense, feeling, emotion, 

value do you get from <…>?”. E.g. “while you said that having a car is important, what internal 

sense, feeling, emotion, value do you get from having a car?”. (“Having a car” is an example of 

phrase which, according to its linguistic meaning, couldn’t by itself be regarded as verbal value 

formulation in value hierarchies’ model, see previous section and Chapter 2.) 

On each subsequent value level polarity is switched to opposite. E.g. a client is asked “now 

imagine some additional stimuli which would influence on your decision, pushing you towards 

selecting <option Y>” (if the first level was <option X>). The context which is formed by each 

new set of stimuli remains the same: no previous stimuli could be discarded or deleted. If a client 

loses the whole “picture”, previous levels should be reminded (technically, it is easier to have the 

paper wherein value hierarchy is written at all moments be shared with a client – which is 

especially convenient in online coaching, where screen sharing of online editor could be employed 

for that purpose). 

Value level elicitation is repeated and several levels are elicited in described manner, as 

session time allows. This process by itself receives immediate (though expressed more often 

routinely than emotionally) response of satisfaction or relaxation from a client. Additionally, in 

some cases it is possible to notice (from the beginning of the process) specific non-verbal signal 

of “indecisiveness”. No common ontology of such non-verbal signals exists at the moment. If such 

signal is found, it should be observed and ensured that it changes accordingly as the value 
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hierarchy unfolds. For example, one client rotated on the rotating chair from one side to another, 

literally marking by the amplitude of these swings the degree of his indecisiveness. During the 

procedure of value hierarchy elicitation these swings firstly increased in amplitude and then, when 

the content of the hierarchy was recapitulated to him, decreased to the more frequent small shifts 

of weight on the chair. 

Same process could be repeated on subsequent sessions. Initial value hierarchy could be 

refined or, if the client insists (e.g. when situation or their mentality changed drastically), discarded 

and rebuilt from scratch. 

Value hierarchy in the process of resolution of dilemmas serves as a self-suggestion 

for a client and a “feedback interface”. Polarities of dilemma are implicitly integrated (by 

training and repeating several times the process of switching; and by “connecting emotion”, 

as described in previous section of this chapter). “Connecting emotion” starts to serve in the 

role of “packaged” archive of all information and particular feelings, related to the 

previously undecided matter, and unfolds in the life of a client as a kind of self-guiding and 

self-adapting program. In this sense, value hierarchy as a whole (including literal sight of 

formalized, written down, value levels) serves as conscious-unconscious interface. 

Additional work could be performed on the elicited value hierarchy, however, with this 

particular clients/requests, it is often not required. The initial feeling (and complex experience) of 

indecision is, as described, transformed into some new constructive and productive experience 

(and anchored binding emotion). 

 

3.2.2 Motivational self-control 

 

Let’s move on to another application of value hierarchy. 

Another typical request of coaching client is the topic of motivation. Unlike the previous 

case, this case does not contain inherent double binds which necessarily influence coaching 

situation. Request which involves motivation, while as in any other case, is required to satisfy 

some set of “ecological filters”, essentially gives coach “agency” (“right of passage”) to “refactor” 

(as is said in software development – i.e., rewrite code but refrain from change of functionality) 

client’s value hierarchy. 

The process of elicitation of value hierarchy is the same as described in the previous 

sections. Then, additional work with the elements of the value hierarchy should be performed. 

Several distinct possibilities of what could be observed on a client’s value hierarchy is 

possible. 
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First one is a clear differentiation between “motivating” and “demotivating” factors. For 

example, client requests to solve the issue of lack of work motivation, when they are working from 

home. All (or most of) motivating stimuli are work-related and all (or most of) demotivating 

stimuli are family-related (disruptions of work flow, induced by kids or spouse, etc.). While such 

kind of issues could be, generally, resolved only by complex work where value hierarchy (or some 

substitution thereof) is necessary, but not sufficient instrument – in some cases it is possible to 

refrain from “family coaching” and focus only on “mental work”. 

Another example is a student for whom all (or most of) motivating stimuli are study-related 

(and are predominantly connected with negative feelings), and all demotivating stimuli are nature-

related, e.g. sight from the window, breathe of fresh air, etc. (and are predominantly connected 

with positive feelings). Socialized adult (as opposed to developing schoolkid), who has such kind 

of value hierarchy, of course is able to “mentally overwhelm” oneself and use negative feelings in 

order to do necessary job, and volitionally move away one’s attention from the pleasant 

distractions. 

Several ways to work with such hierarchies exist. First one is to use the values on 

“motivating” levels (levels, which, during the process of formalization, was fixed at the 

“motivating” polarity) to find stimuli which comes from the opposite domain. 

Let’s say, a student on one level of hierarchy “feels motivated” (polarity of alternative) 

when he “sees the problem to solve” (stimuli), which gives them “satisfaction” (value). And, on 

the next value level, “feels demotivated” (stimuli), when sees “sunny weather outside, sunbeams 

on window glass” (stimuli), which gives them “irritation” (value). It should be noted, that 

semantically opposite values could form single “semantical core”: i.e. “irritation” from the 

example above could be related to the same (complex experience of) value, as “warmth” 

(internalized experience of sunny weather). Both “warmth” and “irritation”, if such controversial 

construct is elicited, should be written down in the “value” cell of the value hierarchy sheet. 

Now, this person could be asked: imagine you look outside the window and see (hear, feel) 

something which would let you feel suddenly motivated to study, because it would let you feel 

satisfaction; what would it be? In practice, any such question could yield an answer, though 

sometimes a minute or two of contemplation (when such kind of question is asked the first time) 

is required. 

Let’s say a student would answer: a shiny car moves along the road, and I feel satisfied 

because I could afford similar model, because I can study hard. 

Repeat that process for each value level (and for both “motivating” and “demotivating” 

values) and that would balance the value hierarchy: roughly 50% of stimuli of motivating polarity 
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would be “outside”, 50% “inside”; 50% of stimuli of demotivating polarity would be “outside”, 

50% “inside”. 

Such “double integration” (integration of two oppositions across two other oppositions) 

yields a mixed state, wherein the person could, by the voluntary or spontaneous shift of attention, 

gain access to both polarities of alternatives and both set of values (elicited from both set of 

stimuli). That process is fully applicable to the example of “family distractions” contemplated 

above. 

Another way to deal with such value hierarchies is a special case of the process of 

isomorphic mirroring of stimuli (described above), which can be called “full engagement” of value 

hierarchy (Tkachev, 2003). One polarity is completely erased by asking for stimuli which would 

reverse it (the value, however, remains the same). Such process is applicable in extreme 

circumstances, e.g. before the deadline in the work or test day when studying; however, it is 

inherently unecological and care should be taken in order to not accidentally induce in a client a 

habit of doing everything on the last day due to the (semi-substantiated) confidence that by turning 

on “supermotivation” they could do that. 

Second distinct type of value hierarchy which could be observed while working with the 

clients who pose “motivational” coaching requests is a value hierarchy which is, on the surface, 

unrelated to the initial issue and context of motivation. For example, person, who wants to switch 

career and doesn’t feel motivated enough to study for that, naturally comes to the value hierarchy 

which regulates their current job performance (on another specialty). They feel motivated or 

demotivated in current job and that, incidentally, leads to their “meta-motivation” or “meta-

demotivation” in pursuing another career. 

If time and setting permits, the whole knot could be unraveled step by step. Client could 

be asked to formulate three value hierarchies: 

 “motivated at the current work <> demotivated at the current work” 

 “motivated at studying for new profession <> demotivated at studying for new 

profession” 

 “want to work as X (old profession) <> want to work as Y (new profession)” 

As could be expected, that is a time-consuming task. To each hierarchy of these three, in 

accordance with its specifics, any of the options described in this section 3.2 could be applied. 

Some clients, when presented with the value hierarchy model, express standalone interest in the 

model itself, and such work could be performed with them (delegating some work of value 

hierarchy elicitation and utilization even to the client themselves, as a homework). 

Second option is to saturate both polarities of current job motivation with new job 

opportunities (on the level of stimuli, as shown previously). New job would be “dissolved” in the 
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old job, and, if situation permits, will “concentrate” in a separate context with distinct set of 

activities. That would yield some relief at the “old job”, as every action would contain the “quant” 

of the feelings which represent productive hopes and expectations of further opportunities (i.e. 

new job). In addition to that emotional change, intuitive or rational decisions on all levels will tend 

to implicitly account for new perspectives and select optimal options from the actual set of 

available. 

Third option is to build “from the scratch” prospective value hierarchy as if the client 

already works at their new work place, being a professional in a new area. That value hierarchy 

would be, essentially, a systemic “forward thinking”, an attempt to guess what new experience 

would be, based on the already known elements from the actual experience. 

In coaching it is sometimes necessary to artificially disconnect some or another parts 

(concepts, processes), related to a client, in order to reorganize them in a more efficient manner. 

One example of such disconnection is the process of disconnected “trait of indecisiveness” from 

a particular “undecided matter”, as described in the previous section. However, it is beneficial due 

to a number of apparent reasons when there is an instrument which allows to work with whole 

constructs. 

As M. Smith et. al. writes (2009), referring to R. Boyatzis et. al. (2006): 

 

The first discovery and potential starting point for the process of personal 

development is the discovery of an individual’s deepest aspirations for his or her life. We 

call this conceptualization or image the ideal self. Three major components comprise the 

development of this image: (1) an image of a desired future; (2) hope that one can attain 

it; and (3) inclusion of one’s core identity, which serves as a foundation on which to build 

the desired image. 

(Smith et al., 2009, p. 151) 

 

The “ideal self” interface of coaching was introduced in section 2.8.3. 

However, it could be said, that any value hierarchy includes “self-image”, as the values 

which form the hierarchy systemically represent the “parts of self”, relevant for the activity of a 

particular value hierarchy. 

Prospective value hierarchy serves as three mentioned by M. Smith processes in one 

unitary form: it contains systemic representation of elements of desired future; it contains not a 

hope, but rather an authentic systemic arrangement of emotions which gives it intuitive and routine 

subjective credibility; it includes relevant parts of one’s identity in the form of values. 
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No complex process of “welding” of disparate parts is needed during the coaching process, 

as all three components naturally support and logically continue one another. Prospective value 

hierarchy could represent shallow outline of distant and uncertain plans, and could be specified 

(when the time comes) to the level of routine details. 

Such hierarchies work in the manner, similar to the activation of “unconscious fantasies, 

which are ready to be implemented” (see reference to M. Erickson in section 2.8.3), and similar to 

the technique of the “creation of a new part” (Bandler & Grinder, 1982). No hypnosis or “working 

with parts”, however, is performed. Seemingly rational (and rather routine) work of writing down 

of 15-50 stimuli and 5-15 values (across 5-15 levels) creates a tremendously powerful 

“presupposition vortex” which acts as a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy (several sessions with 

appropriate time intervals between them are required, however, to refine the prospective value 

hierarchy to that degree). 

 

3.2.3 Construction or dismantling of habits 

 

As was shown in section 3.1, value hierarchy could be used to describe “beliefs”, regarding 

them as “monopolar”/“frozen” value hierarchy. It is not common to meet a client who wants to 

dismantle (or create) some belief (disregarding the cases where client wants to create a belief 

which would motivate themselves; this case is addressed in the previous section). 

However, construction or deconstruction of habits is one of typical requests. Habits could 

be of different nature: 

 common “bad habits”, e.g. smoking; 

 sleep-wake schedule disorders (becoming more common with the shift to remote 

work); 

 habit to perform exercises every other day; 

 habit to walk 10000 steps each day; 

 excessive use of social networks; 

 etc. 

The issue of habits could be formulated as excess amount of “start-stimuli” and lack of 

“stop-stimuli”, or vice versa (the case where an activity doesn’t require some complex skill or 

equipment is considered). This could be modelled with a value hierarchy, wherein one polarity has 

excess number of stimuli, and the other one has lack thereof. 

Value hierarchy could be utilized “as if” two polarities were balanced. That way the 

client performs an assessment of available “start stimuli” (for a good habit) or “stop stimuli” 
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(for a bad habit), whether they were available at some period of time (and become displaced 

or forgotten) or are imaginary (prospective). 

Several “borders” for habit activation at the initial steps (formulation of value hierarchy 

context) are found. These borders are crucial time and space places wherein the ultimate decision 

whether habit should (or shouldn’t engage) occurs automatically and rapidly. 

Value hierarchy coaching, in that case, provides a tool to “deconstruct” and slow down that 

rapid process, and reformat it (by injecting the opposite polarity). That notion of the “folded” and 

“unfolded” form of some mental process was briefly addressed in the previous chapter, and in 

practical work is utilized (though in another manner than in the value hierarchies’ model) in the 

work of Piotr Galperin (e.g. see Engeness & Lund, 2020). However, the notion of “duality” of the 

structure of mental process, which lacks in P. Galperin approach, arguably, eases and speeds up 

the practical work. 

Working with habits require repeated iterations of work, as several relevant “borders of 

activation” should be built or decomposed. Such work speeds up and systematizes the commonly 

known process “sow a thought, reap an act; sow an act, reap a habit” (etc.), ascribed to C. Reade. 

 

3.2.4 Other particular applications 

 

It should be noted that three exemplar cases of value hierarchies’ utilization for particular 

problems/requests, presented in the previous sections, form a non-exhaustive list. However, 

explained principles could be combined in order to resolve some number of other particular issues 

of coaching clients. 

 

3.3 Value hierarchy utilization for general coordination of coaching sessions 

 

3.3.1 Coaching plans 

 

Let’s move on to the next section, wherein broader view on value hierarchies’ utilization 

in psychological coaching is described. Sum of such applications, with some further research, 

could constitute a separate approach to coaching. 

One of the trends in academically promoted psychotherapy is the inclination towards the 

use of some or another kind of schemas. Schemas allow to, firstly, capture client’s “state” at the 

moment of therapy; secondly, evaluate progress across sessions (by observing how elements of 

schema change); thirdly, plan further sessions (by focusing on some or another elements of 

schema); fourthly, to measure progress quantitatively if required. 
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 Most of the schemas in coaching present some kind of “form”, which is to be filled with 

“content” by a client. Emphasizes in such forms may be made on the accountability of results, as 

in “SMART”5 (e.g. see Wolff et al., 2020); on the “inner world” of a client, as in CBT6-originated 

coaching approaches (e.g. see Neenan, 2018); or on what we called “goal interfaces” (see section 

2.8.3). 

This section 3.3 will describe the usage of the value hierarchy model in the role of such 

schema. 

 

3.3.2 Pattern: highly motivated client 

 

Let’s consider several patterns, inherent to some or another coaching client, and describe 

how value hierarchies’ model could be applied to the coordination of coaching sessions with such 

clients. 

As was described earlier, value hierarchy is, in a sense, a “compound” of client’s goal, 

activity and personal values. As such, it can be used as a tool to give an overview of future coaching 

work, plan sessions (collaboratively with a client themselves), make emphasis on some or another 

aspect of future work, and track progress. 

As people traits and coaching requests vary, specific manner in which value hierarchy is 

applied would vary accordingly. 

In this section let’s consider a highly motivated goal-oriented client. Every level of the 

value hierarchy contains, predominantly, stimuli which are immediately related to the 

central goal (or issue) of the coaching request. Values are, to a certain degree, borrowed from 

the vocabulary of the relevant social group. Client readily accepts homework and accomplishes it 

(to the degree of their actual abilities). Further value levels correspond to advances in their 

achievements, to movement towards the desired goal (or in the direction of the resolution of the 

core issue). The whole value hierarchy defines, from the point of view of external observer, linear 

“railway”-like motion from current state to the desired state. The utilization of value hierarchy 

technique is reflected by such client as another “mean to the end”, which should be regarded as 

useful addition if the selected competent coach says so. 

Specific example of value hierarchy in presented in table 3.2 at the end of this section 

(sentences are written down as direct speech/statements of the client) – the value hierarchy of the 

future software developer who plans for job interviews in highly competitive market. 

The following features are traits of this value hierarchy of the particular client. 

                                                 
5 Backronym, which stands for five properties of well-formed goal (sometimes different synonyms of the following 

words are used): “specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, timely”  
6 Cognitive behavior therapy 
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Firstly, selected alternative is directly tied to the coaching request – to help preparing 

for the job interviews. 

Secondly, there are two classes of stimuli: self-created instruments of achieving the 

goal (written notes with interview questions and answers, etc.) and feedback from other people, 

who evaluate such progress. (It should be noted that the former is illustrative example of one kind 

of “apprehended” stimuli or “mental instruments”, which were discussed in Chapter 2.) 

Thirdly, each subsequent value level represents closing in on a goal (with increase in 

subjective difficultness of challenges that should be overcome as value levels go further). 

Fourthly, all value formulations are rather conventional for the software developer 

community. (It should be noted that quoted values are ones which lie closer to the “emotional” or 

“physiological” plane, and unquoted are the ones which are well developed and rationalized, as 

was explained in section 3.1.2.) 

It could be said that traits of a “highly motivated” client which were described in the 

beginning of this section are reflected in these four properties of their value hierarchy (and 

in the finer details, available in the formulated table 3.2). E.g., it is feasible to suggest to such 

client some rather complex homework, as it could be expected that it will be responsibly carried 

out. 

In some sense, such clients are ideal coaching clients, as they can be coached by 

maintaining focus on the future (not on personal history), on the goals (not on the problems), on 

social achievements (not on psychological change). 

Session planning takes place in two kinds of processes: explicit and implicit. 

Explicitly, to plan sessions, for each level of value hierarchy: 

 a brief discussion with the client should be made on the question of what would coach’s 

role be in helping developing that level; 

 specific plan how coach would help should be negotiated and agreed upon; 

 additional homework should be planned, if required; 

 additional subject-related (in the example below, i.e., programming-related) 

information should be presented and explained (or client should be referred to the 

subject-related expert). 

Such explicit “coaching contract”, as could be apparently seen from the provided example, 

provides much finer details, though greater robustness, than traditional “contracting” coaching 

techniques. 

Implicit planning requires coach to reinforce therapeutical alliance by: 

 appropriately enriching their speech with value words and “pre-value” constructs; 
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 providing in literal or metaphorical form stimuli, which would implicitly activate all 

levels across the value hierarchy regularly, no matter what levels are currently 

explicitly worked on. 

The latter could be implemented in many different ways, one of which is to employ story 

telling on relevant topics (e.g., to share available experience of job interviews of the client’s peers, 

wherein some “synonymous” stimuli will appear). 

However, any specific technique or techniques could be implemented in such “subject-

oriented” (e.g., “programming-oriented”) coaching. Value hierarchy model serves to provide 

general schema, guidance and evaluation of the application of such techniques, rather than a 

standalone change-inducing tool. 
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Table 3.2. Value hierarchy of highly motivated client 

N Alternative External factors Stimuli Pre-value Value 

1 Trained Ability to answer questions, 
related to Ruby programming 

language and items of my CV, 

e.g.: 
- “how do use metaprogramming 

in your project?” 

- “how do you determine test 
coverage percent in your 

project?” 

- “how do you used some or 
another technology in your 

project?” 

- “tell about your strength and 
weaknesses”  

Stack of papers – my 
prepared answers to 

typical interview 

questions. Contain 2-3 
words which allow to 

start answering. This 

stack represents list of 
questions which fully 

coverts all possible 

questions. 
 

Study well. 
Efforts should 

pay off.  

Self-realization in the society 

2 Uncertain Deeper interview 

questions/tasks: 

- write actual code with 

metaprogramming 

- write the implementation of 
“concern” programming pattern 

on the blackboard 

- fix the bug in provided code or 
explain what’s wrong with it 

1. Plan for interviews’ 

preparations. 

2. Sight of actual code. 

Save time. It’s 

time to work/get 

paid. 

“I’m in the flow” 

3 Trained Understanding that I don’t have a 

single shot. Falling down is the 
part of rising up. 

Constant flow of e-

mails, where I’m 
invited to more 

interviews. 

There are 

always chances. 
Ability to 

achieve goals. 

“I always get what I want” 

4 Uncertain 1. Awareness of my lack of 

experience. 
2. Super-hard questions/tasks. 

3. Programmer who say one 

couldn’t be programmer without 
a degree in CS. 

4. HR screens people with less 

than 3 years of experience 
without technical interview 

Sight of the list of 

complex questions 
which I made: 

- rack middleware 

- green thread vs. 
native parallelism 

- system level, 

hardware level, 
application level – 

differences between 

them 

“Will to win” 

Survivability 
Mental health 

5 Trained 1. Even programmers with 3 

years of experience don’t know 

answers to all necessary 
questions (hence, I don’t need to 

either). 

2. World speeds up – we don’t 
need to start studying subjects in 

the order stuff had evolved 

3. Communication with people 
who are really considering to 

hire me (CTOs, VPs of 

engineering) 
4. I’m the best in solving 

algorithmic tasks at the 

algorithms course – even better 
than some of senior developers 

Feedback in emails 

and phone calls from 

people who seriously 
consider hiring me 

Need to 

socialize, 

realize in the 
society 

 

Vanity, pride 

Self-advancement 

Context: sitting at the computer at home. 

 

Note: “External factors” is preliminary client’s associations, which are further specified to 

formulate “Stimuli” list. “Pre-value” is preliminary client’s associations, which are further 

specified to formulate “Value”. 
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3.3.3 Pattern: mixed nature of challenges 

 

In the previous section an example where client requested help in overcoming “unitary” 

challenges was considered – all issues were related to the professional problems. More often than 

not clients present mixed nature of challenges, and it is crucial for a coach to quickly perform the 

sorting of such challenges, refining and renegotiating client’s request. Let’s move on to 

considering such kind of pattern in coaching clients. 

Described mixed nature would be necessarily displayed on the interface of relevant value 

hierarchy. Let’s provide shortened example in table 3.3 (statements are written as direct speech of 

a client). 

Table 3.3. Value hierarchy which represents “mixed challenges” 

N Alternative Stimuli Value 

… Comfortable The friend nods in appreciation 

while I tell about my new 

project. 

Satisfaction (from appreciation) 

+1 Uncomfortable Friend tells me about someone 

who lost his job and couldn’t 

find another one 

Fear (of losing sustainable 

livelihood); instead I want Safety 

+2 Comfortable Hot coffee which tastes well “Life is good” 

Context: discussing commercial perspectives of new job with a friend (at some café) 

 

Three levels of the value hierarchy, presented here, already show a warning to a coach. The 

following traits of that hierarchy worth noting. 

Firstly, selected context is “discussing with a friend”. Much of the stimuli is related to that 

discussion. It could be said that the client has external “locus of control” (at least with respect 

to the presented coaching request, which is to help with decision-making regarding further career). 

It could provide resources by accident (if reference friends of the client would give them good 

advice/appraisal on the topic); but also presents a risk of “intoxicating” client with bad advice, 

misleading appraisal or critique. 

Secondly, there is a heightened risk of unresourceful projection on the coaching 

situation. I.e., coach could be implicitly regarded by the client as one of such friends who give 

advice and valuation. It could create an opportunity for the coach to induce some required 

psychological change; however, such projection is ordinarily (and justifiably) considered 

inconvenient (see also section 3.2.1). 

Thirdly, there is a distinctive sign of the deeper psychological/emotional 

problem/disorder which is plainly pointed out by the negative emotion of “fear” playing the 

role of value. Quick ad-hoc reframing of it to “safety” (by asking the client to provide their own 
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word which would denote contrary experience) “seeds” potential to change; however, that 

potential would hardly be realized by itself. 

Fourthly, stimuli are not directly related to the problem/request. Neither discussion 

with a friend, nor environmental pleasures (e.g. specific sort of coffee) denote, by themselves, 

anything related to the career decision-making. Such excess flexibility in stimuli underline the 

exact nature of the client’s indecisiveness, showing operational details thereof. 

While, speculatively, it could be proposed to completely discard that value hierarchy and 

build a new one from scratch, it will hardly, by itself, reinforce rapport with the client (given that 

value hierarchy is not an abstract concept, but an actual mechanism of functioning of mental 

processes – thus, they couldn’t be manipulated at will, instantaneously, and at scale). 

Realistically, coach would need, whether they want or not, to find a fine balance 

between drowning in the client’s projections and counter-projections, and managing strict 

coaching setting. The former will lead to the engagement in counterproductive psychological 

games, and the latter to the loss of rapport and client dropout. 

This balance will constitute the implicit utilization of value hierarchies for session 

planning. 

Explicit utilization will be in approaching the value levels one by one, e.g.: 

 finding alternative, “self-contained” stimuli for self-evaluation, instead of external 

appraisal; 

 performing specific psychotherapeutic technique in order to resolve “fear” problem 

(which needs further investigation and specification), or referring a client (providing 

them with well-formed particular problem and desired outcome) to another specialist; 

 utilization of the “hedonistic” resources in the role of self-applied operant conditioning, 

by sequencing them properly in combination with productive activities. 

As there are many different kinds of psychological and other problems (and possible 

resources), particular form of value hierarchies varies accordingly. However, until problems which 

are out of the discussed scope are considered, general connection “one level – one problem” (or 

“one level – one kind of resource”) holds. Thus, value hierarchy model works as a tool for express 

“diagnostics” (in the wider sense of this word) and planning of the work, as well as for preliminary 

evaluation of what would it take to establish and maintain rapport with a particular client. 

 

3.3.4 Executive and organizational coaching 

 

To conclude the section on coaching applications of the value hierarchy model, let’s move 

on to the context of executive and organizational coaching. 
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In the context of organizational consulting or “executive coaching” the same general 

considerations as described above apply. However, some specific organizational work could be 

done with the utilization of value hierarchy model. 

Firstly, in a small (and, to a certain degree, medium-sized) business executives are 

usually the same set of people as shareholders. As such, their (work-related) value hierarchy 

would be some kind of composition between their position as business owners and as managers. 

Business could be said, arguably, to be a part of their personality. They don’t do business to earn 

money; rather, they do business to realize their values (among which, of course, monetary ones 

would be present, but not necessarily dominate). 

If chief executive officer of some big corporation starts to evaluate some decisions in terms, 

which are rather unconventional and subjective, he is said to act on cognitive errors. If a small 

business owner acts on subjective values, it is natural functioning of affairs. 

However, even small business owner still a business owner: they are interested, to a certain 

degree, in structuring their cognition in more effective manner. The measurement of efficiency, 

though, is not expressed directly as profit margins or returns on investment (though these and other 

such parameters are taken into account), but rather is some complex subjective evaluation, feel of 

satisfaction or achievement, and so on. 

Value hierarchy model could be naturally used to formalize that metrics of efficiency, 

which then could be used for self-management of shareholders and/or for adjusting business 

processes to correctly reflect desired organizational goals. 

Secondly, harmonization of value hierarchies across levels of management could be 

performed. Motivational value hierarchies of employees, compared against business-related value 

hierarchies of the shareholders (described above), would yield “quid-pro-quo” basis for 

sustainable cooperation and mutual bargain. 

Thirdly, more speculative application of value hierarchies’ model is to formulate a 

“mission of organization” in the form of (collective and constructed) value hierarchy. One 

way to construct such value hierarchy is to have first value levels to be built from the values (and 

stimuli) of the employees, while further levels from the values and stimuli of the stakeholders. 

Value hierarchies’ model, when applied, tends to produce “personalized” results. In 

the case of organizational coaching that means that resultant change would occur as authentic 

actions of involved personnel. This, on the one hand, is beneficial as it eases the attainment of 

desired goal. On the other hand, that complicates the process of bringing the connection between 

the application of the value hierarchies’ model and achieved results to the attention of stakeholders 

and other involved personnel (thus, complicating the formal advertisement – though “word of 

mouth” propagation would only improve). 
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3.4 Results, critical reflection, discussion 

 

3.4.1 Ontology of value hierarchies 

 

Let’s recap, discuss, and provide critical reflection of the results of application of the 

described approach to coaching. 

Let’s start with the following notion. Several kinds of value hierarchies were found and 

described in sections 3.3.2-3.3.3. In the next chapter the notion of “highly motivated client” will 

be further developed in the context of education. 

Further research of the ontological variety of value hierarchies of the coaching clients will 

be of interest. Promising academic results could be attained by mixing the value hierarchies’ model 

with any conventional schema/classification of values and/or psychological types. “Spectral 

typing” approach, discussed in section 2.4.1, could be directly operationalized with the value 

hierarchies’ model. 

The use of the following approaches in conjuncture with the value hierarchies’ model 

could be especially fruitful. 

Firstly, the Jung’s notion of “extraverts” vs. “introverts” (see section 2.4.1). Due to the 

definition of these two psychological types, it could be expected, to some degree, that “all 

extraverts are the same”, but “each introvert is different”. Or, more precisely, that there are much 

lower number of distinct “subtypes” of extraverts than that of introverts. Some evidence exists to 

support this hypothesis, e.g. F. Reer & N. Krämer in their empirical study of players of “World of 

Warcraft” online role-playing game came to the conclusion that “group of introverted players is 

more heterogeneous than previously thought” (Reer & Krämer, 2017), meaning also that they are 

more heterogeneous than group of extraverts. 

Thus, a limited number of “extraverted” subtypes could be discovered and a larger number 

of “introverted”. Value hierarchies’ model could be used to gather and analyze empirical basis for 

that study. 

The main distinction between introverts and extroverts could be formulated, given enough 

data is gathered, in terms of features of their decision-making process. While postulating that 

introverts are, literally, more inwardly-oriented in their decisions (and extraverts are the opposite), 

as was discussed before both introverts and extraverts shall use external stimuli, as that is the 

foundation of normal (everyday) functioning of consciousness. 

Thus, the question arises to define difference between introverts and extraverts in more 

refined manner. The following hypotheses could be proposed for the studies in this sphere: 
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 introverts and extraverts have distinct classes of alternatives – for example, introverts 

literally incline towards “cognitive” or “metacognitive”, and extraverts incline towards 

“behavioral”; 

 introverts and extraverts have distinct classes of stimuli – for example, extraverts tend 

to use verbal stimuli, related to their significant acquaintances; and introverts tend to 

use instrumental stimuli, related to significant products of their own creation; 

 introverts and extraverts have distinct classes of values – for example, extraverts tend 

to use conventional verbal formulation of values; and introverts tend to use 

individualistic. 

It should be emphasized that all such hypotheses couldn’t be taken for granted and should 

be tested empirically. 

Secondly, Graves’ value levels and spiral dynamics. Different “spiral colors” could be 

ascribed to different classes of values, alternatives and stimuli. Such work could yield any of the 

following results. 

 “Spiral colors” could be refined – while the process of operationalizing each color (i.e., 

defining its semantic precisely) is, to a large degree, arbitrary, real empirical data of 

value hierarchies’ would restrict that process to the patterns that are found in the actual 

mental processes of studied participants. 

 A number of “mixed types” might be described. While the value hierarchies’ model by 

itself does not propose any restrictions on the combination of value levels, actual 

empirical data could show that value levels of some “spiral color” tend to combine with 

value levels of some another “spiral color”. 

  “Untyped” individuals might be found (individuals, whose value levels couldn’t be 

classified in any of the “spiral colors”), leading to the refinement in definitions of some 

“spiral colors”. 

Thirdly, the notion of “pyramid of values”, incepted by Maslow, could be further 

refined by filling in categories of values (needs, desires, etc.), provided by Maslow, with 

particular semantics of study participants.  

Generally, value hierarchies’ model is able to play the role of connecting element 

between social models and models of an individual. 

 

3.4.2 Efficacy of coaching 

 

Let’s move on to the question of efficacy of the proposed coaching model. 
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Value hierarchies’ model could be used to resolve the task of “isomorphic” measurement 

of efficacy, as described in section 2.2. For goal-oriented value hierarchy (as described in section 

3.2.2) immediate measurement of efficacy could be performed: by asking a client to directly count, 

for each value level, percent of its “fulfillment”, and then tracking that number across sessions. 

Other kind of value hierarchies (as described in section 3.3.3) could be tracked by a coach 

with partial guidance from a client. 

It could be expected and appear in practice that in some cases value hierarchies’ during the 

ongoing coaching is totally transformed: i.e., alternative and context become (separately or both) 

irrelevant. There is no definite answer on how to track efficacy of such transformations, as there 

are no definitive criteria when such total transformation is probable (or even useful). 

Generally, value hierarchies’ model is able to play the connecting role between 

individual “client feedback” and massive “statistical evidence” (see section 2.2 on the 

relevance of corresponding crisis). 

 

3.4.3 Limitations of the research 

 

Current research is performed on a limited number of clients (10) during the period of 2 

years. Each client, on average, undertook 5 sessions 2 hours each. While sections 3.2-3.3 are 

written with proper reluctance to generalize, specific results of other value hierarchies’ studies are 

necessary to formulate population-wide generalizations. 

 

3.5 Conclusion and development of hypotheses 

 

The following was proved, using empirical data of coaching sessions and their results 

across a limited number of clients and sessions. 

1. Techniques, based on the value hierarchies’ model, could resolve specific coaching 

tasks (resolution of choice dilemmas, motivational self-control, habit management). 

2. Value hierarchy model could be used to coordinate coaching sessions, providing 

means to manage session and intersession plans for different kinds of clients (and their requests). 

An outline of designs for further studies are proposed. 

The main research question (see sections 1.7, 2.10) was the following: to what degree value 

hierarchies are individualistic? It was hypothesized, that, indeed, value hierarchies are highly 

individualistic. 

As was concluded in 2.10, “value hierarchies of different people have similar structure, but 

are individualistic in content”. In this chapter it was shown that: 
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 finer refinements of “similar structure” could be made, deriving common patterns in 

this structure (or types thereof); 

 different techniques and applications, derived from value hierarchies’ model, could be 

put in correspondence with such patterns in order to propel practical coaching work 

with particular clients. 
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Chapter 4. Qualitative research applications 
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Purpose of Chapter 4 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe (and provide an example of) the applications of 

the value hierarchies’ model to qualitative research. 

 

4.1 Qualitative research design 

 

4.1.1 Unstructured, semi-structured and structured interviews 

 

Let’s start approaching qualitative research with a review of philosophical premises of such 

kind of studies. 

Interviews (i.e. the process of receiving answers from participants by the means of 

conversation), in accordance with the widely accepted classification, are divided into three 

categories: structured, semi-structured and unstructured (Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 238). 

From the philosophical point of view these main categories has the following features. 

Structured interviews are related with the neopositivist paradigm; responses of a 

participant are considered to be a-priori truthful, the transference of objective facts and knowledge 

is thought to occur (Table 1 in Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 24). 

Unstructured interviews are related with the romanticism; human interactions between 

the researcher and interviewee is emphasized; interviewee is thought to disclose his/her complex 

structure of experience and social reality (Table 1 in Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 24). 

Finally, semi-structured interviews are related with the localism; interview is 

considered to be an empirical situation, wherein the researcher and interviewee are engaged in the 

process of “producing answers” by complex interaction (Table 1 in Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 24). 

Interview which is carried out in the corresponding philosophical paradigm will have the 

following features: 

 neo-positivism will emphasize the establishment of contextually independent “truth” 

about “external reality”, following strict protocol and aiming to minimize the influence 

of researcher (Alvesson, 2003, p. 15); 

 romanticism will emphasize rapport, trust, authentic contact between researcher and 

interviewee; interviewees feelings and meanings will be focused on (Alvesson, 2003, 

p. 16); 

 localism will utilize critical posture and consider an interview as a situational report of 

the interviewee (Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 241). 
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It is worth noting that interview types have vague delineation (Qu & Dumay, 2011, p. 

240). 

Philosophical discussion on the interview types in qualitative research community, among 

all, has the purpose of, in some sense, justifying such method of studying in front of the dominating 

scientific trend in gathering and analyzing objective quantitative measurements. 

Our views on the validity of introspection – which, essentially, is the core of any 

questionnaire or interviewing technique, whatever its degree of strictness is – is described in 

section 2.4. Discussion on the validity of the value hierarchies’ elicitation process (which will be 

used in this chapter as well) is provided in sections 3.1-3.2 (and 3.1.3 specifically). 

Formally, value hierarchies’ elicitation, as proposed in section 3.1.1, in the role of 

qualitative research (interviewing) method could be described as semi-structured. However, 

philosophical classification provided above rather loosely accounts for practice in the first place 

and quickly becomes obsolete and artificial when more complex interviewing algorithms are 

discussed. 

It can be imagined that with the technological development (see sections 2.5-2.6 with our 

critical review of that, which lead to the rather skeptical picture) some “artificial intelligence” 

program could perform interviewing in form of interactive dialogue (at least in writing – e.g. in 

messengers) of people, collect data, and provide final results. Development of “dialogue artificial 

intelligence” is a demanded technological and research topic (e.g. Papangelis et al., 2020), so the 

emergence of such interviewing program is not just a distant fantasy. Such program could be barely 

built nowadays (only basic “structured” questionnaires without deeper interaction could be 

performed by modern-day digital assistants), but it is feasible to expect appearance of such 

programs in the foreseeable, if not near, future. 

Such programs, by definition, will act in strictly reproducible manner, hence, their 

influence on the interviewee can be accounted strictly. Thus, data is gathered in accordance with 

positivist methodology and views. However, simplified classification of the frameworks of 

qualitative research, presented at the beginning of this section, will misclassify such interview as 

“unstructured”, as it doesn’t follow strict list of questions. 

As we see from this example, the problem with the “rigorousness” of data is not in the 

fixation of a list of questions (experienced psychologists know that even formal standard clinical 

test, when instructions are read with different intonations, might lead to significantly different 

results). It is in the poor description of the actual process of interviewing. The process of talking 

to another person on the topic of interest is mostly taken for granted and lacks needed formalization 

in modern qualitative research. 
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Value hierarchy model resolves such problem in the manner, described in the previous 

chapter. The process of interviewing, described here, is strict in the format, but completely 

free in the content. Several means of deepening the content are available (writing down additional 

stimuli for each level, eliciting additional value levels, deeper specification of values), which give 

the interviewer needed control on the “objectivity” of data.  

Additionally, it should be noted that for some topics (and people in specific social position) 

interviewing is integral part of their life – in particular, we speak about people who are about to 

make career switch. While job interviews, ordinarily, hardly make any emphasis on eliciting 

candidate’s values in authentic manner, the basic situation of having to “explain oneself” in rather 

formal manner, describing ways of one’s thinking, is nothing unusual. 

In our opinion, however, much more important situation is the one of contemplation of 

further (near) career choice – which some people could discuss in depth with their peers – while 

others don’t reflect deeply even for themselves. 

Let’s recap our approach to interviewing, which, at the end, could be said to have 

mixed philosophical attitude (having traits of all three philosophical frameworks listed at the 

beginning of this section): 

 the use of “generative questioning” (see section 3.1.4) reduces to the practically 

achievable minimum “projections” and “counter-projections”; 

 the utilization of non-verbal feedback signals (see section 2.4.4) puts under control, 

to the practically achievable degree, interpersonal (ordinarily, subliminal) exchange of 

emotional and other information through expression in the setting of face-to-face 

(whether literally or in online form via video conferencing) interview; 

 strict, but “content-free” interview process (described in 3.1.3) allows interviewee 

to express themselves to the highest practically achievable degree (given time 

constraints and other ordinary organizational limits of a research process); 

 flexible specification of some or another “topics” (value levels) of interview is 

possible, allowing to bring all answers to the common denominator of the needed 

degree of specificity, no matter what the base manner of speech of a particular 

individual (interviewee) is. 

As was described in the previous chapter, value hierarchies’ elicitation receives overall 

positive and constructive feedback. Interviewees, for whom undertaking psychological tests is 

more or less familiar experience, ordinarily express their likeness of the nature of this procedure. 

Individuals, who had no prior experience of psychological testing, express their controversial 

emotions (e.g. “interesting, but hard to answer some of the questions at first”), but the likeness of 

the structured manner in which their reflection is put as the result (i.e. their value hierarchy). 
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4.1.2 Selection of groups to study 

 

Let’s move on to the questions of selection of participants for interviewing. 

Arguably, most of the “gold standard” psychological research is performed on the groups 

of students. To some degree, it could be said that psychology is a science about psychology 

students. While that may lead to obvious distortion in psychological knowledge, other factors play 

major role in the selection of groups for our study. 

Our purpose here is to demonstrate how human behavior modelling, which is the 

foundation (the methodology which lead to the creation) of the value hierarchy model, is 

beneficial to the qualitative research. In that sense, we shall focus on student groups as a matter, 

in some sense, of academic convention. In reporting our results we’ll pay special attention to 

emphasize the possible diversity of received information. While more focused approach could 

have been taken in data analysis, bearing in mind the goals of this work we decided to show broader 

perspective. 

First research group was recruited from the graduate students of faculty of 

psychology of one of the universities in Moscow (N = 24, 3 males and 21 females). The process 

was organized through the official faculty routes, and the author, at the end, was awarded a Master 

of Arts degree based on the publication of partial analysis of the data. 

Second research group was recruited from the postgraduate online programming 

courses (N = 21, 1 female and 20 males). The author has been a teacher in these courses, and the 

recruitment went through the official channels of course stakeholders. Practical implications of 

this work were formally recognized and appraised by the stakeholders. 

Participants of both groups were of mixed age, 25-57. 

Only one study participant has interrupted the interview at the very beginning and declined 

to go on. Several participants asked to repeat the process after several weeks or months, as it helped 

them psychologically in some or another way (which they described in their own words, e.g. “put 

my thoughts in order”). Most of the participants expressed their general interest in the research 

and asked to be notified of the results. 

In the context of this section 4.1 of current dissertation it should be emphasized that the 

usual number of qualitative interviewees plausible for Ph. D. dissertation, given time and labor 

constraints of the typical Ph. D. program, is under 10. This number was surpassed manyfold by 

the author (total N = 45), thus additionally justifying further “data mining” of this empirical 

material. 

The heterogeneity of groups could be looked at from different perspectives. From the pure 

theoretical point of view, such heterogeneity and lack of randomization is the methodological 
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shortcoming of the research. However, from the practical standpoint, such heterogeneity is not a 

purely random discrepancy, but rather is a manifestation of real-life patterns, relevant for our 

study. If something could be shown to be common for two groups, which are so (on the surface) 

inherently different, than that could be anticipated to be easily generalized to wider samples. On 

the other hand, if something is shown to be different for two different groups, that should be 

primarily ascribed to their inherent and apparent differences. 

 

4.1.3 Value hierarchy alternative and expected results 

 

Let’s move on to another question: selecting value hierarchy alternative for the qualitative 

interviews. 

The process of eliciting value hierarchies for qualitative research, generally, does not differ 

from the one utilized in the coaching (see Chapter 3). However, more strictness in the process is 

to be exercised. 

Whenever it was possible (given upper time constraint for the interviews of 1 hour, 

with the target/desired timeframe of 15-40 minutes) 6 value levels with 3 stimuli on each (and 

clearly formulated value) were elicited. 

While it is possible to focus on different aspects of elicited value hierarchies, as they 

provide, in modern sense of the terms, a data set for further data mining, for the purpose of clarity 

no additional ad-hoc hypotheses are tested. 

The quantitative (and qualitative, described in the next chapter) study has been carried out 

to answer the research question postulated in the previous chapters (sections 1.7, 2.10, 3.5): to 

what degree the values are individualistic? 

Additional practical research question is postulated: how well the typical views of tutors 

(teachers, professors, etc.) correspond to the actual values and value hierarchies of their students? 

Students were asked to choose an alternative of their value hierarchy (see section 3.1 

on the terminology), which defines their most relevant and important choice related to 

further study or work transition (as both groups were, given the nature of the educational 

programs, directed towards fast practical progression of their corresponding careers). 

This question was selected for the following reasons: 

firstly, it is expected to be highly important for the both research groups (and 

connected to their educational programs); 

secondly, for known common reasons it is highly relevant topic of modern times; 

thirdly, it is a convenient topic for further discussions on decision-making and choice. 
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It was expected that some characteristic difference between two groups would be observed, 

as well as individualistic nature of values. It was expected that some students would be inclined 

towards efficient education in their value hierarchies, and some would be, in some or another 

sense, in opposition to it. 

 

4.1.4. Interview guide and coding of the results 

 

Let’s move on to the particular description and presentation of the interview guide. 

For future reference, all participants were given the following designation: 

 prg001-prg021 for “programming” group participants (sometimes called 

“programmers”, in quotes, for brevity); 

 psy001-psy024 for “psychology” group participants (sometimes called 

“psychologists”, in quotes, for brevity). 

Answer sheets were filled in in collaboration with the participants, and necessary 

explanations were given to the participants regarding the course of the interview. At the end of 

each interview, filled answer sheet was sent to the interviewee for their approval. 

See fig. 4.1 for the layout of these elements of a sheet (translated here for the sake of 

presentation). 

 

 
Fig. 4.1. Layout of the answer sheet 

 

Each answer sheet contains the following elements: 
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 formulation of the alternative, clarification of that formulation (especially if it is not 

directly apparently related to studying or work); 

 context of the value hierarchy; 

 template for the six value levels; 

 commentaries/reflection on the questionnaire itself; 

 field for other relevant material – “what wasn’t specified during the interview”. 

Answer sheet is filled in level after level (row after row). 

Ideal timing was preliminary set at 15 minutes per participant, however, in practice, 

interviews took from 10 to 60 minutes each. 

 

4.2 Results, critical reflection, discussion 

 

Having described premises and practical aspects of interviewing (study design), let’s move 

on to the results. 

The following subsections of this section 4.2 provide description, discussion and reflection 

upon phenomena/patterns, found in the resultant data of the interviews. Brief introduction (with 

the reference of scientific literature, if needed) is provided, then actual findings are presented, then 

discussion and reflection is carried out. Practical recommendations are given where relevant. At 

the beginning of each subsection codes for participants, in whose value hierarchies’ particular 

finding could be observed, are provided.  

 

4.2.1 Conventional and individual value formulations and hierarchies 

 

Related value hierarchies: all participants. 

Most theoretical approaches to values are constructed in the following manner: they 

contain some basic assumptions about the value hierarchies’ structure and properties and, 

additionally, they provide some typical content of the value hierarchy. 

No exception is Schwartz “Theory of basic values”. In that theory six assumptions are 

made regarding values (Schwartz, 2012), which will be cited here: 

1. Values are connected to emotions (affect). 

2. Values are connected to the goal, which motivates action. 

3. Values transcend specific actions and situations. 

4. Values serve as standards or criteria. 

5. Values are ordered by importance. 
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6. The relative importance of multiple values guides action. 

Let’s comment on those items from the position of the value hierarchies’ model. 

Firstly, in addition to specifying that values are related to affect, the value hierarchy model 

provides trajectory of evolution of values from non-verbal signals to fully rationalized value words 

and semantics. Emotional words are placed in between these two polarities of the level of value 

development (section 3.1.2). Value hierarchy model goes beyond the postulation of such 

evolutionary model and fully operationalizes it, allowing to gain immediate insight into particular 

person’s values and observe their kind. 

All three kinds of value formulations, with regard to the level of their 

development/rationalization (pre-emotional words, emotion words, value words), could appear in 

one hierarchy. The following empirical elaboration of theoretical premises of value 

hierarchies’ model could be made: values could be verbally expressed as direct quotes from 

(de)motivational internal dialogue, as description of peculiar sensation (with its semantic 

associations), as conventional emotion, as conventional rationalized value. 

Participant prg-001 has the following alternative: “will be able to work as Ruby developer 

after I finish the course <> will not be able”. They list the following values: pleasure, sensation 

of power and control, confidence in oneself, “(That is) cool!”, pleasure (repeated). 

Therein pleasure is conventional emotional word. Sensation of power and control is 

peculiar “semantically dense” sensation. The participant explained it with the biblical reference: 

programming gives him a kind of conceptual power over entities (related to the development of 

software, e.g. pieces of computer code) which is analogues to the power that Adam had over 

animals, when gave them names. Confidence in oneself is a conventional rationalized (fully 

developed) formulation of the value. “That is cool!” is the direct motivational quote of the internal 

dialogue, which takes the place of value in the fifth value level. The participant referred with such 

internal exclamation (which was elicited and formalized during the interview) to the fact that 

courses, which he partook, deliver high quality of education (clear and understandable webinars, 

good work of mentors/tutors, etc.). 

Participant psy-001, who has the following alternative with regard to their psychology 

course: “will get the diploma <> won’t get the diploma (will drop out)”, lists the following values: 

freedom, high physical and emotional load, self-realization/self-actualization, realizing own 

destiny/mission, be a better mother, safety. 

The second one (“physical and emotional load”) could be attributed as conventional 

emotion. All of the others are well-developed rationalized values. No pre-emotional formulations 

are observed in this value hierarchy of the participant. 
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On a sidenote, if a coaching work is to be made with such participant, the peculiar second 

level (the only one with emotional sentence in the role of value, wherein all others are well-

developed rationalized values) bares additional attention and investigation: it should be checked 

whether that value level should be the main focus of coaching (see chapter 3, section 3.3.3 in 

particular). 

While the aforementioned analysis of values is provided first time in this dissertation, the 

list of all observed conventional (i.e. appearing among two or more participants) value 

formulations were reported previously (Zolotarev, 2019) and won’t be repeated here. 

Having analyzed the values of all participants it could be said that the aforementioned 

empirical refinement of theoretical schema of value evolution (section 3.1.2) is well-substantiated 

in the sense that the corresponding kinds of values are observed in practice. However, further 

repeated study of the value hierarchy evolution over time is needed to confirm empirically the 

general trajectory of evolution of values from the “less developed” (pre-emotional) towards more 

“rationalized”. While, as was written in section 3.1.2, preliminary theoretical foundation for this 

assumption is strong, more complex and fine distinctions could be expected to be found in further 

empirical study. 

Let’s return to the list of value features, provided by Schwartz, and our discussion. 

Secondly, relationships between values, goals and actions are rather complex. Value 

hierarchy model allows to operationalize that connection in a particular case. While the 

aforementioned participants psy-001 and prg-001 have “behavioral” alternative of value hierarchy 

(which could be said to formulate, in a certain sense, their desired goal), other options are found 

in practice. 

Participant prg-002 has the following alternative: “Confident and want to work as Ruby 

developer <> Employment is vague”. That is a rather complex alternative, wherein the first 

polarity is a self-evaluation, and the second one is the evaluation of external circumstances. In 

some sense, it is “a man against the circumstances” disposition, wherein value hierarchy encodes 

the personal resources to fight against impersonal obstacles. One of the stimuli on the highest 

elicited value level (6th) is the following: “Being alone, having to deal with the problems by 

oneself” (referring to the literal situation/sense of being alone in the room and having to deal with 

a particular programming-related challenge). 

Participant psy-004 has the following alternative: “Mine <> Not mine”. They clarified, that 

they referred to the sense towards working as psychological counsellor (whether that work is 

“theirs”, i.e. to their liking, or not “theirs”). In no sense it could be said that such alternative is 

goal-centered. 
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Generally, values are self-motivating constructs (as was explained in Chapters 2 and 3, in 

particular see section 3.1.4). It wouldn’t be correct to say that values serve to achieve some goal, 

because values are the goal. However, there are “achievers”, whose value hierarchy has behavioral 

alternative, and there are “thinkers”, whose value hierarchy has self-evaluation alternative (and all 

kind of mixed variations). 

Thirdly, Schwartz notion of values transcending individual situation is justified. However, 

specific empirical studies are needed to substantiate that notion empirically. 

Fourthly, there is a complex relationship between values and criteria (the latter we call 

“stimuli” in the value hierarchy model). While there are semantical, logical and emotional 

connection between values and stimuli, any value could generally connect with any stimuli. The 

connection is relatively stable only inside particular value hierarchy. 

Fifthly, the ordering of the values is contextually dependent. It couldn’t be expected with 

a certainty that the same order of values will hold for another value hierarchy (which controls 

another choice or evaluation process in another context). Empirically, it could be said that 

everything is individual and no further generalizations could be drawn at this moment. 

Sixthly, Schwartz justifiably points out that relative importance of values guides action. 

However, the process is more complex and will be addressed in Chapter 7. 

Thinking in terms of goals and actions is tempting for the parties who are willing to exercise 

control over person’s choice (advertisers, educators, business shareholders, etc.). The main 

question from this point of view is the question of “bargain” of stimuli: shareholders provide some 

or other stimuli, and individual provides some or another behavior in exchange. However, that 

presupposed view shadows the actual disposition of completely different frames of reference for 

shareholders (in the general sense) and an individual. Having that in mind, let’s go on to the next 

section. 

 

4.2.2 Foundation of student-centered teaching 

 

Related value hierarchies: all participants. 

Generally, good educators think that their goal is to not only report some information, but 

also to induce motivation to study in their students. Formally speaking, each tutor (teacher, 

professor, etc.) has their own value hierarchy which regulates the process of teaching, including 

the adjustment to particular students and motivational actions. 

The question of coherence between the alternative of educator and of their students could 

be, thus, posed. 
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Such coherence is the necessary foundation of any kind of “person-centered education”. 

This notion is completely alien to the current educational mainstream. For example, T. Doyle 

(Doyle, 2011) in the book “Learner-centered teaching” provides the following features of such 

approach: 

 taking into account neuroscientific data; 

 repeating and rewriting of material in order to remember it better; 

 “authentic teaching”, that is, teaching which takes into account practical work; 

 reducing the role of a teacher to the role of “facilitator”; 

 safety environment and clear criteria of reinforcement; 

 multimodal (which employs all sensory organs) presentation of study material – e.g., 

the use of table games or hand games, or the use of walking during teaching. 

Essentially, it could be derived that described exemplar hierarchy of a teacher should be 

the one which: 

a) supports their credibility; 

b) forces students to remember material; 

c) reduces the responsibility of a teacher for educational results. 

While the known saying goes “the repetition is the mother of learning”, and e.g. school-

level education, which has such principle at the foundation of educational process, could be rather 

efficient, it is hardly could be called “person-centered”. 

 If the question is approached with all the seriousness, it poses a very complex challenge. 

Alternatives of students’ value hierarchies are significantly diverse, and include the following 

categories: 

 

1. I will work in the new specialty <> I will not work in the new specialty 

2. Studying “positive” <> Studying “negative” (generalized category) 

a. The knowledge is new <> I already know this 

b. The knowledge is interesting <> The knowledge is not interesting 

c. I will get my degree <> I will not get my degree 

3. Referring to one’s own knowledge (desires, personal attitude, qualities) as an advantage 

<> Referring to one’s own knowledge (desires, personal attitude, qualities) as a 

disadvantage (generalized category) 

a. Reference to one’s own knowledge is positive <> Reference to one’s own 

knowledge is negative  

b. The desire to have a new job is present <> The desire to have a new job is absent 
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c. There is confidence (there are no doubts, fears, etc.) <> There is no confidence 

(there are doubts, fears, etc.) 

d. There are abilities (opportunities) for a new job <> There are no abilities 

(opportunities) for a new job  

e. «It’s my thing» <> «It’s not my thing» 

4. I correspond to a certain professional status/level <> I do not correspond to a certain 

professional status/level  

5. To occupy oneself with a new specialty professionally <> To occupy oneself with a 

new specialty as a hobby  

6. Work <> Study 

7. Reference to a new job <> Reference to the old job (generalized category) 

a. Switching to a new job <> Staying at the current job 

b. Switching to a new job <> Being promoted at the old job 

c. A certain quality is present at the job <> A certain quality is absent at the job 

8. One variant of a new job <> The other variant of a new job 

9. There is motivation for the specialty which is being acquired <> There is no motivation 

for the specialty which is being acquired 

 

As can be seen, only one branch of this diversified ontology of alternatives is directly 

related to the studying (item 2). If educator is to employ person-centered approach, it is vital to 

take into account that most of the students might “live” in the other contexts, outside of the walls 

of educational institution (or virtual borders of learning management system). To some degree, it 

could be said that participants “daydream” while studying, capturing only elements of presented 

materials which are relevant to the content (and context) of their “dream” – e.g., sitting in front of 

their screen and listening to the webinar they capture only content which would be relevant to the 

job interview that they imagine or remember, and everything else, so to speak, “flies into one ear, 

flying out of another”. 

Experienced educator, augmented with the knowledge of typical alternatives (as presented 

above, calibrated for the particular environment, course and group), could increase the chances of 

participating in such “daydreams” of a broader number of students – thus, becoming the part of 

their mentality (as a reflection of presented learning materials). 

It should be noted that the word “daydreams” is used by us in metaphorical sense – in 

actuality, this is, rather, a fine variation in students’ attention, which marks some material as 

interesting or not interesting, important or irrelevant, smart or routine, all of which accounts for 

the chances of apprehending such material. While formally a student may be alert and attentive, 
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the activation of internal value which designates particular content as irrelevant and unimportant 

will prevent the learning nonetheless. 

Electronic systems of managing students’ attention emerge (e.g. see Nolin et al., 2016; 

Vettivel et al., 2018). At best, it could be imagined in some not so near future that such systems, 

by the utilization of some or another kind of “augmented vision”, will provide teacher a real-time 

feedback on students’ attention. And it could be speculated that to constantly “hold attention” of 

students will be postulated as one of the main tasks of a teacher. 

However, our empirical data allows to contemplate the following. Firstly, natural 

oscillation of attention is normal and productive. Secondly, matches between content of 

material and attention oscillations (of each individual student) should be calibrated (thus, 

creating profiles analogous to the reduced versions of the value hierarchies of students, for teacher 

to be able to exercise student-centered value-oriented presentation). Thirdly, for some students 

inattentiveness would be more productive. Nudging such students to constantly be attentive 

towards not interesting (from their point of view) content will induce massive psychological 

objections and tremendously increase the risk of drop out. 

 

4.2.3 Psychological and engineering “projection” 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-002, psy-004, psy-008, psy-010, psy-011, psy-012, psy-

013, psy-015, psy-016, psy-018, psy-023, prg-004, prg-012, prg-014. 

While many of the participants has context of value hierarchy which is directly related to 

the new work, some select a kind of “intermediate” context for contemplation of their future career. 

In such context direct access to stimuli, which is immediately connected to the new 

specialty, is limited (especially for psychologists – programmers, formally, only need a laptop to 

gain access to everything needed for their job). A kind of psychological “projection” occur, which 

is a continuation of mental process related to the work, arbitrarily “anchored” to the stimuli of 

intermediate context. Sufficient number of particular examples follows. 

Participant psy-010 reports the following (6th value level): the sight of their cat (when 

thinking of further job career at their own home) motivates to pursue the career of psychological 

counsellor. Rationalization of the connection is the following: they like the idea of employing 

“supporting animals” in counselling. 

Participant psy-011, having vacation at some distant shores as their intermediary context, 

contemplates whether they have enough decisiveness to start working as counsellor, or not. Their 

preferred area of focus is child psychology and counselling. First five value levels are the 

observation of how parents interact with their children (on the beach). If parents scream on their 
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kids or make some typical unresourceful utterance, participant becomes demotivated (rationalized 

as the fear of inadvertently psychologically harming children during the course of their 

psychological work, and as the influence of episodical unresourceful elements of own childhood). 

On the positive value levels focus of attention is shifted towards own resources: attentiveness 

(noticing finer non-verbal details of communication – hence, participant justifies, they will be able 

to correct the harmful behavior of parents), “hedonistic” resources (smell or taste of pizza from 

the nearby café), “mindful” sights of nature (shoreline, waves of the ocean, lines on the sand). 

Participant psy-012 declared context of plane flight as their choice for the value hierarchy 

of career development. In that context (1st level) they get a good sight of all the people around 

(physical and facial features, clothes, body language, communication with peers), trying to guess 

who they are and what they do. On the next value levels, they describe possible communication 

(hence, calibration) with one person among others surrounding (as the circumstances permit). 

Participant psy-013 selected a context of being at the lecture at the university for their value 

hierarchy. Their alternative is “(presented materials would be) interesting to use <> not interesting 

to use”. At the 2nd value level, they become distracted from the uninteresting material and direct 

their attention towards peers: what writing instruments they use, whether they bring beverage or 

food (“when will that classmate sip already?”), whether their clothes are adjusted to the season. 

Participant psy-015 also selects intermediary context of relaxing at vacation on some 

distant beach. The contemplated alternative is to perform more consulting outside current fulltime 

job or leave everything as it is. The sight of families and children, their interaction and conflicts 

remind of previous counselling sessions, and stimulates the decision to pursue individual practice. 

Participant prg-004 sits at the park and contemplates the decision to switch to software 

development or stay at software testing. At 3rd value level they draw their attention to the 

rollercoaster and wonder how it works, mechanically, and how the technology is developing over 

time. That leads to the associated feeling of the technological progress, and motivates to switch to 

software development. 

Participant prg-012, sitting at home in front of their computer, makes a decision to work 

as Ruby on Rails developer or not. They stumbled upon some website on the internet, which eases 

the task of submitting an application for government tender. The details of the UI design of the 

website stimulates the thinking on how it was made, what software architecture it is founded upon, 

and how to build something similar. That motivates the participant to start working as a web-

developer. 

It should be noted that lower number of programmers in that category is likely explained 

by the more readily accessible direct stimuli which are connected to their work, in comparison 

with psychologists, and not by some fundamental psychological difference. While some or another 
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kind of “projection” is observed at almost every value hierarchy (i.e. it’s not unordinary that 

stimuli function as associative, rather than immediate, instruments for decision-making, as 

secondary “signs” for mental process), it is interesting that some “professional” variation of such 

projection could be observed, distinguished and formalized. 

From the educational standpoint, that brings up the idea of creating specific exercises 

which students of particular courses could perform “in the field” to develop, utilize and control 

such “professional projection”. There are a number of studies on psychological traits of future 

psychologists (e.g. Dolgova et al., 2016) or programmers (e.g. Gilal et al., 2016), however little is 

known about the core “mental instruments” (in the sense, introduced in Chapter 2) which the 

corresponding professionals should acquire. What is called in this subsection a “professional 

projection” describes one of such instruments. 

 

4.2.4 Information-communication interfaces in modern life 

 

Related value hierarchies: all participants. 

Information-communication interfaces is so common in everyday life, that nearly all 

participants employ some or another form of it in their decision-making process (as stimuli in the 

value hierarchy). A couple of typical examples follows. 

Participant prg-008 has selected the following alternative: “there is desire to work <> there 

isn’t desire to move (across country)”. The context is having a walk along some typical route. 

Value hierarchy stimuli is a mix between suburban landscape (sight of the railroad, smell of a café, 

higher residential building at a distance, and so on) and the signals of personal communication 

device (words of a song that is playing from the headphones, SMS from the bank of the routine 

arrival of monthly salary, message from the wife, and so on). 

Participant prg-013 is contemplating the following alternative: “there is a desire to be 

employed <> there is doubt that there are enough skills”. High level of activity in “Telegram” 

messenger channels, related to the Ruby programming language, serves as evidence of that 

language’s popularity for the participant (5th value level). In its turn, that accounts for the 

developed language community and stimulates the desire to be employed (as Ruby developer). 

Participant psy-005 presents a value hierarchy with the work motivation in focus 

(alternative is “engaged in the work <> disengaged from the work”). Significant number of stimuli 

across the hierarchy form what could be called “information-communication exocortex”: business 

calendar with dates of clients’ sessions, messages in Whatsapp from the clients, emails on the 

laptop, and so on. 
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It is cautiously speculated in academic literature that smartphone integration in daily life 

(as one of the apparent signs of the significant role that “information-communication exocortex” 

plays in our lives) could have negative implications for intelligence (Carr, 2017). 

From our study, it could be concluded that (in the groups that were interviewed) all kinds 

of communication via technological devices play significant role in the relevant mental processes. 

It could be said that stimuli of that kind intensify, in some sense, the decision-making process. 

Thus, special effort should be directed towards their management. On the other hand, it is 

comparatively easy to exercise “communicative hygiene” with the modern technology, than to 

control other kinds of stimuli (e.g. sights of nature – to change that, one needs to invest plenty of 

resources in changing place of residence). 

It could be said that typical current configuration of information-communication stimuli 

already places an individual into a kind of “virtual reality” bubble. No need to employ futuristic 

(though already available for ordinary consumer) devices like VR goggles – actuality of the life in 

the form of Whatsapp (or Telegram), Facebook, Email subscriptions, etc., influence on the person 

in less dramatic, but more persistent manner. VR goggles is a toy, which is occasionally played 

and set back, and messages from friends, social networks, and informational subscriptions, are 

received round the clock. 

 

4.2.5 “Thinking path” 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-002, psy-004, psy-008, psy-012, psy-016, psy-019, psy-

023, prg-001, prg-008, prg-010, prg-011, prg-014. 

In the previous subsections decision-making “on the walk” was mentioned incidentally. 

However, this phenomenon is interesting by itself. Charles Darwin employed “thinking path” 

approach (Boulter et al., 2015, p. 18). Other famous thinkers reportedly had their own 

implementation of that approach: 

 

The "sandwalk" was a gravel track near Down House, his home in Kent – he called 

it his "thinking path". Every day, once in the morning and again in the afternoon, Darwin 

strolled and reflected amongst the privet and hazel, often alongside his fox terrier. Darwin 

had a little pile of stones on the path, and he kicked one with each turn: some ideas were 

four-pebble problems. 

As walkers and joggers will know, Darwin was not being eccentric: many puzzles 

are solved on foot. Poet William Wordsworth paced his gravel path, composing rhymes. 
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Novelist Haruki Murakami runs marathons – including the original marathon 

(albeit backwards), from Athens to the ancient city. It is often written that the citizens of 

Königsberg set their clocks by the regular walks of philosopher Immanuel Kant. And 

Friedrich Nietzsche strolled for hours, often around lakes or up mountains. In Sorrento, 

Italy, he wandered to his Gedankenbaum – his "thought tree". 

(Young, 2015) 

 

Utilization of a “road metaphor” in the mental space was one of the features of Milton 

Erickson’s therapy, e.g. (fragment of the therapeutic transcript): 

 

[…] it is as if you’re travelling a highway, passing this scene, that scene, in your 

life. And perhaps something very nice that you could recall, that you haven’t thought about 

for years. 

(Bandler & Grinder, 1975, p. 124) 

 

In the studied groups the variety of “movement” context of decision-making was observed: 

 5 instances of actual walking (psy-019, psy-023, prg-001, prg-008, prg-010, prg-014); 

 3 instances of ground transportation (psy-004, psy-008, psy-016); 

 2 instances of subway transportation (psy-002, prg-011); 

 1 instance of airplane flight (psy-012). 

This poses the question of optimization of such “thinking paths”. Sights of urban or natural 

landscape couldn’t be directly manipulated; thus, additional techniques would be required to 

optimize such kind of value hierarchies. 

From the educator’s standpoint, one of the immediate applications of such value 

hierarchies’ is the utilization of “walking metaphors” in the presentation of learning materials. For 

the corresponding students such metaphors would serve as general “mental amplifiers” of 

learning-related mental processes. Orientation in space (determining one’s position) and memory 

is known to have same neurology – same kind of brain cells responsible for both (Deuker et al., 

2016). Additionally, “mental scenes”, which correspond to contexts of hierarchies, are managed 

by the neurological processes with the same localization in hippocampus (Maguire et al., 2016). 

All this emphasizes the importance of systemic “thinking path” mental organization (and 

memorization) techniques – both in literal sense, as Darwin showed, or as internal 

metaphor/representation, as Erickson utilized.  
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4.2.6 Social “hierarchy of suppression” 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-009, psy-010, psy-014, prg-002, prg-010, prg-019, prg-

021. 

Slightly exaggerating, psychological counsellor is often regarded (in public view) as 

underdeveloped psychiatrist. Similarly, programmer is regarded as underdeveloped computer 

scientist (or mathematician). 

While, objectively, these are different specialties and psychiatrist can never substitute 

psychologist (the same goes for programmers), such views, for some students, act as a 

demotivating factor. It would be interesting to see what broader variations of “suppression” from 

hierarchical peers or superiors are observed in the value hierarchies. Some illustrative examples 

follow. 

Participant psy-009 evaluates, in the alternative, whether “psychologists are more cultural” 

or “engineers are more cultural” (and by the means of that evaluation preferring new job of 

psychologist or old job of corporate engineer). One of the demotivating class of stimuli is the 

subtle contempt of the medical psychologists towards practical psychology students. 

Participant psy-010 evaluates further career path: “to work as organizational psychologist” 

or “to work as individual psychologist”. Regular discussions with a spouse, who is a sociologist, 

on the methodological differences between psychology and sociology (wherein the former focuses 

on an individual, and the latter on larger groups), is ironically called by a participant a 

“methodological warfare”. These discussions strengthen the participant in their desire to select 

individual work. 

Participant psy-014 evaluates whether psychological counselling is “theirs” or “not theirs” 

(“my thing <> not my thing”). Evaluation is performed in the context of practical exercises during 

studying. Performance of peer student who is much more artful at the exercises is a demotivating 

factor. Adjudication of a teacher (trainer) could serve as both significant motivation or 

demotivation (depending on the direct content of trainer’s opinion on the performance of the 

participant). 

Participant prg-002 evaluates: “I am a junior programmer <> I am not a junior 

programmer”. Messages from the Telegram channels, wherein their peers, who are less qualified, 

report to have found a full-time job, serve as motivating stimuli. Messages, wherein peers from 

the same group write something complex and specific (questions regarding Linux administration 

or formulation of SQL queries), which the participant doesn’t readily understand, serve as 

demotivating stimuli. 
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Participant prg-010 evaluates: “low confidence in own abilities <> high confidence in own 

abilities”. Context is typical route to a workplace, right before entering the building. The very sight 

of “senior developers”, who rush to the work with the participant (the participant works as a 

technical assistant), produces a bucket of unpleasant associations (memories) of how these same 

developers somewhat arrogantly point out to technicians their superiority in education, skills and 

salary. On the other value levels, examples of peers, who previously had the same level in 

corporation, but had been uplifted after finishing internal education programs and reviews, serve 

as motivating factor. 

Participant prg-019 evaluates whether they have enough experience (for a job) or not. 

Comparison with senior developers, who know less, but earn much more, serves as a motivating 

factor. 

While ideally education should be performed, as some “exemplar” value hierarchies show, 

with focus on study material, rather than comparison with peers or excessive emotions from 

teacher’s/trainer’s feedback, such comparisons are rather common. From the perspective of 

educator that could be utilized by providing clear frame of reference (evaluation) for students, as 

well as, as educational setting permits, a number of prepared “success stories” of alumni. Care 

should be taken for that stories to not demotivate some of the students (by inducing thoughts of 

e.g. not being as smart as they are), by demystifying the elements of success (and adding “grain of 

salt” to such stories, describing challenges which should’ve been overcome and hard work which 

was required in order to do so). 

While work climate and bullying is a popular topic of academic studies (e.g. see Olsen et 

al., 2017), finer distinctions of almost subliminal “suppression” is usually left out of scope of 

academic attention. Not all of such “suppression” should be attributed to external influence – some 

people become “adynamic” in their perception of e.g. success of other people. However, balanced 

organizational policies could be put in place to create environment, which promotes self-

development of every member. 

 

4.2.7 “Age for a change” 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-009, psy-018, prg-006, prg-010, prg-017. 

Both studied groups were adult people, who has established social position and consider 

change (or development) of career. One of the internal and external limiting factors is the age of 

the person. While participants varied in age significantly, only four of the total count reported 

direct reflection of own age in their corresponding value hierarchies. Illustrative examples follow. 
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Participant psy-018 looks into the mirror and thinks: “it’s late to change something, 

should’ve started earlier”, referring to their age. 

Participant prg-017 watches video on Youtube, wherein 21-year-old programmer shares 

his story of becoming Google employee with $150000 yearly salary. It produces demotivating 

thoughts, as the participant is considerably older and they salary is much less. 

There are broad public discussions on what age is “too much” to start programming (e.g. 

Berkebile, 2019), some evidence that older programmers know more (Morrison & Murphy-Hill, 

2013), and general risks and prejudices of switching career at an older age (e.g. see Berkovec & 

Stern, 1991; Johnson & Neumark, 1996). However, the modern context of living constantly pushes 

towards continuous education and periodical switch of profession (Loshkareva et al., 2017). 

In our opinion, the topic of “age for a switch in career” should be addressed in pre-course 

materials (e.g. advertisement) and in individual coaching to promote integration of people of all 

ages, exercising such views (which could start unexpectantly early, e.g. 25 year old comparing 

himself with 22 year old alumni of a university, drawing disadvantageous conclusions), to the 

labor market. 

This topic connects with the more general topic of “success stories” – some success stories 

could surprisingly and opposite to the intention of an educator demotivate some peculiar kinds of 

students. 

 

4.2.8 Monetary stimuli 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-003, psy-004, psy-005, psy-008, psy-013, psy-015, psy-

016, psy-019, psy-020, psy-021, psy-023, prg-002, prg-008, prg-011, prg-016, prg-017, prg-018. 

While monetary stimuli are the foundation of behavioral economics, wherein most of basic 

experiments are performed with the use of direct monetary comparisons, our empirical data shows 

relatively low influence of monetary stimuli on decision-making. More than half of the participants 

don’t have monetary stimuli neither in direct form, nor in form of any kind of “buying” or “selling” 

of goods or services. The topic of money could be, thus, in some sense similar to the topic of 

weather: every socialized person could initiate or support conversation on that matter, but not 

everyone would be authentically interested in such conversation (or contemplation). 

As always, nearly every general trend, when considering value hierarchies, has outstanding 

counter-examples. 

Participant psy-019, at nearly every value level, contemplates money or money-related 

activities: monthly salary, advertisements to buy things, shop windows with tempting goods 

(context of the value hierarchy is taking a walk). 
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Participant psy-021 is evaluating their decision to work as psychologist or stay at the 

current work, in conversation with a friend. The topic of this discussion is, mainly, contemplation 

of the commercial perspectives of potential psychological projects. 

Participant prg-018, reviewing things in their apartment (furniture, decorations, clothes), 

strives to gain more financial resources in order to renew the place of living (thus, motivating 

oneself for a new job as a programmer). 

On the one hand, it could be said that the topic of financial matters should not be 

exaggerated in modern courses, as it isn’t dominating one in the minds of the students. On the 

other hand, considering modern times and general world economic situation, that topic should not 

be displaced. Current “market of talent” requires entrepreneurial and marketing talents in addition 

to “hard” (subject matter) skills (Kozlowski & Salas, 2009; Loshkareva et al., 2017). 

New technological developments create risks of rapid leap in unemployment (Ford, 2015). 

Hidden unemployment contributes to this (Semenova et al., 2020). Massive introduction of 

production-ready agriculture automatization technologies (e.g. Ji et al., 2012; Li et al., 2011; 

Progress of technology, 2020) alone would free hundreds of millions of employees in the largest 

countries of the world. 

Getting back down to practical conclusions, separate module on the basics of financial 

culture, advertisement, investments and accounting is justified for every course which suggests 

new profession for its students, as well as presentation of materials on the foreseeable changes in 

the general configuration of the relevant world markets. 

 

4.2.9 Do Russians really love cold? 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-001, psy-003, psy-012, psy-015, psy-016, psy-018, psy-

019, psy-020, prg-001, prg-003, prg-004, prg-005, prg-008, prg-012, prg-013, prg-017. 

As Alexander Pushkin wrote7: 

 

Cold frost and sunshine: day of wonder! 

But you, my friend, are still in slumber - 

Wake up, my beauty, time belies: 

Your dormant eyes, I beg you, broaden 

Toward the northerly Aurora, 

As though a northern star arise! 

 

                                                 
7 Cited from https://russianlegacy.com/russian_culture/poetry/pushkin/winter_morning.htm 

https://russianlegacy.com/russian_culture/poetry/pushkin/winter_morning.htm
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(“Winter morning”) 

 

Maybe poet tried to romanticize the inevitable aspects of environment to ease the everyday 

life of his readers, maybe he was authentically mesmerized by the winter scenery. However, the 

general interest of modern Russians is to move towards more sunny and warmer weather, at least 

during the vacation. Which is unsurprising giving that lower temperatures account for extra 

mortality even at the latitude of Moscow (Revich & Shaposhnikov, 2008) and low sunlight 

exposure increases risk of depression (Hidaka, 2012). Russia is the world leader in the coldest 

average temperature across its territory among all countries (Mitchell et al., 2004). 

For a considerable number of participants, in some or another form, thought of emigration 

emerges. For educators that provides opportunities to advertise their courses as a way to join world 

labor market. 

However, apparent divergence between such thoughts and real market situation is present. 

Firstly, general lack of confidence and/or skill in the foreign language of goal country ordinarily 

accompanies such contemplation. Secondly, distorted picture of everyday aspects of living in some 

or another country, in comparison with the country of origin, is taking place. 

Thus, ecological approach would be to, firstly, provide opportunity to learn and practice 

foreign languages simultaneously with the “hard skills” (i.e. subject matter skills); secondly, 

provide “success stories” of emigrants with significant minute details of everyday life in the goal 

countries (and the process of emigration as a whole). 

From psychological or individual coaching perspective special work on building anti-

depressive internal representations, when lack of the corresponding ordinary external stimuli of 

nature occurs, can be recommended. Surprisingly, no kind of routine and widely known 

mindfulness meditation or something analogous was discovered in our literature review for this 

purpose. However, general usefulness of meditation on reducing negative impact of cold is 

acknowledged (Akçayır & Akçayır, 2017). 

 

4.2.10 Motivation: positive <> negative vs. robust <> fragile 

 

Related value hierarchies: all participants. 

Motivation is said to be either “positive” or “negative”. The former is when subject moves 

towards pleasant stimuli, and the latter is when they move away from unpleasant. 

Value hierarchy model provides more systemic view on that old problem. 

There are, generally, “positive” value levels and “negative” value levels. 
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However, not in every case it is possible to ascribe such connotations (positive and 

negative) to the polarities of alternatives. As was shown before in this chapter, many value 

hierarchies are “balanced” in the sense that both polarities are equally positive or negative. 

At the same time, the selection of polarity for the first value level is arbitrary. Formally 

speaking, each value level could be fully unfolded by eliciting both its “positive” and “negative” 

stimuli (which are related, correspondingly, to one and the other polarity of the alternative). 

So basic definition of positive and negative motivation, from the perspective of value 

hierarchy model, is, rather, a feature of reflection, than of decision-making or behavior: some 

people may tend to be aware more of “positive” or “negative” parts of value levels. 

That definition could be refined in various planes. 

Firstly, there is a distinct difference between people with different logical types of 

alternatives. E.g., if a person has alternative “studying hard <> studying harder”, they would be 

more robust in their study process than some person with alternative “studying <> dropping out”. 

Some practice-related alternatives, as observed in many of participants of our study, is, arguably, 

optimal for propelling further professional development (however, it may not guarantee the 

finishing of a particular course, giving student flexibility to choose options more freely). 

Secondly, there are a number of people who has negative emotions in the role of values, 

as described in Chapter 3. Such constructions, arguably without exceptions, could be regarded as 

potential points of psychotherapeutic intervention. Thus, such kind of “negative motivation” could 

not be regarded as a part of healthy mental system. 

Thirdly, there are some people who utilize social circumstances, conventionally regarded 

as negative, in the role of secondary motivation (e.g. negative feedback from a teacher, mistakes 

and their fixing in the performing of study-related tasks, negative feedback from peers or clients, 

etc.). 

Participant prg-005 reports that overcoming extensive number of problems when resolving 

“painful” tasks (setting up e-mail server, automatization of deployment, designing complex object-

oriented architecture) yielded, at the end, pleasure and motivation to apply for a job. 

Participant psy-022 chooses between focusing on individual pedagogical or psychological 

work. At the furthest elicited level of value hierarchy (6th) they reported a (potential) stimuli of 

categorical negative feedback from a client (of psychological counselling) as motivating factor to 

select psychological work (to learn to perform better). 

A couple of examples and contemplations, presented above, show that it makes more sense 

to speak about “robust” or “fragile” motivation, rather than negative or positive. This topic goes 

hand in hand with the previously mentioned (see Chapter 2) notion of self-directed learning (Grow, 

1991). 
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4.2.11 “Home sweet home” 

 

Related value hierarchies: psy-001, psy-010, psy-018, psy-022, psy-024, prg-001, prg-

003, prg-005, prg-006, prg-009, prg-012, prg-013, prg-016, prg-017, prg-018. 

Both software development and psychological counselling provide opportunities for the 

remote work. However, many specialists select office work just to evade the complexities of 

setting up “home office”. 

Several of the participants, while referring to the context of “being at home” in their value 

hierarchies, surprisingly display no stimuli, which would be directly connected to the home 

environment. Majority of the participants, who selected home context, however, have particular 

stimuli of home environment in their value levels. Such stimuli predominantly have distractive 

nature. 

Let’s consider illustrative examples. 

Participant psy-018 decides whether to work (in a new specialty) or not to work (to manage 

the household). Home environment provides a kind of asthenic influence on the participant. Books 

on the subject of new profession induces feeling of lack of confidence (whether they could learn 

all the necessary materials or not). The sight of clothing brings up the thoughts of unpleasant 

routine of clothes shopping (which potentially would be required in order to satisfy an image of 

specialist in the new profession). 

Participant prg-012 decides whether to work as Ruby developer or retain old job. The value 

hierarchy represents, among other things, a kind of internal struggle between home environment 

and “infosphere” stimuli. On one value level a website with job vacancies motivates the 

participant, on another value level the very sight of sofa leads to the counter-productive relaxation. 

The trends in modern research represent evolution of working conditions. The topic of 

working from home transitions into the topic of home office, and then to virtual (collective) 

working environment (Hill et al., 2003; Messenger & Gschwind, 2016). New technical instruments 

emerge which serve to create virtual collaborative environment for employees. 

However, as our empirical study shows (see also section 4.2.4), the real “virtual 

environment” is not as much a Zoom or Skype window, but a wide variety of rather subtle 

(occasionally, even subliminal) stimuli, which arranged systemically in a value hierarchy and 

create tremendous influence on the working motivation and overall condition of an individual. 

Optimization of such environment could be performed in different manner. 

Working in “virtual home office” could lead to a number of negative consequences, 

including miscommunication and even deviant behavior (Stich, 2020). From the perspective of the 

value hierarchies’ model, the following threefold “ideal” mental architecture could be suggested: 
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 separate value hierarchy which regulates work performance, wherein “home” stimuli 

is not present, or present only on the higher levels in the role of “emergency break 

circuit”; 

 separate value hierarchy which regulates home activities, including family 

communication, wherein “work” stimuli is not present, or present only in the role of 

high-yielding opportunities (e.g. well-paid overtime opportunities); 

 meta-hierarchy, which regulates general switching from “work” (first value hierarchy) 

to “home” (second value hierarchy), and vice versa, which represents and manages 

strategic and circumstantial ordering of the life priorities. 

Such notion of ideal organization could be used as predictor of general (not related to 

specific skills) performance of an individual in the context of virtual home office: the closer their 

organization to this ideal model is, the higher is the prediction of their general performance. On 

the other hand, it could be used as a guidance for individual work on the self-development of an 

individual. 

As always with value hierarchy model, large number of individual ways to “refactor” value 

hierarchies is possible and feasible in particular cases. 

 

4.3 Conclusion and development of hypotheses 

 

Let’s move on to the final section of the chapter. 

In this chapter elaborate interview guide, rationale behind it, specific layout of 

response sheet elements was presented (section 4.1.4). Further development of value hierarchy 

elicitation process (described initially in section 3.1.3) is carried out. 

Eleven distinct patterns were observed in the result of application of value hierarchy 

model to qualitative research. Discussion and reflection of these phenomena was provided in 

section 4.2, referring and comparing with prior academic works where appropriate. See summary 

table 4.1 at the end of this section. 

Practical recommendations for individual coaching and education work were provided 

where appropriate (see subsections of section 4.2). Novel elements of the views on person-centered 

learning, notion of negative and positive motivation, monetary stimulation was built upon 

empirical data, discussed and critically reflected upon. 

Main hypothesis of this work (see sections 1.7, 2.10, 3.5) could be considered, to the degree 

qualitative research design permits, confirmed: value hierarchies are, indeed, proved to be similar 

in structure and highly individualistic in content. 
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Aforementioned eleven patterns are eleven examples of “finer refinements of similar 

structure” and common (typological) elements in value hierarchies, as was hypothesized in section 

3.5. Thus, finer formulation of research hypothesis – that in “similar structure” of value hierarchies 

more refined distinctions (which take place in some value hierarchies, but not other) could be 

observed – is confirmed as well. 

Overall reflection on the application of human behavior modelling could be made. The 

following statements were proven to be right (in the sense that practical possibility to carry 

out research with specific features was shown by example): 

 Value hierarchy could, in its turn, be used as modelling tool, allowing to formalize 

phenomena and patterns (later elements of “modelling conveyor belt” would need, 

however, additional tools). 

 Approach, which is grounded in human behavior modelling, allows to formalize in 

qualitative manner immense, in comparison with the  current mainstream approaches 

to the qualitative research, amount of data. 

 Further work with this data is performed as a kind of “data mining”, wherein the same 

set of primary information (value hierarchy sheets) is used to yield rich conclusions on 

various phenomena and patterns (related to the original theme of value hierarchies and 

manifested thereof). 

 “Level of details” in the presentation of results could be rather flexibly regulated in 

accordance with the needs of particular study. It should be noted that degree of 

formality with which subsections of section 4.2 are described, number of direct 

citations from the answer sheets, number of referenced academic literature, and overall 

number of these subsections are regulated in accordance with the rather restrictive 

format of this work, rather than objective amount of data inherent in gathered material. 

 Value hierarchies allow to extract deeper personal material in comparably 

psychologically comfortable and expedient manner, evading “walking in circles” or 

concentrating on superfluous detached thoughts of participants. Threefold structure 

(alternative, stimuli, values) allows to quickly elicit specifics of the functioning of 

decision-making process (in the form of stimuli and values). 
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Table 4.1. Observed patterns across value hierarchies 

 4.2.1 4.2.2 4.2.3 4.2.4 4.2.5 4.2.6 4.2.7 4.2.8 4.2.9 4.2.10 4.2.11 

Psychology group 

psy-001 X X  X     X X X 

psy-002 X X X X X     X  

psy-003 X X  X    X X X  

psy-004 X X X X X   X  X  

psy-005 X X  X    X  X  

psy-006 X X  X      X  

psy-007 X X  X      X  

psy-008 X X X X X   X  X  

psy-009 X X  X  X X   X  

psy-010 X X X X  X    X X 

psy-011 X X X X      X  

psy-012 X X X X X    X X  

psy-013 X X X X    X  X  

psy-014 X X  X  X    X  

psy-015 X X X X    X X X  

psy-016 X X X X X   X X X  

psy-017 X X  X      X  

psy-018 X X X X   X  X X X 

psy-019 X X  X X   X X X  

psy-020 X X  X    X X X  

psy-021 X X  X    X  X  

psy-022 X X  X      X X 

psy-023 X X X X X   X  X  

psy-024 X X  X      X X 

Programming group 

prg-001 X X  X X    X X X 

prg-002 X X  X  X  X  X  

prg-003 X X  X     X X X 

prg-004 X X X X     X X  

prg-005 X X  X     X X X 

prg-006 X X  X   X   X X 

prg-007 X X  X      X  

prg-008 X X  X X   X X X  

prg-009 X X  X      X X 

prg-010 X X  X X X X   X  

prg-011 X X  X X   X  X  

prg-012 X X X X     X X X 

prg-013 X X  X     X X X 

prg-014 X X X X X     X  

prg-015 X X  X      X  

prg-016 X X  X    X  X X 

prg-017 X X  X   X X X X X 

prg-018 X X  X    X  X X 

prg-019 X X  X  X    X  

prg-020 X X  X      X  

prg-021 X X  X  X    X  

 

Left column is participant number/code; top row is section number in this chapter wherein the 

corresponding pattern is described. Crosses mark participants for whom the corresponding 

pattern is relevant/in whose value hierarchy the pattern is observed. 
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Purpose of Chapter 5 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe (and provide an example of) the application of 

the value hierarchies’ model to quantitative research. 

 

5.1 Summary of methodological approach 

 

5.1.1 Statistical formalization of elements of “modelling conveyor belt” 

 

Let’s start this chapter with the general contemplations on the role of statistics in human 

behavior modelling studies. 

There are two main types of hypotheses in psychology: causal and associative. As D. 

Wright points out (2006), causal hypothesis investigates how some or another kind of 

manipulation influences on the future outcomes, and associative hypothesis investigates the co-

occurrence of certain elements. Such hypotheses produce different kinds of experimental designs, 

which conventionally regarded as having different “force” of causal inference (West et al., 2000). 

From the perspectives of human behavior modelling, both kinds of hypotheses are related 

to different kinds of patterns (see sections 1.4.3, 2.1.2, 2.2.5, 2.10). In their turn, these patterns can 

be connected to different statistical instruments of their formalization. 

Human behavior modelling, however, contain more elements in its “conveyor belt” 

(see sections 1.4.3, 2.10), and at different stages statistics might (but is not required to) be 

applied for different purposes. See table 5.1 for summary on that matter. 

 

Table 5.1. Possible utilization of statistics across three elements of “modelling conveyor belt” 

Element (step) of the 

modelling conveyor belt 

Possible purpose of the use 

of statistics 

Possible statistical 

instruments 

Phenomenon Quantitatively establishing 

the existence (and/or 

frequency of occurrence) of a 

phenomenon 

“Chi-squared” tests and other 

tests: prove, that phenomenon 

is not a “random 

discrepancy”. 

Pattern Quantitatively establishing 

the causal relationship 

between elements of a pattern 

T-test and other tests (as 

suitable for gathered data): 

prove that connection is more 

than incidental 

Technique Quantitatively establishing 

the causal relationship 

between the application of a 

technique and change 

induced (in a person/subject) 

All variants of pre-

experimental, quasi-

experimental, true 

experimental designs (with or 
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without randomization and 

“double blindness”)  

 

The list in the table 5.1 is not exhaustive, showing only fundamental applications. Other 

applications of statistics in modelling process may include the following: 

 utilization of statistics (e.g., correlational studies) in research which compares and 

matches concepts from some human behavior model and concepts from other academic 

field (such as clinical psychology); 

 utilization of statistics in research which compares designed technique with some or 

another approach for the treatment of the same or similar problem; 

See sections 2.2, 2.5 for broad discussion on that matter. 

As this dissertation is concentrated on establishing of some of the general premises of 

human behavior modelling and substantiation of the value hierarchies’ model in particular, 

statistical work is concentrated, essentially, on the phenomenon and pattern level. As there are no 

distinction in current mainstream approach to psychological studies of different elements of what 

we call “modelling conveyor belt”, general discussion on statistical experiments in psychology 

and typical “grading” of “inference power” is not applicable. From the perspectives of human 

behavior modelling double bling randomized control trial of some “protocol”, which hasn’t 

properly substantiated phenomena and patterns first, has much less “inference power”, if any, than 

a study with much simpler (but proper) statistical design, wherein phenomenon and pattern is 

clearly distinguished and substantiated. 

As psychotherapy in particular (or psychological counselling and coaching) is directed 

towards inducing change in individual, it could be, rather, called an “engineering”, than 

“scientific” field. While two are closely connected with each other, the application of statistics, in 

particular, differs considerably. 

In engineering, it would be considered rather unreasonable to, let’s say, build 100 bridges 

which differ in one single variable to select what is the best variant, and then recommend using 

that exact bridge design every time one needs to construct a device for crossing water bodies. 

However, in psychology it is considered a fair methodology to construct one psychological 

approach and recommend it to all human beings on earth, if some controversial evidence on its 

effectiveness was gather (and, as was shown in Chapter 2, there are no uncontroversial evidence 

available on that matter). 

Introducing different statistical tests for different elements of “modelling conveyor belt” 

(and in the particular case of developing psychotherapeutic approach, which is not the only one 

application for human behavior modelling, but probably is the most conventional) is a small by 
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itself, but significant step towards developing the proper methodology for the general application 

of statistics in psychology, which could lead to the resolution (as opposed to institutionalization) 

of the crisis in the field (see sections 2.2, 2.4). 

While bridge building is an extensive field, which consists of fundamental common 

physics, material testing, library of common design elements, architecture, and other areas – which 

ensures satisfaction of goal functions of the resultant device on many levels at many different 

stages of production – in psychology design process is a kind of black box, which scientists, so to 

speak, poke with a stick at random places, trying to overcompensate for the lack of knowledge of 

its intricate functioning with the excess reliance on statistics. 

 

5.1.2 Refined research question and hypotheses 

 

Let’s continue the chapter with the refinement of hypotheses. Unlike other types of 

research, statistical research requires hypotheses to be formally postulated beforehand; thus, let’s 

perform the necessary formalization. 

In order to do so, the following notion should be contemplated. Different breakdown to 

elementary elements, which are subjected to further statistical analysis, could be performed. Such 

breakdown will depend on what element of “modelling conveyor belt” is under investigation (see 

the pervious section), as well as particular nature of that element and purpose of the research. 

Typical element of consideration in psychological studies is a person. For our consideration 

finer breakdown is also to be made. 

Main formal research question of this thesis (sections 1.7, 2.10, 3.5, 4.3) is to what degree 

value hierarchies of a person is individualistic. This question could be, as was planned (section 

1.7), refined for quantitative research. In accordance with the “construction elements” of value 

hierarchy and practical goals of our study the following (particular) hypotheses will be posed for 

the statistical experiments of this chapter. 

1. Value hierarchies of persons are different in different groups. While we speculated 

that value hierarchy is individualistic construction, some group-related features might 

occur and it could be checked statistically. 

2. Value hierarchies of persons contain, mainly, trivial stimuli/contexts. Further 

formalization of the words “trivial stimuli/contexts” is required. In this route of 

formalization of the question of individualistic (or non-individualistic) nature of value 

hierarchies we utilize the following idea: maybe value hierarchies are individualistic in 

their content, but at least classes of stimuli of such value hierarchies could be 

transparently and more or less precisely “guessed”, given the general topic of the value 
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hierarchy (i.e., the general topic of decision-making process which the value hierarchy 

manages). The same goes for context. 

3. Values of value hierarchies of persons are highly individual. While the value 

hierarchy model connects different elements into one robust construction, it is possible 

to separately study elements of the value hierarchy. For the sake of academic 

discussion, wherein “value” is a conventional term, separate statistical analysis of 

values will be carried out. 

Having formulated these hypotheses, let’s briefly comment on prior and potential further 

statistical analysis and the use of software in the next two sections. 

 

5.1.3 Prior work and further studies 

 

Prior quantitative analysis of the dataset was described in our previous work (Zolotarev, 

2019). Novel contextualization, explanations, discussion and conclusions are provided in this 

dissertation. 

Possible further quantitative studies would include the following: 

 quantitative assessments of the introduced “value-centered coaching” (Chapter 3) in 

terms of the value hierarchy model itself – the development of “value-centered 

framework” for mixed quantitative-qualitative assessment of coaching results; 

 quantitative assessments of value hierarchy-derived predictions in laboratory 

conditions (choice and decision-making experiments); 

 quantitative assessments of approaches to practical activities, derived from the value 

hierarchy model – e.g., introduction of elements, derived from value hierarchy studies, 

in educational practice. 

In general, quantitative assessment of human behavior models (and value hierarchy is no 

exception) represents known paradox: while quantitative data allows to advertise such models as 

“evidence-based” in popular-scientific media, it is rather unfeasible to shift balance in research 

methods to quantitative side from the practical point of view. Such paradox is related to (a variation 

of) general dilemma between efforts invested in quality of product v. efforts invested in 

attractiveness of its packaging (and other marketing elements). This work, in accordance with its 

goal, if focused on the former. 
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5.2 Selection of statistical instruments 

 

Particular statistical tests will be described further, when specific statistical experiments 

are designed and discussed. 

Overall work was performed with the use of the following software: Microsoft Excel (tool 

to gather initial answer sheets, preliminary statistical analysis), Ruby programming language and 

software (for the automatization of counting of categorized elements of answer sheets), IBM SPSS 

Statistics 23 (for the production of final statistical reports). 

 

5.3 Designs of statistical experiments 

 

5.3.1 Data sample 

 

Let’s start describing results with the general features of acquired dataset. 

Sample of data which was gathered for the previous phase of work (Chapter 4) will be 

analyzed. N = 45 people has participated. See details on sample selection in 4.1.2. See details on 

the acquisition of data (during interview process) in section 4.1.4. See details on results in terms 

of different manifested phenomena (qualitative analysis) across the sample in sections 4.2 and 

table 4.1 (at the end of section 4.3) – and the results in terms of statistical differences of value 

hierarchies (quantitative analysis) will be presented in the following sections of this Chapter. 

As was discussed in section 5.1.2, different units of analysis could be selected. For further 

reference, in table 5.2 the summary of all elements, subjected to further statistical analysis, is 

provided. 

 

Table 5.2. Number of elements for statistical analysis 

Element type Number of elements 

in group 1, 

“psychologists” 

Number of elements 

in group 2, 

“programmers” 

Total number of 

elements of this type 

(sum over two 

groups) 

Alternative 24 21 45 

Context 24 21 45 

Stimulus 443 412 855 

Value 144 123 267 

Total 635 577 1212 
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Given the total number of elements for statistical analysis, it is possible to employ wide 

variety of statistical methods. The most suitable, in practical sense, among all conventional ones 

will be selected in each case. 

 

5.3.2 Categorization of data 

 

To quantitatively assess data of interviews some or another process of “coding” of data 

should be performed. Value hierarchy model already provides tight and laconic “breakdown” of 

“verbal stream” of participant, and interview results are encoded into cells in the form of 

enumerated lists of short phrases. Thus, arguably the most complex part of encoding of interviews 

– finding “borders” and “topics” in the uninterrupted stream of verbal transcript – is naturally 

removed from the workflow of data analysis. 

Each element of a value hierarchy (among 1212 element mentioned in the previous section) 

was attributed to semantic category, given the literal meaning of the words used in the particular 

element and secondary semantical connotations.  

For stimuli it wasn’t always possible to derive semantic category from the literal wording 

of a stimulus, as stimuli are understood throughout these dissertation (and are used by the people, 

naturally, in the same fashion) as complex constructs with outer and inner parts (see sections 2.4, 

2.9.2, 2.10, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). In such cases ambiguity was resolved by the 

utilization of a participant’s (formalized and fixated during the interview) explanations in the 

column “Anticipated sensory stimuli (in./ex.)” (see section 4.1.4). 

Summary of elements in some or another category is provided in the following tables 5.3, 

5.4, 5.5, 5.6. It should be noted that translated semantics are provided in the tables for the 

convenience of the reader, and full semantic equivalence between original semantics and translated 

ones are not presupposed. Such translated semantics serve in the role of labels for future 

convenient reference. 

 

Table 5.3. Distribution of contexts in value hierarchies of the participants 

Context N1 f1, % N2 f2, % N1+N2 f, % 

At home 7 30% 13 62% 20 45% 

At the old 

job 

1 4% 1 5% 2 4% 

At the new 

job 

2 8% 1 5% 3 7% 

In a café 1 4% 0 0 1 2% 

While 

studying 

4 16% 0 0 4 9% 

Outdoors 9 38% 6 28% 15 33% 
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Σ 24 100% 21 100% 45 100% 
Context — category of context; N1 — number of interviewees in the first group who selected the corresponding 

context; N2 — number of interviewees in the second group who selected the corresponding context; f1 and f2 — 

percentage of people (rounded to sum up to 100) who selected the corresponding context, among the interviewees 

of the corresponding group; N1+N2 — sum of N1 and N2; f — percentage of people (rounded to sum up to 100) 

who selected the corresponding context among all the interviewees 
 

Table 5.3 shows the distribution of contexts in value hierarchies of the participants. As 

required by the value hierarchy model (sections 2.9, 2.10, 3.1, 3.5, 4.2) and formalized in interview 

guide (section 4.1.4) one value hierarchy corresponds to exactly one (in the terms of this work) 

context of choice. Data in the table represents the overall diversity in the literal or semi-imaginary 

times and places wherein studied persons decided upon their further career choice. 

Dominant context of choice is “at home” (which includes at the computer desk, on the sofa, 

in discussions with spouse or other relatives, etc.): 30% “psychologists” and 62% “programmers” 

(in quotes, meaning “psychology students” and “programming students” correspondingly) 

selected/declared such kind of context for their value hierarchy of future career choice. 

“While studying” accounts for 9% of value hierarchies overall. Preliminary, this goes 

against research hypothesis 2, formulated in 5.1.2. 

Indeed, trivial guess would be to assume that for persons’ career choice value hierarchy the 

dominant context of choice would be either “the new job” (which is psychological work for the 

“psychologists” and programming work for the “programmers”), or “old job” (diverse and 

individual current occupations of the participants), or “studying”. That would have accounted for 

the “conventional” nature of their value hierarchies: “thematic” choice occurs in the contexts with 

the same “theme”. 

However, only 20% of value hierarchies in total (4% + 7% + 9%) are of that kind. That is, 

even in this rather formal aspect value hierarchies are not “conventional” – i.e., mainly cannot be 

immediately influenced upon by various interested parties (e.g. educators or employers). 

On the other hand, 20% is not a negligible number. That is, for a rather significant number 

of people the opposite is true: all their decision-making is concentrated either at the “new job”, 

“old job”, or “studying”. For these 20% immediate influence of aforementioned parties will be 

apparent and, in some cases, even exaggerated. 

Overall, this is the result which substantiates and refines our notion of “individualistic 

value hierarchies”. 

 

Table 5.4. Distribution of stimuli in value hierarchies of the participants 

Semantics N1 f1, % N2 f2, % N1+N2 f, % 

Routine 1 0% 24 6% 25 3% 

Landscape 18 4% 34 8% 52 6% 
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Personal 

relationships 

41 9% 31 7% 72 8% 

Self-

regulation 

6 1% 12 3% 18 2% 

Rest and 

hobbies 

34 8% 17 4% 51 6% 

The new 

specialty 

263 60% 259 63% 522 61% 

The old 

specialty 

80 18% 35 9% 115 14% 

Σ 443 100% 412 100% 855 100% 
“Semantics” is a conventional (shorthand) name for stimuli class; N1 stands for the number of stimuli 

belonging to the given semantics, named by the first group of respondents; N2 stands for the number of stimuli 

belonging to the given semantics, named by the second group of respondents; f1 and f2 stand for the percentage 

(rounded to sum up to 100) of stimuli belonging to the given category among all the stimuli of the corresponding 

group; N1+N2 stands for the sum of N1 and N2; f stands for the percentage (rounded to sum up to 100) of stimuli 

belonging to the given category among all the respondents 

 

Table 5.4 shows distribution of stimuli (stimuli categories/semantics) in the value 

hierarchies of the participant. See the beginning of this section on the note on the process of this 

categorization. 

Stimuli which are literally or internally connected to the new specialty account for 61% of 

stimuli in total. That shows that participants of both groups are oriented towards “prospective 

thinking”. Connecting that result with the previous one (table 5.3), it could be concluded that 

stimuli from wide variety of contexts are used as “interface” for “prospective thinking” and 

decision-making on further career. Such interfacing could occur in trivial forms, e.g. some person 

during a walk receives Facebook messages regarding “new specialty”; or in indirect “mindful” 

forms, e.g. some person looks into the sky, which reminds them of freedom, which leads to the 

thought of switch in career. 

As “new specialty” is important semantic category of stimuli (both, as we see, for the 

participants – and for the topic of applied part/example of our research as well – the topic of further 

career decision-making of students), its sub-categories is further provided in table 5.5. 

 

Table 5.5. Subcategories of “new specialty” stimuli category in value hierarchies of the 

participants 

Category N1 f1, % N2 f2, % N1+N2 f, % 

The main 

education 

95 36% 60 23% 155 30% 

Additional 

education 

13 5% 49 19% 62 12% 

Getting employed 7 3% 65 25% 72 14% 
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Work  89 34% 42 17% 131 25% 

Money 13 5% 9 3% 22 4% 

Location  5 2% 13 5% 18 3% 

Everyday interest 41 15% 21 8% 62 12% 

Σ 263 100% 259 100% 522 100% 
“Category” is a conventional (shorthand) name for a subcategory of “new specialty” category of 

stimuli; N1 stands for the number of stimuli belonging to the given category, used by the first group of 

respondents; N2 is the number of stimuli belonging to the given category, used by the second group of 

respondents; f1 and f2 stand for the percentage (rounded) of stimuli belonging to the given category among all 

the stimuli of the “new specialty” category of the corresponding group of respondents; N1+N2 stands for the 

sum of N1 and N2; f stands for the percentage (rounded) of stimuli belonging to the given category among all the 

stimuli of “the new specialty” category 

 

Again, rather diverse picture is represented by these results. Only 30% of stimuli of the 

“new specialty” category refer to the “main education” (i.e. main course which participants 

undertook and from where they were recruited: graduate education for “psychologists” and online 

programming course for “programmers”). That emphasizes the relevance of the question of value-

centered education: if, apparently, so little attention is paid by the students to the education per se 

(when deciding their further career development), then how educational systems are supposed to 

adjust to their values and, if necessary, interact (or “bargain”) with them? That question will be 

further addressed in the section 5.4. 

 

Table 5.6. Distribution of values over semantic categories in value hierarchies of the 

participants 

Value N1 f1, % N2 f2, % N1+N2 f, % 

(Self-)confidence 13 9.03% 14 11.38% 27 10.11% 

(Self-)satisfaction 10 6.94% 14 11.38% 24 8.99% 

Joy 8 5.56% 12 9.76% 20 7.49% 

Calm 7 4.86% 10 8.13% 17 6.37% 

Pleasure 4 2.78% 6 4.88% 10 3.75% 

Energy 7 4.86% 3 2.44% 10 3.75% 

(Self-)realization 6 4.17% 1 0.81% 7 2.62% 

Prof. identity 5 3.47% 2 1.63% 7 2.62% 

The value of life 6 4.17% 1 0.81% 7 2.62% 

Security 5 3.47% 1 0.81% 6 2.25% 

The sense of one’s own 

importance 4 2.78% 2 1.63% 6 2.25% 

Freedom 4 2.78% 1 0.81% 5 1.87% 

Understanding 3 2.08% 1 0.81% 4 1.50% 

Pride 3 2.08% 1 0.81% 4 1.50% 

Enthusiasm 3 2.08% 1 0.81% 4 1.50% 

Happiness 0 0.00% 4 3.25% 4 1.50% 

The sense of peace 2 1.39% 1 0.81% 3 1.12% 
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Harmony 2 1.39% 1 0.81% 3 1.12% 

“I am doing great” 2 1.39% 1 0.81% 3 1.12% 

Easiness 3 2.08% 0 0.00% 3 1.12% 

Comfort 3 2.08% 0 0.00% 3 1.12% 

“Cognitive power” 1 0.69% 2 1.63% 3 1.12% 

(Self-)actualization 3 2.08% 0 0.00% 3 1.12% 

Well-being 2 1.39% 0 0.00% 2 0.75% 

“Flow” 1 0.69% 1 0.81% 2 0.75% 

Self-esteem 2 1.39% 0 0.00% 2 0.75% 

Interest 1 0.69% 1 0.81% 2 0.75% 

Personal identity 2 1.39% 0 0.00% 2 0.75% 

Hope 0 0.00% 2 1.63% 2 0.75% 

Health 1 0.69% 1 0.81% 2 0.75% 

Dignity 1 0.69% 1 0.81% 2 0.75% 

(Self-)development 2 1.39% 0 0.00% 2 0.75% 

“Cool” 1 0.69% 1 0.81% 2 0.75% 

Coziness 1 0.69% 1 0.81% 2 0.75% 

Unique 26 18.09% 36 29.30% 62 23.22% 

Σ 144 100% 123 100% 267 100.00% 
‘Value’ is a conventional (shorthand) translated name of the value semantics; N1 stands for the number 

of values of the corresponding semantics used by the first group of respondents; N2 stands for the number of 

values of the corresponding semantics used by the second group of respondents; f1 and f2 stand for the 

percentage (rounded one) of values of the given semantics among all the values of the corresponding group of the 

respondents; N1+N2 stands for the sum of N1 and N2; f stands for the percentage (rounded one) of values of the 

given semantics among all the values of the respondents 

 

Table 5.6 represents value semantics in the value hierarchies of the participants (in the 

descending order of total occurrence of such values across all value hierarchies, the last column). 

Value unsurprisingly showed the highest ability to be “conventionalized” among all value 

hierarchies’ elements. Unique values – i.e., values, which were mentioned by only one participant 

– only accounted for ~23% of total values. Value hierarchies of almost all participants contained, 

predominantly, conventional (i.e. non-unique) values. 

In this notion of conventional values, however, the following two reservations should be 

made: 

 while “value words” which were used by the participants are (mainly) conventional, 

their real content and meaning is, as was shown in the analysis of previous tables, not 

nearly as much conventional; 

 value hierarchies – i.e. the order in which values go from first value level to the next 

ones (up to 6th, which was arbitrarily chosen in our research as the highest elicited level) 

– is totally individualistic, i.e. there weren’t even 2 people who had the same hierarchy 

of values in the value levels of their value hierarchies. 
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Tables 5.2-5.6 provide preliminary insight and statistical report of the results of data 

analysis, which will be further referred as appropriate and necessary in the application of statistical 

instruments. Let’s proceed to the task of carrying out statistical experiments. 

 

5.3.3 Level of significance and statistical hypotheses 

 

Let’s address the question of statistical significance in our quantitative study. 

For each statistical experiment the level of significance p < 0.05 was selected as sufficient 

beforehand (as conventional for psychological studies). 

We’ll use in the following sections the following logic: each general (“common sense”) 

formulation of the hypothesis from the section 5.1.2 will be further refined/formalized into one or 

more statistical hypotheses (the words “statistical hypotheses” is used in the strict sense). We’ll 

further refer to the hypotheses from the section 5.1.2 as “research hypotheses” (to differentiate 

them from the stricter formulations of statistical hypotheses, derived from them). 

Given the distribution of data and features of statistical experiments a suitable statistical 

test was chosen in each case. 

Three notes should be made regarding statistical tests of hypotheses. 

Firstly, we are interested not so much in percentage distributions between some two 

values, but rather in the level of confidence (whether p < 0.05 or not) with which that difference 

can be said to occur. 

Secondly, “binomial test”, which is a kind of so-called “exact” tests (Hun Myoung, 2015), 

allows at the same time to derive the following conclusions: whether actual and hypothesized 

distributions differ or similar; what is the sign (direction) of such difference, if there is one; 

should some hypothesis be adopted, rejected, or left without precise conclusion. These 

features are utilized in our further speculations and conclusions throughout this chapter without 

repeated explanation. 

Thirdly, Fisher’s test is computational difficult on our data and Monte Carlo 

approximation is used (over 1.000.000 sampled tables), which is sufficiently accurate for the 

provided argumentation and conclusions. 

 

5.3.4 Hypothesis 1: differences between groups 

 

First research hypothesis for this chapter, formulated in 5.1.2, is the following: value 

hierarchies of persons are different in different groups. 

From this research hypothesis two statistical hypotheses (see section 5.3.2) are derived. 
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The research hypothesis under consideration makes a judgement about the value 

hierarchies. Specific statistical hypotheses will consequently deal with the component elements of 

the value hierarchies. 

With the first statistical experiment let us verify the following: is it true that values in the 

value hierarchies are different in the two groups?  

With the second statistical experiment let us verify whether it is true that stimuli of the 

value hierarchies are different in the two groups. 

It should be noted that, like in all statistical experiments, we are interested not in the fact 

of differences being present per se (which is obvious based on the primary data, provided in the 

tables 5.3-5.6) but rather in the level of significance (whether p < 0.05) with which it could be 

claimed that such difference cannot be attributed to random coincidence. 

Let us proceed to the formulation and presentation of the results of the statistical 

experiments. 

 

Statistical experiment 1.1 

 

For this experiment we, so to speak, detach values from the value levels of answer sheets 

of the participants (preserving performed categorization, as well as memorizing the source of a 

particular value) and put them into single bucket. 

We can further sort them out in two ways (i.e. use two different sorting systems): 

 put each value into one of the two buckets, which would signify from which group the 

value originated (“psychologists” or “programmers”); 

 put each value into a “bucket”, which is labeled with the semantical category of that 

value (unique values go into their own “buckets”). 

Statistical analysis, simplifying, allows to quantitatively assess whether we can deduce, 

with some level of certainty beyond random luck, given the result of the first sorting, what would 

be the result of the second sorting (and vice versa). I.e., in the terminology employed in this work, 

whether a pattern is formed between these two arrangements (see sections 1.4.3, 2.1.2). 

In this manner, the set of all values itself becomes the subject of our research (see notes on 

unit of consideration for statistical analysis in section 5.1.2). 

For each value two nominative variables are considered: the “number of the group of the 

respondent” (“origin” of the value) and the “category” (“semantics”, which was ascribed at the 

stage of grouping/classification of the data). 
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The zero statistical hypothesis is that there is lack of (significant) connection between the 

two aforementioned variables. The alternative statistical hypothesis claims the presence of some 

sort of connection. 

Thus, in the given statistical experiment it is verified whether differences between the 

distribution of values over groups of respondents can be explained by pure coincidence. The 

alternative explanation is the following: the observed differences are explained by certain 

peculiarities of the groups (i.e. participants of different groups are inclined to different 

formulations/semantics of values).  

For the sake of the experiment accuracy, each “unique” value is to be designated a separate 

category (which will include only the given unique value). That reflects the actual nature of unique 

values: ones which were mentioned by only one participant. 

Technically speaking: 

Ha: there is connection between the number of the group of the respondent and the category 

of the value.  

H0: there is no connection between the number of the group of the respondent and the 

category of the value. 

The crosstabulation is not provided here separately as it perfectly matches table 5.6: 

 in the column “Value” of table 5.6 the value of the nominative variable “category of 

the value” is provided; 

 in column N1 count of values of the corresponding category in the first group of 

respondents is indicated; 

 similarly, in column N2 count of values of the corresponding category in the second 

group of respondents is indicated. 

For the given experiment we used Fisher’s statistical test, which is categorized as the so-

called exact statistical test (Kim, 2017). It should be pointed out that, unlike the chi-square method, 

Fisher’s exact test is suited for the crosstabulation tables in which the cell values are less than 5 

(which will be used in further statistical experiments). It is also worth noting that Fisher’s test is 

considered to be “conservative” (Crans & Shuster, 2008), that is, it may result in the conclusion 

of the alleged statistical insignificance of actually statistically important differences. However, if 

even using the “conservative” test, a statistically significant result is received, then using other 

statistical tests, coming to the conclusion of the significance of differences is more probable. 

Applying Fisher’s exact criterium the conclusion should be made that with the given 

probability value (p < 0.05) the zero hypothesis cannot be rejected (the result of Fisher’s test – p 

≈ 0.07). Thus, it is impossible to make a conclusion that difference in distribution of values 
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between groups cannot be explained by pure coincidence (it should be noted that the opposite 

conclusion cannot be made either). 

 

Statistical experiment 1.2 

 

In this statistical experiment we are interested in distribution of the stimuli. 

Similarly, how the unit of statistical analysis in the previous experiment was “value”, in 

this experiment it is “stimulus”. 

Two nominative variables for each stimulus is considered: the category it belonged to and 

the number of the group of the respondent where from the correspondent stimulus originated. 

Similar to the previous statistical experiment, repeating the corresponding reasoning (and 

using the same mathematical tools), the following hypotheses are formulated: 

Ha: there is connection between the number of the group of the respondent and the category 

of the stimulus.  

H0: there is no connection between the number of the group of the respondent and the 

category of the stimulus.  

The crosstabulation, similarly to the previous experiment, is not added separately again; all 

crosstab data is completely represented by the table 5.4.  

The result of Fisher’s statistical test: with the probability value p < 0.05 the zero hypothesis 

should be rejected. Thus, with p < 0.05, it should be accepted that the differences in 

distribution of the stimuli over groups cannot be explained by coincidence (thus, the pattern 

exists). 

 

5.3.4 Hypothesis 2: triviality of context and stimuli of value hierarchies  

 

As was specified in the section 5.1.2, the second research hypothesis for statistical analysis 

is the following: value hierarchies of persons contain, mainly, trivial stimuli/contexts. As was 

specified there (and further referred to in section 5.3.2), by trivial stimuli/contexts we supposed 

thematic connection of the stimuli (or contexts) to the “theme” of value hierarchy. In case of this 

particular study, that hypothesis shall be refined as follows: value hierarchies of persons contain, 

mainly, stimuli/contexts which are related to teaching situations (as topic of career choice of 

students could be conventionally assumed, especially from the perspectives of educators, to be 

connected with teaching situations). 

Following the process of formulating statistical hypotheses, these research hypothesis 

breaks into two parts – i.e. into two statistical hypotheses about empirical data. 
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The first statistical hypothesis (statistical experiment 2.1) is about the distribution of the 

value hierarchies’ contexts, which were chosen by the interviewees (each value hierarchy is built 

upon some single context, as was explained before). 

The second statistical hypothesis (statistical experiment 2.2) is about the distribution of the 

value hierarchies’ stimuli. 

Let’s proceed to the carrying out of these statistical experiments. 

 

Statistical experiment 2.1 

 

The word “mainly” from the section above will be interpreted as “more than 50%”. From 

the table 5.3 (section 5.3.2) it may seem obvious that the hypothesis should be rejected (only 9% 

of participants selected context “While studying”). However, the purpose of this experiment is to 

check whether such low number can be attributed to coincidence. 

To give an analogy, if after 3 rolls of cubic dice it three times showed “1”, it could be a 

coincidence. However, if after 100 rolls it shows “1” in 80% of the outcomes, it could be assumed 

that the dice is not balanced. What number of rolls, however, is required in the general case to 

justify the properties of “dice” with enough precision? That depends on the level of significance, 

i.e. p-value. Our purpose is to be “95% sure” (p < 0.05) that “dice is special”, and statistical tests 

are carried out to determine the actual p-level. 

Returning to our subject matter, formally: 

Ha: fraction of contexts of the category “while studying” among studied sample is higher 

than 50%. 

H0: fraction of contexts of the category “while studying” among studied sample is not 

higher than 50%. 

Binomial test is suitable for this statistical experiment (Hun Myoung, 2015, p. 28). Result, 

as reported by SPSS (see section 5.2 on instruments), is presented on fig. 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.1. Result of binomial test (as reported by SPSS) for statistical experiment 2.1 

 

At significance level of p < 0.001 it should be assumed that fraction of contexts of the 

category “while studying” among studied sample is lower than 50%. 

 

Statistical experiment 2.2 

 

In the next statistical experiment, as was planned in the beginning of this section 5.3.4, it 

will be checked whether stimuli of value hierarchies of the participants are “mainly” connected to 

the teaching situations. Similar to the statistical experiment 1.1, let’s assume that the word 

“mainly”, in a quantitative sense, means “more than 50%”. 

While it is apparent, without further statistical check, that immediate educationally stimuli 

account for less than half of total stimuli (table 5.4), it would be interesting to check less strict 

assumption: that at least stimuli of “new specialty” category (which mediate/interface/represent 

features or experiences of psychological work for “psychologists” group and programming work 

for “programmer” group) is likely to be at least 50% determined by educational content or 

environment (whether immediate or mediated through cognition on the material of literal stimuli 

of another contexts). 

In actual data, “main education” and “additional education” amount to 42% of the stimuli 

of “new specialty” category (table 5.5), which is close enough to 50% that a doubt could arise: 

maybe it is 8% lower than 50% due to random coincidence, rather than some (unspecified) pattern. 
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Repeating the argumentation and process in the manner, analogous to the previous 

experiment, the following statistical hypotheses emerge: 

Ha: the percentage of stimuli belonging to the “main education” and the “additional 

education” categories amount (as a total) to 50% of all the stimuli of the “new specialty” category.  

H0: the percentage of stimuli belonging to the “main education” and the “additional 

education” categories does not amount (as a total) to 50% of all the stimuli of the “new specialty” 

category. 

Binomial test is utilized. Results from SPSS is shown in fig. 5.2. 

At significance level of p < 0.001 it should be accepted that the total percentage of 

stimuli of the “main education” and the “additional education” categories amounts to less 

than 50% of all the stimuli of the “new specialty” category. 

 
Fig. 5.2. Result of binomial test (as reported by SPSS) for statistical experiment 2.2 

 

 

5.3.5 Hypothesis 3: individualistic configuration of values 

 

Third hypothesis, as formulated in section 5.1.2, is the following: values of value 

hierarchies of persons are highly individual. 

While apparently, as shown in table 5.6, values are mainly grouped into a number of 

categories, unique values amount for 23% of all values. 

Each respondent, in accordance with value hierarchy model, in the end, formulated six 

(generally, different) values, on average – one “end value” for each value level. Based on such 
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structure of the received data, it is appropriate to formulate two statistical hypotheses based on 

third quantitative research hypothesis.  

The first statistical hypothesis is connected with the uniqueness of the value semantics: is 

it correct to claim that formulations of values will be “highly” individual, that is, a significant part 

of the values of a specific person will be (semantically) unique (will not reoccur in case of any 

other respondent)? As in the previous experiments, let’s ascribe quantitative measure of 50% to 

the word “highly” in the formulations at the beginning of this section. 

The second statistical hypothesis is connected with the properties of the structure of values: 

is it correct to claim that the structure of six (or some other number used by a specific respondent) 

values is highly individual? 

Let’s proceed to the strict formulations of statistical experiments. 

 

Statistical experiment 3.1 

 

Only those values (semantic categories thereof) which were used by exactly one respondent 

were labeled as “unique” (at the stage of data analysis, section 5.3.2). This is based on the 

following consideration: we assume that if the sample was wider, values that were named by at 

least two people in our concrete research, would apparently be named by a greater number of 

people in a more extensive research. However, for the value semantics which were used by only 

one person there are no reasons to claim that they would be named by at least one more person, 

however large the sample is. Strictly speaking, there are no reasons to claim the opposite either – 

but given that all “unique” values are kind of “motivational parts of internal dialogues” (pre-

emotional values, see sections 3.1, 4.2.1), some common-sense reasoning in favor of that could be 

applied (c.f. individualistic nature of personality-related associations, discussed in section 2.1.1). 

Thus, we believe that semantics used at least twice are demonstrably not “uniquely 

individual”. On the other hand, we a priori label semantics used only once as “uniquely 

individual”, though increasing the sample size could potentially (for some percentage of such 

semantics) demonstrate their non-uniqueness. In other words, with respect to the given aspect of 

“uniqueness of value semantics”, we adopted an “optimistic attitude” and, consequently, if in our 

research a significant percentage of unique value semantics was revealed, this result couldn’t be 

extrapolated on wider samples; on the other hand, if even in our research the percentage of unique 

values is conclusively “low” (that is, according to the definition chosen by us, less than 50%), 

there are no reasons to assume that in a more extensive research it would be high (more than 50%). 

The following statistical hypotheses emerge: 
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Ha: the percentage of values of the category “unique” amounts to more than 50% (among 

all the values).  

H0: the percentage of values of the category “unique” does not amount to more than 50% 

(among all the values). 

Binomial test is applied, in a fashion similar to section 5.3.4 (and, thus, corresponding 

explanations will not be repeated here). Result is represented in fig. 5.3. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3. Result of binomial test (as reported by SPSS) for statistical experiment 3.1 

 

At the significance level of p < 0.001 it should be accepted that the percentage of values 

of the category “unique” amounts to less than 50% of the total number of values.  

 

Statistical experiment 3.2 

 

Each respondent, while completing the questionnaire, named up to six “end values” (one 

value for each value level). While formulations (semantics) of these values were not significantly 

unique, as the previous statistical experiment has shown, it is important to verify whether the 

structure of the given six value formulations (semantics) is unique.  

There exist several variants of design of the corresponding statistical experiment. After the 

primary data analysis, it is obvious that the literal answer to the above-mentioned research question 

is affirmative: indeed, each respondent named a unique combination of the six values. The task of 

the statistical test, as is the case in all the previous statistical experiments, is to evaluate whether 
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we can claim uniqueness of the value combination for each respondent with a sufficient degree of 

confidence (meaning a sufficient level of statistical significance).  

In our view, the following design of the given statistical experiment is the most appropriate 

one of all the possible variants:  

 all the “unique” values are considered values of different categories (that is, each 

“unique value” is to be placed into a separate category where there will be no other 

values except the given separate value – see also section 5.3.4 wherein the same 

approach was utilized);  

 the purpose of the experiment: to verify whether there is connection between 

distribution of values over categories (semantics) and over the respondents who named 

the value of the corresponding category (clarified below).  

Consequently, the hypothesis that there is no such connection would be the zero 

hypothesis; while the alternative hypothesis would be that such connection exists. Essentially, here 

we are verifying whether the uniqueness of individual combinations of values can be explained by 

pure coincidence. The opposite assumption would be that the uniqueness of individual 

combinations of values is explained by the fact that each respondent is “inclined” to some 

categories of values (thus, making the distribution “more than random”, i.e., manifesting a pattern 

therein). 

In this statistical experiment design, we use two variables: “the category (semantics) of the 

value” and “the number of the respondent”. Both variables are nominative (the first one is, as long 

as it is a class/category of quantitative data not arranged according to any scale; the second one is, 

since the respondents were not subject to any arrangement by any principle either and the given 

verification is performed with respect to the total set of the respondents). 

Technically speaking: 

Ha: there is connection between the category of the value and the number of the respondent.  

H0: there is no connection between the category of the value and the number of the 

respondent. 

Metaphorically speaking, this experiment can be explained in the following manner. Let’s 

detach all values from the value hierarchies and put in a single “bucket”. Let’s then imagine that 

some “hand” picks values one by one and assigns it to value hierarchies of participants. Our 

question is the following: does this “hand” act by random? Is it “blind” or is it directed by some 

(unspecified) principle (i.e., is there a pattern in the process of such assignment of values)? 

Fisher’s exact test is utilized for this statistical experiment. Notes on applicability of this 

method will not be repeated, as they are the same as for statistical experiment 1.1. Crosstabulation 
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for this statistical experiment has dimensions of 45x96, and shortened version (demonstrating 

principal structure thereof) is presented in table 5.7. 

 

Table 5.7. Crosstabulation for the statistical experiment 3.2 

 Reference number of the respondent 

Value category psy-001 … psy-024 prg-001 … prg-021 

(Self-)confidence 0 … 0 1 … 2 

(Self-)satisfaction 0 … 1 0 … 3 

Joy 0 … 0 0 … 0 

Calm 0 … 0 0 … 0 

… … … … … … … 

Coziness 0 … 0 0 … 0 

Unique-1 1 … 0 0 … 0 

… … … … … … … 

Unique-62 0 … 0 0 … 0 
“Value category” is the category (semantics) of the value; in the cells the number of subjective values belonging 

to the given (semantic) category and named by the questionnaire participant with the given reference number, is 

indicated; omitted rows and columns are designated by omission dots (for the sake of brevity). 

 

The result of the statistical test: the zero hypothesis should be rejected (p < 0.05). The 

uniqueness of the combination of semantics of individual values of each respondent cannot 

be attributed to coincidence. 

 

5.4 Results of statistical experiments 

 

45 answer sheets of interviews were encoded. N = 1212 elements for further statistical 

analysis was obtained, as natural elements of value hierarchies of the participants (table 5.2). 

Contexts (table 5.3), general and particular categories of stimuli (tables 5.4, 5.5), values (table 5.6) 

were encoded and categorized. 

Three research hypotheses were formulated for quantitative (statistical) analysis (section 

5.1.2): 

1. On the differences of value hierarchies in two different groups 

2. On triviality of stimuli and contexts of value hierarchies 

3. On highly individualistic nature of values and their order 

The following conclusions is substantiated with the level of significance p < 0.05: 

1. Stimuli and contexts of value hierarchies are not trivial, that is, significant number of 

stimuli and contexts, which control career-making decisions of the participants, are 

derived from the topics which has no immediate (“objective”) connection with 

studying, old occupation, or new occupation 
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2. Most values are conventional in their formulations/semantics 

3. Value ordering (that is, contextual hierarchy of values) is unique for each individual 

Additionally, it could be said that general group features are less significant, for studied 

groups, than individual features of value hierarchies. However, larger sample size would likely 

yield the conclusion of group-specific values. 

 

5.5 Conclusion on hypotheses 

 

Quantitative applications of human behavior modelling were briefly described. 

Elaborate example of the applications of value hierarchy model to quantitative (statistical) 

analysis was provided, wherein 1212 elements of 45 value hierarchies were analyzed in 6 

statistical experiments. Two appropriate statistical methods were identified and employed 

(Fisher’s test for crosstabulations and binomial test), argumentation for their selection and 

explanation of their meaning was provided. 

Main hypothesis of this work (sections 1.7, 2.10, 3.5, 4.3) could be concluded as 

substantiated: value hierarchies are, indeed, highly individualistic in its content, which was 

demonstrated quantitatively in this chapter. 

Main two elaborations of that conclusion are the following: 

1. Values (value formulations) are highly conventional. However, set of values of some 

context specific value hierarchy (i.e., a particular set of value formulations, used by an 

individual for a particular decision-making process) is individualistic. 

2. Group-related patterns in value hierarchies likely exist. In this study that statement 

wasn’t proved or disproved quantitatively. 
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Chapter 6. Findings 
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Purpose of Chapter 6 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide summary and further discussion of the findings in 

chapters 2-5. 

 

6.1 Findings in theoretical study 

 

6.1.1 The notion of “institutionalized crisis” 

 

As literature review, provided in Chapter 2 and several sections of further chapters, is a 

separately valuable theoretical study. Some key findings of that study are presented in this section 

6.1. 

In several sections of Chapter 2 (in particular 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9; summarized in 2.10) 

the notion of “institutionalized crisis” was introduced, applicable to several areas of human 

behavior studies. 

In 1920s Lev Vygotsky publishes a number of notes on crisis in psychological science, 

which is decades later, in 1980s, composed into the cornerstone work under the title “Historical 

meaning of psychological crisis – a methodological study” (Vygotsky, 1984). Both modern studies 

of this work as an artifact of academic culture (e.g. Zavershneva & Osipov, 2012) and as a relevant 

methodological work on the topic (e.g. Dafermos, 2014; Hyman, 2012) are continue to be 

published. 

M. Dafermos (2014) justifiably notes: “The theoretical analysis of the crisis in psychology 

is one of the most important contributions of Vygotsky, which has yet remained undervalued by 

the majority of modern scholars”. L. Vygotsky’s analysis presupposes that there are some (more 

or less objective) laws of the “natural selection” of scientific ideas, and that current disposition in 

the field (which, in the sense relevant for this section, has not changed since Vygotsky wrote his 

methodological essay) is more or less temporary conflict between different polarities, which would 

inevitably resolve itself. 

However, institutionalization of the crisis occurred. If one is to look from outside on the 

field of psychology, two things will be noticeable: firstly, very diversified, on the surface, topics 

and results of numerous studies; secondly, very simplified methodology of the majority of studies. 

Studies which take into account thousands of participants, divided into multiple control groups, 

are nearly automatically regarded as “strong evidence”. On the other hand, in such studies often 
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only one simple pattern in a rather restrictive manner is investigated. The emphasis is put on 

quantity, not quality, of evidence. 

It could be said that most of academic psychology, from the methodological perspective, 

is still rooted in the works of 19th century methodologist F. Galton and his contemporaries (see 

sections 2.1.1, 2.4.3, 2.10). While statistical methods are immensely powerful in proper areas, the 

fact that they substitute methodology of psychological studies has drastic negative impact for the 

field. 

As was briefly addressed in 4.1.1, mainstream qualitative research frameworks don’t help. 

Statistical approach (together with the typical designs of statistical experiments) at least gives 

some concrete instructions on how to perform academic work. Main focus of attention of 

qualitative research frameworks is to carry out philosophical discussions and produce ritualistic 

formalisms in order to look semi-acceptable in the era of randomized controlled double-blind 

correlational studies with meta-analyses and Cochrane’s reviews. Being displaced towards the 

periphery of academic society, the fate of the (mainstream) qualitative studies is to gain 

momentary popularity by addressing currently relevant politically engaging topics. 

Authors of the grounded theory can argue (e.g. see Heath & Cowley, 2004), what is the 

purpose of their approach: to explain something or to understand it. And how many memos of 

what kind a researcher should employ. Of course, these developers should be praised for the very 

attempt to somehow describe and specify the “conveyor” of acquiring scientific knowledge. 

However, the result is not satisfying: approach, which has interviewing as its core technique to 

gather data, pays little to no attention and provide nearly no specific instructions on how to carry 

out that process. It could be argued that some default knowledge of “conversation”, which every 

human being has, is enough to carry out “qualitative interviewing”. However, in such case the 

whole body of qualitative frameworks which base their data collection in interviewing turns into 

auxiliary entertaining material: if there is nothing to learn about conversations and interviews, then 

there is nothing to speak of. 

Newly developed approach of “big data” analysis (e.g. see Wu et al., 2014) provides much 

more detailed insight into the features of study sample. However, that shows another concerning 

trend of modern science: shift towards proprietary methodology of studies, which are performed 

in accordance with the commercial stakeholders’ interests, and with limited availability (if any) of 

the results to the general public. 

Having that rather disheartening status quo of the field (and laborious literature review in 

Chapter 2 served, among other purposes, to outline that disposition) any attempt to provide concise 

open source alternative to a limited 19th century methodology in psychological studies, without a 
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doubt, is a generous and noble effort, even if the sample size of such particular studies does not 

merit publication in “Nature”. 

 

6.1.2 The notion of “human behavior modelling” 

 

Human behavior modelling is introduced in the title of this work. First chapter gives 

preliminary definitions (section 1.4), second chapter refines them (section 2.10), and further 

chapters practically apply the outlined principles. 

Restrictive and arbitrary nature of formalisms in prior work on human modelling (see 

section 2.8) and unsatisfactory “analytical” (or “digital”) approach to analytical modelling (see 

section 2.5) raises the question of concise and practical alternative. 

The notions of phenomena and pattern (see sections 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.6, 2.10), while, 

essentially, being conventional in the context of general scientific discussions, give convenient 

basis for further contemplation and practical work. The introduction and outlines of the definition 

of the term technique, as opposed to “protocol” (see section 1.4.3), is, arguably, by itself a 

significant step towards sweeping of the artificial paradoxes of psychotherapeutic studies (see 

section 2.2). 

Applying known principles of psychological studies, a notion of model (as formalized 

extended description of phenomena, patterns, techniques; also see section 2.7) naturally emerges. 

Specific (generalized) approaches to modelling could be immediately proposed: modelling of 

change-inducing communication and psychotherapy (section 2.2.5), modelling of individual and 

conventional non-verbal signals (section 2.4.4), the use of goal interfaces and “self-modelling” 

tools (section 2.8). 

Unrestrictive methodology of human behavior modelling allows to produce valid results at 

the level of individual counselling, descriptive studies of particular groups, or “evidence-based” 

academic studies. 

Several fundamental principles were formulated, which, if not taken into account when 

studying human behavior, lead to profane interpretations in modern studies (see 2.3.3 for the 

analysis of example on that matter). The main one is the notion of unconscious mind (see section 

2.3, and 2.3.3 in particular). 

General cyclical and recursive nature of mental processes was noticed when reviewing 

wide range of literature from different related areas of science. While such principle is rather 

general for immediate practical applications, it served as a guideline in developing and presenting 

the value hierarchy model.  
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6.1.3 Universal “building blocks” of value hierarchy 

 

Review of modern literature on value hierarchy lead to the formulation of basic “building 

blocks” of every value hierarchy model. A. Maslow in one of his cornerstone works (1987) defined 

principles, which any theory of motivation must follow, before presenting his own theory of 

motivation. Following that idea, we present features of value hierarchy model (which any similar 

model on that matter must follow) before the content of particular model used by us (the words 

“value hierarchy model” throughout this work is used in reference of this particular model; 

however, strictly speaking, other models with required features on that matter may potentially be 

built). 

A. Maslow advocated the view that study of scientist is important part of science. In some 

sense, his hierarchy of needs (see section 3.1, in particular 3.1.1) represents not the values of the 

subjects of research, but the values of scientists. As he pointed out (Maslow, 1987), much modern 

research overemphasizes “low” needs and does not properly consider “higher” needs and values. 

As in many other cases (see the first subsection of this section), this distortion is not corrected, but 

rather it is institutionalized. The field of behavior economics emerges (see section 2.9), wherein 

money is the universal measure of various decision-making agents. In full accordance with 

Maslow, that emphasis reflects features of the researchers, rather than research subjects. 

As G. Bateson pointed out on multiple occasions (Bateson, 1979), there are basic 

philosophical concepts which should be explained in particular (communication) studies in order 

for them to be epistemologically correct: 

 

Even grown-up persons with children of their own cannot give a reasonable 

account of concepts such as entropy, sacrament, syntax, number, quantity, pattern, linear 

relation, name, class, relevance, energy, redundancy, force, probability, parts, whole, 

information, tautology, homology, mass (either Newtonian or Christian), explanation, 

description, rule of dimensions, logical type, metaphor, topology, and so on. What are 

butterflies? What are starfish? What are beauty and ugliness? 

(Bateson, 1979, p. 10) 

 

Modern mainstream value theorists and decision-making researchers couldn’t give a 

reasonable account of such concepts, as value, emotion, choice, decision, belief, hierarchy, 

behavior, stimuli, habit, cognition, and so on. While in-depth definition of each of such concepts 

is out of scope of this dissertation, some rather satisfactory construct which would practically unite 
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(and, thus, explain by the means of defining their mutual relationships) was created – that is, the 

value hierarchies’ model (see sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.9, 2.10, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5). 

While much more literature could be reviewed for the material, relevant for the 

fundamental concepts of value hierarchies’ model, it is likely that nothing new in terms of 

fundamental concepts and their relationships could be used from such review. In a sense close to 

the one used by Imre Lakatos (see section 2.1.1), the value hierarchy model represents “dense” 

minimalistic theoretical, methodological and practical “core”, which has optimal descriptive and, 

arguably, predictive power, which accounts for its usefulness and applicability. 

 

6.2 Findings in individual work 

 

6.2.1 Applications of value hierarchy model to coaching work  

 

Value hierarchy elicitation process was described in Chapter 3 (section 3.1 in particular). 

Different approaches to the utilization of value hierarchies were described: as a technique for 

particular problem (section 3.2) and as “connecting pattern” of the coaching work as a whole 

(section 3.3). 

Particular structure of value hierarchy was proposed (section 3.1), which is based on radical 

refinement of C. & S. Andreas’ notion of “shifting the importance of criteria” (section 3.1.4, table 

3.1). Practical applications in group studies by P. Luksha & A. Tkachev is analyzed and taken into 

account, though distinct methodological stance and practical procedure has been developed. 

In the role of technique for particular problems, the usage of value hierarchies for the 

resolution of choice dilemmas, motivational self-control and construction (or dismantling) of 

habits was discussed in depth (section 3.2). 

 In the role of general coordination of coaching sessions, the usage of value hierarchies for 

creating and maintaining coaching plans was shown. 

Small sample size (~10 clients) was used and in-depth work (~5 sessions 2 hours each) 

with each client was carried out. Value hierarchy model is proved to be applicable to coaching, 

which merits further approbation in both roles. Ecological validity of the value hierarchy model 

was shown (section 3.1.1) and the requirement of additional utilization of “generative questions” 

was substantiated (as a kind of “amplifier” for the value hierarchies’ elicitation, and as a tool which 

increases reproducibility of the results). 

On provided sample size it was apparent that initial assumptions of the individualistic 

nature of value hierarchies are correct. While structure of a particular value hierarchy is determined 

by the procedure itself (i.e. value hierarchy is a construction, wherein some behavior alternative, 
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external stimuli, and internal values form a structure of interleaving “positive”/“negative” levels), 

on all other levels plenty of individual phenomena emerge. 

Two distinct patterns of value hierarchies are found and described: “highly motivated 

client” (with professional-oriented value hierarchy) and client with “mixed nature of challenges” 

(sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3). Of course, these patterns are of different logical types (the second one is 

kind of “other” branch in the theoretical ontology of value hierarchy, while the first one is a 

particular “leaf” of such ontology), and it would be beneficial in further studies to continue the 

process of formalization of ontological variety of value hierarchies. 

 

6.2.2 Formalization of coaching work 

 

Continuing the line of thought from the previous section, such ontological variety, when 

built, will serve as a kind of decision-tree for meta-strategies of coaching. The notion of “spectral 

typing” was introduced in section 2.4.1, which emphasized “mixed” nature of many “real people” 

(as opposed to “pure” nature of theoretical psychological types of any theory of such types). 

According to the described experience, it is possible (as more data is gathered) to perform 

a double classification of a client: firstly, in accordance with the patterns inherent to the structure 

of hierarchy; and, secondly, in accordance with the content of value levels. 

That allows to produce formalization systems of coaching work (which is out of scope of 

this research; however, cornerstone findings of this work allows to actually pose such question 

and plan the corresponding work) which would equip coaches simultaneously with some “typing 

framework” (which is necessary to structure the work) and with specific means to adjust to 

individuality of a client. 

Combinatorial nature of two kinds of aforementioned patterns (more “form-centered” and 

more “content-centered”) allows to express individuality as combination of common feature across 

several classification dimensions (of course, among all “mixed types”, defined in such manner, 

“pure types” from time to time will be actually found). Thus operationalizing (one feature of) the 

approach of Milton Erickson. 

As cited in section 2.10, he said that “Everybody is like his fingerprints. They’re one of a 

kind” (Erickson & Havens, 1992, p. 106), and “fingerprint” classification works in accordance 

with the described “form-content” double patterning. It should be noted, that M. Erickson 

necessarily knew, at the time he became psychological practitioner, about fingerprint classification 

systems; and he is also well-known for the inclination towards “literalism” of his statements. Thus, 

cited statement is not a vague metaphor, but should be understood exactly in the general sense 

described here. 
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It was found, in our practical work, that that statement is correct. 

Thus, an approach to formalization of coaching work, which inherently accounts for 

individuality, while still providing common patterns of work, is possible with the use of the value 

hierarchy model. 

 

6.2.3 Measurements and measures in coaching work 

 

Continuing previous section, one important aspect of formalization of any 

psychotherapeutic or coaching approach is the creation of measurement framework. Extensive 

review of such approaches was carried out in section 2.2. 

Apparently, current trend in measurement frameworks is decline in their complexity for 

the purposes of ease of practical application. That shows the inherent conflict between practical 

work itself and measurement of its results: the latter is perceived as some artificial add-on to the 

former. As was shown in sections 2.2.5 and 2.4.4, it is possible to take measurement (in form of 

non-verbal responses) immediately during coaching sessions. However, that would require special 

training and mindset of a coach. 

Simpler approach is to use built-in measurements connected to the formal artifacts which 

is useful in coaching for some other reasons. Value hierarchy of a client, while it serves various 

practical purposes, could be used, as we found, in such manner. 

Value hierarchy formalism, as opposed to “ORS” and “SRS” scales (Moggia et al., 2017), 

does not impose on the client some conventional values. While laborious studies could show that 

conventional values (such as “well-being”) correlate with each phenomenon, relevant for 

psychotherapy (e.g. well-being is inversely related to depression, etc.), the very fact that 

“everything (anti-)correlates with everything” accounts not as much for scientific scrutiny of the 

author of measurement framework, but rather for its impracticality. 

The value hierarchy model poses additional question. While it is trivial in some cases to 

match measurements to value levels (e.g. in case of “professional value hierarchy” of “highly 

motivated client”, see the previous subsections of this section), in other cases it’s not as easy. For 

some clients’ value hierarchies are based on the inherently injudicious elements: e.g., value 

hierarchy could be based on some negative emotional alternative such as “I’m afraid <> I’m not 

afraid”. 

While “quick fixes” is possible inside of such hierarchy, any kind of generative coaching 

work will lead to the total decomposition, or at least radical transformation, of such hierarchy.  
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Simply put, subjective (and “objective”, i.e. third-party) frame of reference for the progress 

of therapy is changed together with the content that is evaluated in such reference system. If frame 

of reference changes, then how to perform objective measurements? 

It should be noted that that is not a problem, inherent to the value hierarchy model. Rather, 

the value hierarchy model allowed to find and describe another concern of modern-day 

psychotherapy: obsessions with measurements (e.g. see Fortin, 2006; Lubin, 1965; Wahl et al., 

2014). Measurements could be used to market new coaching (or psychotherapeutic) approach, and 

they could be used by an individual coach (or psychotherapist) to defend their own work: that is, 

they are beneficial to the academic (and, to a limited degree, professional) psychological society. 

But what are their use for a client? 

Any kind of measurement, if we analyze that phenomena from the perspectives of proper 

epistemology (see sections 2.1, 2.3, 2.4), is a presupposition of a “limited change”. Application of 

formal tests serve simultaneously, for the client’s unconscious, as a suggestion to change, but also 

as a suggestion to not change too much (by providing general presuppositions of continuance in 

existence of some unwanted phenomenon). 

On the contrary, value hierarchy, even if it captures some non-optimal “state of mind” of a 

client, always necessarily contains more presuppositions of “optimization”, than of “fixation”. 

Value hierarchy is a formalism of evolution – which, on some occasions, could even be performed 

quickly enough to be perceived as a revolution. 

 

6.3 Findings in qualitative research 

 

6.3.1 Circumstances of data collection 

 

As described in section 4.1.2, qualitative research was performed by interviewing two 

groups: online programming course students and graduate students of psychology. Interviews were 

carried out and coded in accordance with the procedure, described in 4.1.4. The types of interviews 

and the type of described interviewing procedure was discussed in 4.1.1. 

Interviewing is a popular method of research in social sciences, and two problems of 

validity and reproducibility arise. First one is the reliability of data which is elicited primarily from 

the participants. As was described in 2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, value hierarchies’ elicitation process is, 

arguably, unprecedented in the strictness and reproducibility in that regard. The other side of the 

coin is the necessary training of an interviewer to carry out the process in the described manner. 

Three particular elements of such training are required: 

 knowledge of and skill in the use of “generative questions” (see section 3.1.3); 
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 knowledge of the value hierarchy model and its premises themselves (see section 3.1, 

4.1); 

 acuity to non-verbal signals in the role of additional “markup” for the words of the 

interviewee (see sections 2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1). 

Let’s consider them one by one. 

First element is the knowledge and skill of generative questions. 

J. Knight in her article on the use of meta-model questions in qualitative interviews notes 

(text in square braces is ours): 

 

These questioning [i.e. the meta-model questioning] and listening skills are of 

crucial importance in the context of semi-structured, exploratory interviews where themes 

are emergent. Whilst it could be argued that these skills are a natural part of any 

conversation, if the qualitative researcher fails to pay sufficient attention to how language 

is used and ask adroit follow-up questions they may fail to gather rich and meaningful 

data. 

(Knight, 2012) 

 

Unsurprisingly, having practiced similar approach to questioning that we used, J. Knight 

arrived to the same conclusions. Somewhat elaborated answer to the imaginable counter-

argumentative notion of “natural conversational skills” was given in the section 6.1.1. 

While the meta-model, which is referred here (Bandler & Grinder, 1975), is certainly not 

the only one possible model of generative questioning – it is one of the most elaborated. That 

further increases burden of preliminary training of the interviewers – while, arguably, 

simultaneously increasing efficiency of the interviewing procedure and its validity/reproducibility. 

In preliminary stages of our research it was found that two distinct aspects of that training 

are required: 

 training to literally recognize grammatical (and semantical) constructs of sentences 

(further referred as “meta-forms” for brevity), to which meta-model questions should 

be asked; 

 training to interrupt the constant “stream” of verbal communication from the 

participant. 

Recognition and memorization training could (and, arguably, is more effective to) be 

performed on the specifically selected textual material. Every sentence of a text is extracted, and 

then every meta-form is marked in the sentence. List of questions to each meta-form is created. 

Then single (optimal, or preferred) question is written down. 
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It is worth noting that the original meta-model does not specify the exact procedure for 

selecting such “optimal” (preferred) question among all available. Additionally, the level of 

specificity down to which words should be specified is not pointed out. In our practical work and 

during this research we found that the literal order, in which meta-forms are listed in the original 

book (Bandler & Grinder, 1975), could be used to determine preferred question (i.e. the highest 

priority question is the one to restore or specify “referential index”). 

Interruption training could be performed using video material. When videotaped person 

breathes in, the pause button should be hit by a trainee. Immediately after first signs of automaticity 

in that skill appear, training with real people should be employed: trainee is instructed to send 

some preselected interruption signal (e.g. a short phrase like “One moment…”, or interruption 

hand gesture, or combination thereof, or something else – according to the individual preferences) 

at each breath-in of the training partner. 

When this stage, in its turn, becomes to be automatic and intuitive, training in combination 

of interruptions and questions should be performed. Trainee is to send interruption signal and then, 

at first, ask any general question. At the next stage they are to ask specific question in accordance 

with the (pre-trained on texts, as specified above) system of priorities of questions. 

That overall forms rich and universal skill of questioning, which is then could be 

specialized to be used in conjunction with some more specific model (in our case, the value 

hierarchy model). 

Other approach could be taken to simplify the training of specialized interviewers: only a 

subset of meta-model questions is learned, which are most relevant for the specification of value 

hierarchy elements, and to-be-interviewer is trained, from the start, to use questions in conjunction 

with the answer sheet for the value hierarchy’s elicitation. While that is not as beneficial for the 

mental and communicative skills of an interviewer, that allows for the economical training 

programs of the interviewers (e.g. corporate programs or internal consulting agency programs). 

Second element of training is training in value hierarchy per se. While elements and 

premises of value hierarchy is described throughout this work (and specifically dense description 

is in section 3.1), specific explanations for different kinds of participants should be employed to 

speed up (the initial stages of) the procedure of the value hierarchy elicitation. 

“Programmers”, in our experience, tend to reluctantly agree to the idea of external stimuli 

managing their (predominantly internal) decision-making process, often imagining themselves as 

a sort of isolated Kantian “Ding an sich”, things in themselves. When pointed out that without 

external stimuli everyday consciousness dissipates, which is proved by e.g. experiments on 

sensory deprivation, however, they understand in some appropriate sense what kind of “stimuli” 
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they are asked to specify (i.e. stimuli in the role of mental instruments, rather than triggers, if the 

latter is not typical for their particular value hierarchy). 

Such ready to use explanations should be prepared in advance for each distinctive group of 

participants. (Our group of “psychologists” more readily accepted the brief explanations of value 

hierarchy model – and substantiated references to A. Maslow and other theoretical predecessors 

of the value hierarchy model was sufficient in rare cases of some participant requiring additional 

preliminary explanations.) 

Third element of training of an interviewer of value hierarchies’ model is sensory acuity. 

The approach to the utilization of non-verbal cues in qualitative interviewing is perfectly 

summarized by V. Lo Iacono et. al. (2016), who reference Hesse-Biber and Griffin (2013), Cohen 

(2007), Talja and McKenzie (2007): 

 

According to Hesse-Biber and Griffin […] 'tone of voice, and gestures, all provide 

a certain richness to qualitative data'. Cohen […] agrees on the importance of nonverbal 

cues, stating that, because of the absence of such cues, 'telephone interviews can easily 

slide into becoming mechanical and cold’. Novick […] further highlights this point in 

saying that 'nonverbal data, which includes responses such as facial expressions and body 

language' can be lost in some forms of interview, such as when using telephone interviews. 

According to Talja and McKenzie […] 'paralinguistic cues such as gesture, facial 

expression, and tone of voice can both convey emotion and provide the hearer with clues 

for interpreting the meaning of an utterance'. 

(Lo Iacono et al., 2016) 

 

Lo Iacono et. al. further speculate how interviewing via Skype could impair rapport and 

observation of non-verbal cues (that is the main topic of their article), and argue that dance 

research, performed by S. Ghosh (2013), to a certain degree justifies Skype interviews, providing 

the following citation: 

 

The close-ups of the face can reveal the expressions during the dance. The close 

ups of the hand gestures and feet can also give an understanding of the grammatical 

aspects of the dance. 

(Ghosh, 2013) 

 

Agreeing with that line of thought for the use of non-verbal cues in qualitative research, 

we, once again, can’t help but emphasize the necessity for developing different aspects of the 
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research as one whole complex (i.e., in our terms, one integral model – the value hierarchy model, 

in particular). 

It’s not sufficient to just presuppose that “gestures and tones of voice” relay important 

information about content. In accordance with the properly adopted Batesonian epistemology (see 

sections 2.1.2, 2.4.4), it is important to remind that “gestures and tones of voice” (which is, 

admittedly, a rather incoherent name for the wide range of non-verbal signals which could be 

observed) is the meta-markers to the verbal content. 

In the approach to human behavior modelling, which we discuss in this work, elements of 

the model are substantiated in the manner which allows to designate some distinct non-verbal 

signal (or class of signals) to each distinctive element of a model (see section 2.7). However, more 

data is required to specify exactly classes of signals for each element. 

Overall, the usage of three listed above elements of practice of an interviewer is, according 

to our findings, sufficient to comparably efficiently perform value hierarchy elicitation. 

 

6.3.2 Patterns found in qualitative research 

 

In the previous section one of the two aspects of validity and reproducibility is discussed – 

the formalization of the process of interviewing itself. The second aspect is the coding of data. 

J. Campbell et. al. list three typical concerns regarding reproducibility of data (Campbell 

et al., 2013, p. 295): 

 stability – whether codes of single coder shifts over time; 

 accuracy – whether coding scheme is established; 

 reproducibility – whether different coders would use the same codes. 

Strictness of the procedure of interviewing, as described above, essentially resolves the 

arguably most important technical issue of coding of qualitative data: splitting continuous stream 

of data into separate chunks. 

While encoding of each chunk could be done differently by different coders (and, 

generally, is subjected to three distortions of codes listed above), the general encoding of elements 

of verbal statements of a subject into their value hierarchy’s elements is another matter (which is 

covered in the previous section). It should be noted, that in the approach which we utilized in 

interviewing, participant was asked to approve final answer sheet, which was filled in together by 

the interviewer (the author of this work) and each interviewee during each interview. Formally, 

that brings value hierarchy elicitation process, in terms of “stability”, “reproducibility” and 

“validity” closer to the formal surveys than to semi-structured interviews. If categories of value 

hierarchy shift over time (if the process of elicitation is performed properly, as described 
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throughout this work and summarized in the previous section), then that shall be explained, in 

accordance with the premises of the value hierarchy model, by the corresponding shift in mentality 

of a subject, and not by some technical artifact or coding error. 

In our qualitative study we found 11 patterns which could be observed in some or all value 

hierarchies of the participants (section 4.2). Different reproducibility could be expected from 

different patterns, which will be further discussed. 

But firstly, let’s consider another methodological example in the role of an analogy for our 

study. Somewhere between 1670 and 1675 Isaac Newton wrote a work regarding perception of 

light (Newton, 2011). He assumed that light of different wavelengths resonates with the retina (at 

the corresponding wavelength), which produces the sensation of color. 

Later, in about 30 years, Thomas Young justifiable noted (Young, 1802) that wide range 

of (normal) color perception implies “infinity” number of resonating elements in each color-

sensing cell of retina, which was unlikely. He suggested that small number of “principle” colors 

must exist as a kind of basis for all other colors; he suggested that there are three colors: red, 

yellow and blue. 

Even later, in about 50 years, Hermann von Helmholtz showed empirically that general 

idea of Young was correct, however, red, green and blue colors should be used to “reproduce” all 

the other colors. Participants was asked to adjust knobs, which accounted for the intensity of 

“principal” colors (i.e. red, green, blue), which were mixed together, in order to achieve the same 

subjective sensation of color than the one of color of tested wavelength (many different such colors 

were tested). It should be noted, that from the perspective of physics light of some single 

wavelength in no sense is equal to the light from three light sources mixed together. However, for 

psychological perception, they could be regarded in laboratory conditions as being of same color 

(if “pure” light source has corresponding “RGB” – red, green, blue – coordinates). 

RGB (for the names of three colors: red, green blue) color encoding system became 

common in modern day technology: monitors and other devices which should work, due to the 

employed technology, by “adding” colors (as opposed to “subtracting”, like printing on the white 

paper works), often use RGB color coordinates. 

For the purpose of our argument it is important to note that a couple of dozens of people 

were used in the initial experiments of Young, and that experiment had been reproduced only 

several times before “RGB system” was firmly established, and different color coordinates was 

fixated. That was due to the somewhat surprising stability of such coordinates among all people 

(not counting some percentage of people with physical anomalies of color perception). 

We expect that many of the features of 11 patterns listed in 4.2 represent findings about 

our particular groups. 
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However, we expect that found individualistic nature of hierarchies of values is as universal 

as color perception – while generalized representations such as “Maslow’s pyramid” (which 

Maslow himself duly recognized as some idealistic concept, rather than firm practical observation 

with regard to specific person, see section 3.1.1) or “Schwartz theory of basic human values” could 

provide general semantic categories for particular values, any attempt to generalize over thousands 

(or more) of people would necessarily lead to significant “divergence” which would almost 

devalue the found “mean”.  

Additionally, we expect that our finding that value hierarchies which manage a kind of 

“career decision-making” has diverse class of alternatives (among different persons) will hold with 

regard to any profession. In particular, that means that student-centered education should be 

concerned with the fact of such diverse alternatives of decision-making for students of nearly any 

profession (see section 4.2.2). 

 

6.4 Findings in quantitative research 

 

Findings of quantitative research was presented in tables 5.2-5.6 of section 5.3. Elaborate 

summary was made in sections 5.4, 5.5. 

Hypothesis that value hierarchies have similar structure, but individualistic content, was 

formalized in quantitative terms and, overall, confirmed. 

It was found that values are highly conventional in their wording, but values order in value 

hierarchies (hence, their operational meaning and subjective sense) is individualistic. 

It was also found that group-related patterns in value hierarchies could exist, but larger 

sample size would be needed to substantiate that fully.  
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Chapter 7. Critical reflection and further development 
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Purpose of Chapter 7 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide critical reflection and propose future research, 

related to the value hierarchy model and human behavior modelling. 

 

7.1 Critical reflection on findings 

 

7.1.1 Limitations of the research 

 

Let’s start our critical reflection with the list of limitations. 

There are four possible limitations regarding carried out research: sample source and 

size, encoding of categories, reproducibility complexity, general methodology. 

Sample for the studies, described in Chapters 4 and 5, were two specific groups of students. 

While in the corresponding chapters (and Chapter 6) limitations regarding sample size and source 

was given, further studies are warranted. Larger sample size and more diversified source of sample 

could be employed in further studies to further substantiate or refine our particular results (sections 

4.2.3-4.2.11). 

We addressed the topic of coding (assigning categories to statements, formalized with 

participants) in section 6.3.2. More rigorous study design would be to employ usual techniques to 

check stability, accuracy and reproducibility of coding system. Thus, additional coders could be 

employed in the studies which aim to reproduce (in design, in topic, or both) our studies, to 

increase their validity. 

The topic of complexity of reproducibility was addressed in sections 3.1.3, 4.1.1, 6.2, 6.3. 

Special skills of the interviewer are required in order to fully replicate our study. As such skills, 

evidently, is not widely discussed in the academic society (and, seemingly, is not usually employed 

by interviewers), this study could be at risk of wrongfully being contradicted by some follow-up 

study, which wouldn’t employ as rigorous approach to interviews as we did. 

Methodological premises of this study could be further discussed, developed and refined. 

We are pretty confident, that carried out theoretical study (Chapter 2) pointed us to the most 

relevant methodological conclusions, and any unreviewed material would not significantly alter 

our methodological stance (the “core” of our approach). However, this can’t be predicted at full, 

and some revolutionary method from philosophy, neuroscience or technical science could 

theoretically emerge, which would require considerable improvement of value hierarchies’ model. 
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7.1.2 Further value hierarchy studies 

 

Value hierarchies’ model was theoretically substantiated as general model of decision-

making and choice (Chapters 1, 2, 3), and practical examples were given (Chapters 3, 4, 5). Further 

research in more diversified areas should be used to refine applications of the model in various 

fields. 

The following areas of application could be suggested: 

1. Further studies in educational settings, similar to the ones we carried out (Chapters 4 

and 5). 

2. Further research and development of individual coaching applications (following 

Chapter 3). 

3. Value hierarchies’ model application to other particular psychotherapeutic and 

coaching approaches (integrative approach). 

4. Values hierarchies’ across clinical phenomena and diagnosis (various studies). 

5. Value hierarchies’ in executive decisions. 

6. Value hierarchies’ in marketing, advertisement, and sales – as a model of consumer 

behavior and choice. 

7. Value hierarchies’ in the studies of “peak states”. 

8. Other applications. 

It should be noted that proposed design of value hierarchies’ model allows to immediately 

postulate corresponding research questions, across aforementioned areas, and carry out specific 

research tasks. 

 

7.2 Further development of value hierarchy model 

 

7.2.1 On the notion of “stimulus” 

 

Let’s move on to the critical reflection of the value hierarchy model itself. The notion of 

stimulus will be addressed first. 

Let’s consider some related, but metaphorical subject first – a concept of “virtual reality”. 

The first association of an ordinary consumer to the words “virtual reality” is a character 

in a virtual reality headset, inspired by sci-fi movies of the last several decades or modern 

advertisement. Educational applications of such virtual reality technologies just start to appear 

(Limniou et al., 2008). Undoubtedly, further development of such technology could enhance 
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teaching of particular competencies, from surgical skills (e.g. Lee Jason Y. et al., 2012) to 

chemistry (e.g. Su & Cheng, 2019). 

This is the narrowest sense which could be given to “virtual reality”. 

On the opposite extreme is the most broad sense, which could be illustrated by the Kantian 

principle “thing in itself” (Voelker, 2016). Kant pointed out the difference between “thing in 

itself”, as objective phenomenon, and representation of that thing, as subjective sense. In some 

sense, it could be said, that, in accordance with that division, we live in the virtual reality of our 

own senses (“appearances”), which somehow (generally, in an unknown manner) connects to the 

objective reality. 

From a more practical standpoint it could be said that human brain is a product of evolution, 

and evolution selected (among other features) some important properties of representation system 

of that brain, which, evidently, accounts for our ability to navigate in the objective world using 

our representation thereof. 

The notion “the map is not the territory” (but, as pointed out in section 2.7.1, useful maps 

are isomorphic to the territory, e.g. have the same angles and proportional distances between any 

arbitrarily selected 3 points) is on the same matter: our “maps” represent the objective “territories” 

(in some beneficial fashion). 

Empirical experience of any human being, as well as formal scientific experiments (e.g. 

the ones performed by Vygotsky-Luria school of psychology, see section 2.4.4) show specific 

restrictions which such maps (which include sensational and semantical parts, see section 2.9.2) 

generally follow. 

It could be argued, from some philosophical point of view, that we “see” only what our 

“brain sees”. However, that presupposes the existence of some small person, a homunculus, inside 

our brain, who performs the actual “seeing” of “pictures on the visual cortex”. Such representation 

of the process of perception is unhealthy for mentality, and obviously absurd from the 

methodological perspective. 

Ecological approach to visual perception (Gibson, 1986), on the other hand, presupposes 

that some “invariants” of external world is preserved throughout the system of perception-and-

locomotion (which includes not an isolated eye, but rather an eye, on the head, on the neck, on the 

body, on the legs – and this system perceives and moves as two densely interleaved phases of the 

same process). 

Modern neurological data supports such view. 

Significant processing occurs in the eye itself and optical nerve, and data which are send 

to the brain is far from being “pixel stream” (Dragoi, 2020). Sometimes it is explained that we 

“see” vertically inverted picture (due to the geometrical-optical properties of human eye, 
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functioning in that sense as a kind of “camera obscura”). However, there is no one who “sees”, 

but rather there is a complex internal system of transformations of information, which encodes and 

preserves its essential properties, which Gibson referred to as “invariants” and Bateson as 

“difference”: 

 

But what is a difference? A difference is a very peculiar and obscure concept. It is certainly 

not a thing or an event. This piece of paper is different from the wood of this lectern. There are 

many differences between them—of color, texture, shape, etc. But if we start to ask about the 

localization of those differences, we get into trouble. Obviously, the difference between the paper 

and the wood is not in the paper; it is obviously not in the wood; it is obviously not in the space 

between them, and it is obviously not in the time between them. 

(Bateson, 1987, p. 320) 

 

Our brain, during the process of perception, captures only a small range of electromagnetic 

spectrum. However, it is not a kind of “restriction”, but rather an enhancement: evolutionary 

predecessors of humans, if we peek far enough in the past, didn’t have even that narrow spectrum 

at their disposal. 

Value hierarchy model accounts for the duality of the nature of “stimuli”, which was 

described here. As with many other such (essentially, biological) terms, it is hard to find proper 

and precise definition (also see 1.4.1 on the definition of “behavior”), but some refinement is to 

be done for practical purposes. Value hierarchy provides such practical refinement of the term 

“stimulus”. 

While some mechanical analogies could be applied, i.e. it could be said that in some cases 

stimulus acts upon the organism, as one physical body acts upon another with physical force and 

transference of energy, in most of the times it is not the case. Even pain stimulus, which usually 

elicits immediate reflex response, could be, to some degree, suppressed or overridden by the higher 

mental functions. For conventional and non-extreme stimuli, it is even more the case. Living 

organism responds “voluntarily”, rather than “compulsory”. Another illustration from G. Bateson 

could be provided: 

 

F: Yes, we were talking about flamingos. The point is that the man who wrote Alice 

was thinking about the same things that we are. And he amused himself with little Alice by 

imagining a game of croquet that would be all muddle, just absolute muddle. So he said 

they should use flamingos as mallets because the flamingos would bend their necks so the 
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player wouldn’t know even whether his mallet would hit the ball or how it would hit the 

ball. 

D: Anyhow the ball might walk away of its own accord because it was a hedgehog. 

F: That’s right. So that it’s all so muddled that nobody can tell at all what’s going 

to happen. 

(Bateson, 1987, p. 41) 

 

Evidently, even single neuron has some degree of “volition”, when “deciding” whether to 

transmit signal further on or not, performing under the influence of currently incomprehensible 

number of variables (one for each hormone or neuropeptide, and several for internal state of neuron 

and directly perceived external factors), and even the simplest organisms (with small, genetically 

fixated and fully mapped neural network) is rather enigmatic in intricacies of their functioning 

(refer to section 2.5.1 on the studies of roundworm C. elegans). 

However, behavior of such organisms is well-described. While it is impossible to deduce 

behavior by calculating all internal variables (at least in the foreseeable future) of each elementary 

element of complex living systems/organisms, it is possible to derive behavior from rather small 

set of variables (reduced to practically possible minimum), one subset of which accounts for 

external factors, and the other subset accounts for internal state. 

Value hierarchy model is one example of model, which is built in accordance with that 

“minimalistic principle” (refer to section 2.7.2 for analogous “minimalistic principle” in models 

of language processing). 

“Stimulus” in this model is external subset of such variables. 

 

7.2.2 On the notion of “context” 

 

Let’s consider the notion of context next. 

In laboratory conditions the number of variables, which influence some person, is 

artificially reduced. When number of possible combinations are rather limited, it is easy to track 

coherence between some model assumption and actual behavior. The notion of “cognitive 

distortions” (or “cognitive biases”) appear, wherein each distinctive experimental condition 

produces another distinctive “cognitive distortion”. About one hundred of such distortions are 

conventionally referred to in modern studies of decision-making (refer to section 2.9.1). 

Human actors are presupposed to act as rational, calculating machines. Except they don’t. 

Discrepancies between expected outcomes and actual behavior are carefully categorized and 

accounted for, and new science of behavior economics emerge. Finally, quantity turns into quality, 
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and Nobel prize is awarded for the study which, essentially, proves without a doubt, that humans 

are fundamentally broken. 

Another approach is to presume, as, arguably, any scientific inquiry in the sphere of 

humanities should, that humans (at least on average) are not in any way broken. However, a 

number of premises regarding human nature may turn out to be mere superstition, as the notion of 

“inverse picture” that our brain sees (refer to the previous section), which has no more sense than 

saying that computer monitor has to rotate picture because its HDMI port is placed sideways. 

That would require to build a number of fundamental premises and, consequentially, to test 

them in practice. Such premises are the following (refer to sections 2.10, 3.1, 3.5): 

 any behavioral choice could be reduced to the choice between alternative with two 

options (polarities), or combination thereof; 

 any one or both of such two polarities may be “behavioral”, “cognitive”, 

“metacognitive”, “emotional” in its nature; 

 decision-making mental process functions as a kind of complex “state machine”, which 

could be sufficiently precisely described (modeled) as sequential levels (“value 

levels”), each of which represents single state of such “state machine”; 

 single value level is composed of external stimuli (refer to section above) and internal 

shorthand reference (verbal value formulation). 

Extended elaboration of such model could be performed (refer to section 3.1) and, 

arguably, any kind of “motivational theory”, or “decision-making model”, or “behavioral 

economics” could be succinctly described in terms of this model (the “value hierarchies’ model”). 

Value hierarchy model, while imposing certain restrictions on the expectations of how 

human decision-making functions, still allows researchers to provide affirmative descriptions and 

forecast of human actors’ behavior and choices, without falling back to “broken actor” approach 

even when diverse nature of content of value hierarchies’ is dealt with. 

However, one feature of value hierarchy model which still warrants critical reflection is 

the following. Value hierarchy model presupposes that for each decision a separate context exists. 

Subjectively, that is not the case for a significant fraction of persons (with particular decisions), 

who may say that their decision spans across multiple (physical) contexts. 

On the one hand, that issue could be dismissed with the usual notion that the benefit of 

some model is evaluated in accordance with its usability, rather than precision per se in reflecting 

modelled processes. 

On the other hand, it could be approached with the notion that common-sense definition of 

“context” does not precisely reflect the underlying nature of corresponding psychological 

phenomenon (as is the case in many other instances – e.g., common-sense conceptions of visual 
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perception, as was shown in previous section). While human body is, arguably, physically bounded 

by the walls of some physical (and geometrical) context, human mind always strives to, so to 

speak, fly free through such boundaries. Some psychological methodologists even presuppose that 

such action of mind is the true appearance (and even definition) of “consciousness” and “psyche” 

(Engeness & Lund, 2020). 

When some monkey goes from tree to tree in a repeated and monotonous fashion, having 

done exactly the same (to the degree which “muscle memory” could handle by itself) over and 

over, such psychologists claim, is not an example of “psyche”. But when that monkey needs to 

leap considerably further than usual or across some trajectory which isn’t convenient, because 

something pressures its decision, it momentarily, figuratively speaking, spans out of its body, and 

projectively (imaginatively) flies across the planned trajectory. And then muscles are ready to 

perform the actual leap. That is, such psychologists point out, the true act of psyche. 

Human brain is designed to handle, in some sense, similar “projective scenes” (Maguire et 

al., 2016). Somewhat surprisingly, neurology which handles such “projective scenes”, memory, 

and navigating in physical space, significantly overlaps. 

Once again, the notion of “virtual reality” could be cautiously applied as (somewhat valid) 

common-sense analogy to the actual psychological process. Any decision-making process occurs 

in such “virtual reality” context, rather than in physical context. 

For some typical decisions that “virtual” nature of context may seem intangible at first. For 

example, let’s consider how consumer chooses products at the supermarket: they compare features 

of products and throw suitable product in the basket. Nothing special occurs, from the point of 

view of a third-party observer. However, when asked to elaborate their current value levels, such 

consumer may suddenly declare that they contemplate how particular product would be cooked at 

their home, and how well it combines with the other (already present in the basket or planned for 

further consideration to be bought) ones. In such case, literally “peeking” across physical bounds 

of space. 

In complex decisions which are perceived as highly significant for further life of an 

individual, such “compound” nature of value hierarchy context could be obvious from the start – 

an individual may mentally review several important past, current of future events from several 

different “physical” places, real or imaginary. 

There are, thus, three classes of contexts which should be accounted for during the 

elicitation of value hierarchy: 

1. Literal (“physical”) context of an interview. 

2. “Ideal” context, which is selected by a participant (and fixated in the answer sheet). 
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3. Any number of additional contexts which may be considered by a participant during 

decision-making. 

On the one hand, to simplify the procedure all three contexts may be directively squashed 

into one. Either subject could be asked to speak about current now-and-here context, or interviewer 

could go out with a subject to their relevant context of decision-making and perform “field 

interview”. 

On the other hand, that does not represent, apparently, the natural functioning of mental 

processes of some complex decision-making procedures. However, to capture that fractured 

process in some single description is, arguably, not possible without at least some degree of 

intervention. As asking the question “What do you feel?” necessarily alters feelings of an 

individual (because their attention will necessarily shift – thus, their state already will not be the 

same), asking about one’s decision-making process in some fine way alters such process. 

It could be said that application of value hierarchy implicitly builds the following skills in 

a participant: 

1. Specific internal “place of choice” – “virtual context” wherein decision-making could 

be performed in effective manner, without being improperly “stuck”. 

2. Ability to “stabilize” and access that internal representation by the utilization of 

external stimuli. 

3. By the means of generalization, ability to “project” (“future pace”) elements of such 

“place of choice” back to contexts wherein performed decision shall be carried out or 

further developed. 

The degree to which such skills could develop only by performing the elicitation of value 

hierarchy is a valid topic for further studies. However, in this study it should be noted that, at least 

to some degree, it is inevitable – thus, the functioning of a system after it reflected upon itself will 

not be the same as before such reflection. 

  

7.2.3 On the notion of “value” 

 

Lastly, let’s consider the notion of value. 

Value is a complex interdisciplinary term. Elaborate discussion on what is value is out of 

place in applied work like this one, however, some refinement of the term should be performed. 

The following contemplations is substantiated by our empirical study, rather than philosophical 

point of view. 

Value is a tricky construct: on the surface, value formulations are rather conventional in 

their nature (as least, some of them, and to a certain degree – refer to section 3.1 for theoretical 
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consideration of that issue and section 4.2.1 on empirical data analysis). However, even their 

operational meaning is significantly different between participants, for whom some value’s 

semantics appear to be the same. Deeper internal, e.g. emotional, content of particular values could 

be expected to vary as well. Some “average” content may be found, given vast sample size is 

analyzed in future studies, similarly to how it was found that feelings underneath some or another 

conventional emotion words are localized in some or another area of body (Nummenmaa et al., 

2014). 

Value is a nominative marker, a kind of shortcut, to vast amount of internal emotions, 

experiences, decisions’ priorities, and semantics. Discussion of some or another conventional 

values (such as “freedom” or “comfort”) could be easily carried out, and participants would have 

an illusion of mutual understanding. However, precise analysis will show that the actual content 

of discussed verbal markers differs significantly. 

In that regard, values as if were specifically designed to create a convincing illusion of 

mutual understanding in collective decision-making, and such illusion acts by itself as convincing 

background force in order to transform individual value hierarchies. However, on the other hand, 

values, often being at the frontier of disputes and in focus of the arguments, distract the attention 

of imposing parties from finer elements of value hierarchies, which allows an individual to keep 

functioning in an autonomous fashion. 

Further studies of values as separate significant elements of value hierarchies are 

warranted. One of the basic studies which approach that issue could be a study wherein different 

value hierarchies of the same individual are compared, and the hypothesis of stable ordering of 

values across different hierarchies is checked. 

 

7.3 Further development of human behavior modelling 

 

7.3.1 On the notion of “modelling conveyor belt” 

 

Let’s move on to the further discussion and proposals regarding modelling conveyor belt. 

The notion of “modelling conveyor belt” (refer to sections 1.4, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 4.3, 

5.1), on a surface, is rather abstract, and further refinement and operationalization of encompassed 

terms is warranted (i.e. phenomena, pattern, model, technique, exercise). However, even in its 

presented state such notion could be irreplaceable in many applications, including bringing order 

to several domains of applied psychology. 

Let’s provide an example of how that could work. For that example, the field of NLP 

(neurolinguistic programming) will be taken in consideration. 
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NLP is well known in academic and professional psychological societies. Thousands of 

academic articles have been published describing studies with NLP or of NLP8. These articles fall 

into the following categories: 

 Articles, which describe NLP in general or some general applications of NLP to the 

wider area of practice (e.g. Heap, 1988; Craft, 2001; Tosey & Mathison, 2003). 

 Articles, which review evidence for or against NLP, or review such reviews (e.g. 

Einspruch & Forman, 1985; Sharpley, 1987; Roderique‐Davies, 2009). 

 Articles, which describe particular applications of NLP in education (e.g. Caballero & 

Rosado, 2018), psychotherapy and coaching (e.g. Passmore & Rowson, 2019), business 

psychology (e.g. Thompson et al., 2002; Arroll et al., 2017; Kotera et al., 2019), and 

other spheres. 

 Other articles. 

It would be interesting to trace an example of the route of some of the articles, which they 

take until appearing at some or another journal. 

Scientists from one of worldwide NLP associations in a publication in professional journal 

provide such example. Authors describe their attempt to publish high quality article (results of 

randomized control trial of anti-phobic intervention) in a number of journals. Apparently, initial 

version of the article contained broad discussion on NLP methodology, and, essentially on that 

grounds (some reviewers were very direct in pointing that out, while others just alluded to that 

reason), was rejected in publication. At the end, evidently, authors reasonably stripped broad 

references to NLP, leaving only short reference to a particular quick anti-phobic technique, and 

the article made it into PubMed-indexed journal (Arroll et al., 2017). 

Aforementioned authors justifiably write that NLP is not fairly prejudiced against. Among 

the reasons which were used as rationalizations of editors’ decision were the following: authors 

are “advocates” of NLP and, as such, could not produce valid evidence in favor of it (Arroll & 

Henwood, 2017, p. 25), and authors did not provide evidence how different parts of intervention 

lead to the overall outcome (ibid., p. 26). 

As we discussed earlier (sections 2.2, 2.4), such arguments could be generalized on wide 

range of modern “evidence-based” psychotherapies, and it wouldn’t be incorrect to note that all 

“academic psychotherapy” is based on unsubstantiated methodology. B. Wampold et. al. conclude 

their review of meta-analyses of cognitive behavior therapy, for example, in the following manner 

(text in square braces is ours): 

                                                 
8 See, for example, https://scholar.google.ru/scholar?q=neurolinguistic+programming for the list of up-to-date 

articles 

https://scholar.google.ru/scholar?q=neurolinguistic+programming
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When these issues [listed in the source article] are examined, the effects 

demonstrating the superiority of CBT are small, nonsignificant for the most part, limited 

to targeted symptoms, or are due to flawed primary studies. 

(Wampold et al., 2017) 

 

Hence, the prejudice which the NLP authors describe, is not in the editors’ claim that NLP 

methodology is incoherent – it is in the fact that all psychotherapeutic methodology is incoherent 

– but despite that studies regarding some approaches easily make it into publication, while others 

are rejected. 

However, NLP, among other psychotherapeutic approaches, could be, arguably, more 

easily refined into proper construct, from the perspectives of human behavior modelling. That 

would require to identify and fill in missing parts in the overall “modelling conveyor belt”. See 

table 7.1 on how that could be done (the table is not exhaustive and is not the single possible 

approach) for anti-phobia technique. Referential description of the technique could be found in 

various sources (e.g. Andreas & Andreas, 1989, pp. 55–71; Bandler, 1985, pp. 43–46). 

 

Table 7.1. Anti-phobia technique across modelling conveyor belt 

Element of the technique Available research Required research 

Level of phenomena 

Submodalities Submodalities as 

“peculiarities of mental 

images”, F. Galton (refer to 

section 2.4.3) 

Individual correlations 

between specific 

submodalities and specific 

feelings 

 

Some generalization over 

population on the 

corresponding submodalities 

“Backwards movement” N/A  Various forms of “backwards 

movement” in the role of 

desensitization process 

Social-technical interfaces Background research on 

general role of technology in 

everyday life, “metaphors of 

life” (e.g. Lakoff & Johnson, 

2008) 

 

Background research on 

biofeedback control (e.g. 

Basmajian, 1979) 

 

General hypnotic principles 

(e.g. Erickson, 1976) 

Particular research, which 

shows internalization of 

technical interfaces 

 

Particular research, which 

shows internalization of 

social-technical interfaces 

(including “internal cinema 

theater”) 
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General notion of 

internalization (e.g. 

Vygotsky, 1984) 

Level of pattern 

Submodalities Practical guides on the use of 

submodalities (e.g. Bandler, 

1985) 

Academic research on the use 

of submodalities for specific 

conditions and goals 

“Backwards movement” N/A Practical guides and 

academic research on the use 

of “backwards movement” 

for specific conditions and 

goals 

Social-technical interfaces Proprietary training programs 

with unknown methodology 

Practical guides and 

academic research on the use 

of social-technical interfaces 

for specific conditions and 

goals 

Level of technique 

Anti-phobia technique Design and clinical evidence 

on the efficacy of anti-phobia 

technique (e.g. Arroll et al., 

2017) 

Design and clinical research 

of submodalities techniques 

of general well-being 

 

Design and clinical research 

of techniques of “backward 

movement” in various 

fashion (literal and 

metaphorical) in the role of 

anti-phobia interventions 

 

Design and clinical research 

of specific hardware or 

software systems for the 

automatic administration of 

anti-phobia technique (using 

personal computers and 

communication devices) 

 

It should be noted that table 7.1 is not exhaustive and not the single way possible to 

scientifically substantiate some technique (in particular, anti-phobia technique). Also refer to 

section 2.6.3 on “levels of models” – further discussion could be made by cross-multiplication of 

table 2.3 with the above table 7.1. 

Modelling conveyor belt, as shown above, allows to constructively discuss “lack of 

evidence”, without improperly reducing the discussion to the dysfunctional “pyramid of evidence-

based psychiatry” (refer to section 2.2) or inevitability of the introduction of the notion of “editors 

prejudice”. The latter could be addressed properly once again when all the cells is filled in as 

suggested (or in any other appropriate manner). 
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7.3.2 Meta-programming of human behavior 

 

While currently psychotherapy and coaching are wide areas with hundreds of thousands of 

specialists worldwide (Stevens & Wedding, 2004). It could be speculated that identified crises in 

the area (refer to section 2.2) could undermine the field in a commercial sense. However, that, 

evidently, is not the case. What threatens the ability of psychotherapists (and coaches alike) in the 

foreseeable, albeit seemingly not so near, future is the introduction of computer-aided 

technologies, with the perspectives of creation of fully “automatic” psychotherapeutic software 

systems. 

While the creation of such system is the problem on par with the creation of highly 

developed specialized AI or even AGI (refer to section 2.5), and, thus, could not be considered 

seriously per se, the overall decline in psychotherapy, as well as incomparable typical budgets of 

IT companies v. psychotherapeutic agencies of similar scope could play in favor of developers of 

such computer systems. 

Specific computer systems, aimed at the treatment of depression disorders (e.g. Cavanagh 

et al., 2009), panic disorders (e.g. Dewis et al., 2001), anxiety disorders (e.g. Cuijpers et al., 2009) 

and others exist. 

Human behavior modelling imposes specific stance regarding that attempts. General 

benefit for a client is obvious (generally, lower costs and increased accessibility of psychotherapy 

solutions). One of the aforementioned approaches suggests so called “computer-aided vicarious 

exposure” for the treatment of phobia of spiders among children. Method consists of the following: 

 

Using a ‘point and click’ method with the computer mouse, participants could guide 

a screen person with spider phobia into scenarios depicting a spider picture, a plastic 

spider, a dead spider and a live spider in various rooms of a home. As participants 

continued vicarious exposure, points accrued towards a target score of 2000 points. 

(Dewis et al., 2001) 

 

It should be noted that such kind of research is exactly what we meant in the last cell of 

table 7.1 under “Design and clinical research of specific hardware or software systems for the 

automatic administration of anti-phobia technique”. 

Particular technical implementation could be criticized and, obviously, significant 

modifications to the system is needed for each subject matter of a client’s phobia, which is related 

to that phobia. 

There are two methodological concerns regarding such kind of systems. 
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Firstly, there is no notion of “internalization” in the description of this system. In our 

experience, lack of explicit internalization would greatly undermine any technique of such kind, 

which is administered through computer aided systems. 

Secondly, there is no notion of “rapport” or “feedback” in the description of this system. 

As therapeutic alliance – hence, rapport – is presumed to have significant influence on the 

therapeutic outcome (Ardito & Rabellino, 2011) – it could be expected that the efficacy of such 

computer aided systems would be diminished. Skinner’s operational conditioning (in form of score 

counting) could provide some substitution, but unlikely would have effect on par with an 

experienced psychotherapist. 

Returning to the question of how human behavior modelling relates to such systems: it 

doesn’t matter to the development of that field what would happen first, either psychologists would 

learn to model effective interventions and create software to help themselves, or software 

development world would be interested enough in psychotherapy and, with some luck, would 

develop effective therapeutic software. The end result in either case is, generally, the same: 

dominating market of “psychological software”. 

In the meantime, the next obvious step is to develop “meta-programming” (i.e., 

“programming of programming”) techniques of human behavior. The notion could be illustrated, 

with respect to anti-phobia technique, from the following transcript of intervention by S. Andreas: 

 

"So what I'd like your unconscious mind to do first, is to sort through all your past 

experiences, at the unconscious level, and separate the unpleasant experiences from those 

that were neutral or pleasant. Because we are going to do something special with the 

unpleasant experiences. Your unconscious can give you a signal to let you know when it is 

done sorting. You might hear something on the inside, or see something, or just get a feeling 

of being finished." 

[…] 

"Thank your unconscious for sorting those experiences. And now it is time to recode 

those experiences, so that you can keep any learnings you want to keep from them, but have 

new feelings associated with them. […]” 

(Andreas & Andreas, 1989, p. 65) 

 

The idea is vaguely articulated and presented in a form of hypnotic induction, which 

certainly doesn’t add clarity. 

However, the following happens: 

 work is done with a client who previously learned “anti-phobia technique”; 
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 the aim of the work is to process phobias “in bulk”, that is, to program “self-

treatment” of phobias by client’s unconscious. 

Such process could be elaborated, described in a step by step manner, and, optionally, 

turned into a computer-aided system. The latter would require to develop proper content of the 

software (administration algorithm and instructions) and employment of some or another kind of 

unconscious feedback (signaling) system. Current personal computers could track mouse gestures, 

keystrokes and, with some additional hardware, eye movements. Any of these is a potential 

candidate for establishing feedback signals for “metaprogramming” software, though much further 

development and research would be required. 

The final aim for such “metaprogramming” system would be not to create a habit for the 

use of such software, but rather to let a user learn generalized (to a large extent, unconscious) skill 

of “auto-healing” (or “self-therapy”). 

Another promising technique for such kind of “internal automatization”, in addition to anti-

phobia, is general technique of change called “six step reframing” (Bandler & Grinder, 1982). 

Clear step-by-step delineation of this technique with explicit description of the use of signaling 

system would, without a doubt, provide a much better starting point for turning it into self-applied 

“auto-technique”, than description of any other technique could. 

The ability to, in some sense, “install” “programs” into human minds, which would 

automatically treat typical disorders (when the need arises) is rather promising (despite sounding 

somewhat fantastic) on paper, but many apparent practical obstacles could be mentioned for the 

implementation of such project. 

It should be noted, that currently some foreseeable applications of neural implants allow 

for, in some or another sense, “mind writing” (Roelfsema et al., 2018). The general idea is that the 

introduction of some invasive device would allow to bypass certain filters of mind in order to 

install some senses, feelings, or even ideas, that are beneficial to external stakeholders. However, 

such notion is the model of psychiatric pathology – for example, person, who has vivid 

hallucinations could be described as one who exactly has some alien images (or other senses) 

embedded into their mind. 

On the other hand, the approach of “auto-techniques”, whether they use computer aided 

systems or not, is the implementation of the ecological model of learning. It could be speculated 

that they are realizing “level III learning” in accordance with Bateson’s classification (Bateson, 

1987). 
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7.3.3 Human-like digital assistants 

 

Currently, much effort is invested in the development of human-like digital assistants. 

Commercially applied voice assistants in popular digital devices (integrated in smartphone or in 

standalone forms) function as a kind of pre-programmed “voice menus” (Polyakov et al., 2018). 

Voice entry of the user, preceded by key activation word (usually, the “name” of the assistant 

program), is parsed, and promising command words are extracted from that input. Then each 

command word is mapped to the possible resultant action, which the assistant is able to carry out. 

Single resultant action is selected and performed in the end, and the result is reported back to the 

user. 

It should be noted that such schema is far from being “intelligent” in any sense of that word 

(refer to section 2.5 on that matter). Rather significant progress in the voice recognition and voice 

synthesis, however, had been made over the last two decades. More or less usable voice 

recognition of any native speaker of a targeted language could be performed by commercially 

deployed systems, without any pre-training for the particular speaker. And voice synthesis is on 

par with, and sometimes even indistinguishable from, human speakers. 

Understanding of words is the whole other matter, however, and, arguably, no principal 

progress was made since the inception of modern search engines. It could be said that Google, in 

some broad sense, “understands” search bar user input. However, that understanding is not human-

like and is rather simplistic in its nature. The simplicity of that kind of processing is, of course, 

compensated (with regard to the function performed by that system) by the immense underlying 

database (indexed pages). 

Visual representations of digital assistants are created. Online videos of “AI newsreaders” 

receive a lot of attention of general public and professional societies (see fig. 7.1). 

From the picture, it could be seen that the skin tones and overall posture is rather realistic. 

However, playback of the video produces eerie impression: as if the actor is possessed by some 

inhuman entity. Popularity of such videos and reports of creation of AI avatars “nearly 

indistinguishable” from human personas could be ascribed only to immense budgets of AI 

projects, rather than some actual features of the resultant work. 

From the perspectives of human behavior modelling, however, development of such 

systems in the near 10 or 20 years could go through the following stages (timeframe is a very 

rough estimate, but the list of stages which follows, we believe, is rather sensible assumption 

overall): 

1. Total ignorance of actual communicative (non-verbal) expressions (signals) of the real 

people. 
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2. Acquiring non-systemic knowledge and adding random signals to the avatars. 

3. Acquiring somewhat systemic knowledge and adding meaningful chains of signals. 

4. Adding meaningful connections between verbal and non-verbal signals to the avatars. 

 

 
 

Fig 7.1. “Xinhua’s first English AI anchor makes debut” (New China TV, 2018) 

 

To give a specific example, let’s consider so-called eye accessing cues – side movements 

of eyes which are connected to some or another brain activity (hence, some or another mental 

processing). Such movements were discovered by one of the founders of the introspection method, 

W. James (refer also to section 2.4.4): 

 

As far as I can detect, these feelings are due to an actual rolling outwards and 

upwards of the eyeballs, such as I believe occurs in me in sleep, and is the exact opposite 

of their action in fixating a physical thing. 

(James, 2007, p. 300) 

 

Then the notion of “eye accessing cues” appeared in neuro-linguistic programming 

(Bandler & Grinder, 1979). That notion was considered a kind of “holy cow” of the NLP 

methodology (whatever different proponents and opponents of NLP supposed that methodology 

was), and so a lot of criticizing and apologetics was concentrated on that notion. It could be said 

that, to a large extent, the phenomena and patterns of “eye accessing movements” were buried in 

that stockpile of insufficient apologetics and, arguably, even lower quality critics of NLP. 

However, these phenomena and patterns is not out of reach of modern developers – 

evidently, though, as academic society is disinterested in such models, they are applied empirically 

(and lack proper scientific foundation, which would be beneficial) in commercial products. 
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AI newsreader at the video, screenshot from which is presented at fig. 7.1, does zero “eye 

accessing movements” (outwards eye movements), however. 

However, more simplistic “avatars” display deserving ability to show human-like 

expression (fig. 7.2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.2. Eye accessing cues in “Archer” animated series (FX Networks, 2020) 

 

The industry of making animated movies (or movies with significant content of animated 

“avatars”) is known to pay attention to eye movements. As the journal “Inside story” reports, 

accounting for the experience of directing such movies of Robert Zemeckis: 

 

The results were technically impressive, but did not quite look convincing. One 

problem was that the facial-capture system used in “The Polar Express” could not capture 

eye movements. For “Beowulf” (2007), his next computer-generated film, Mr Zemeckis 

solved this problem by attaching electrodes to the actors' faces, in addition to the usual 

markers. The electrical activity of the muscles that control the eyes could then be picked 

up, allowing eye movements to be captured along with body motion and facial expression. 

Some scenes involved as many as 20 actors, filmed by nearly 300 cameras. 

(The Economist, 2010) 
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However, other directors do not pay such attention to this kind of details, and J. Cameron’s 

“Avatar” is produced without eye tracking and, consequently, with uncanny facial expressions of 

the titled characters. 

And production of “digital avatars”, which don’t employ digitalization of human actors 

(motion capture and related technologies), are far from satisfactory even on a surface glance, 

whatever misleading rumors about “deep fake” and other such technologies say. It may be 

convincingly traced how the light rays are reflected from the multiple layers of human skin  (Vicini 

et al., 2019). However, to convince one human of human-like nature of some entity means to 

present a convincing expression, not convincing light scattering.  

To contribute to the field, let’s provide, in accordance with the general process outlined in 

Chapter 5 and section 7.3.1, brief statistical proof for eye accessing cues (EACs). An extensive 

analysis of four minute Youtube video of a child, who reads Russian poetry by heart, was 

performed by the Metapractice community (The Metapractice Community, 2015), and fig. 7.3 is 

the resultant presentation from the source (translated by us). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.3. Eye accessing cues – analysis of four-minute video9. 

Number of corresponding eye movements and transitions from one movement to another is 

depicted schematically. 

 

Let’s perform statistical analysis of that elaborate account, which follows. 

 

                                                 
9 Source of the video is available, at the moment of writing, at https://youtu.be/FsCm5RLswoQ 

https://youtu.be/FsCm5RLswoQ
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Statistical experiment 4 

 

Monologue of a subject in the source (fig. 7.3; The Metapractice Community, 2015) is 

structured by the subject’s glances directly “into the camera”. Many lateral movements of the eyes 

are depicted on the figure, but only 30 of them could be considered to be “eye accessing cues” 

(EACs). All directions are given from the observer’s point of reference: 

 3 movements to the top right; 

 14 movements to the top; 

 2 movements to the left horizontally; 

 3 movements to the right horizontally; 

 5 movements to the bottom left; 

 3 movements to the bottom right. 

30 movements in 6 directions in total. Number of movements to the top left are above all 

other numbers – 14. 

Let’s formulate the following hypotheses. 

H0: there is no phenomena of preference of specific individual directions of EAC. 

Ha: “top right” movement is preferred individual direction of EAC. 

Chi Square test is appropriate for such hypothesis. Crosstab follows (table 7.2). 

 

Table 7.2. Expected and actual number of EAC movements in a particular direction (crosstab 

for statistical experiment 4) 

Subject Number of “top 

right” movements 

Number of other 

movements 

Σ 

Real subject 13 17 30 

Ideal subject 5 25 30 

 

The result of the Chi Square test: with p < 0.05 (actual p showed is less than 0.0001) the 

hypothesis that eye movements are distributed evenly among all directions should be rejected. 

 

Returning to the discussion on non-verbal signals in digital human assistants. Eye 

movement is just one example, and, in accordance with several basic assumptions, about 5-10 

signals should be modelled in order to produce significantly convincing “human-like” digital 

assistants. It remains unforeseeable, whether the various industries, which produce solutions in 

that field, will follow such direction, or continue to advertise products from the deeper ends of the 

“uncanny valley” (Mori et al., 2012). 
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Summary 

 

This dissertation has been started while investigating the following question: to what 

degree value hierarchies of a person are individualistic (section 1.7)? 

To answer such question, first, preliminary definition of terms should be given. 

Chapter 1 starts with that (section 1.4). Value hierarchy, from the start of this work, was 

defined as something which deals with behavior and choice (as opposite to an abstract ordered list 

of important concepts). “Value” was regarded as a complex interdisciplinary concept, and, to 

overcome such complexity, preliminary operational definition of value was given: it is regarded 

as a verbal marker, denoting the experience of “importance”. 

At the same time, in order to provide framework for further considerations, the notion of 

“human behavior modelling” (HBM) was introduced (section 1.4.3). HBM is posed to be a process 

for creating “models of human behavior” – a structured formal (though, not mathematical) applied 

descriptions of phenomena and patterns of human activities. The term “phenomena” is used in 

conventional sense – some “interesting occurrence” (in the field of human activities); and “pattern” 

is defined in accordance to Gregory Bateson – as a kind of “redundancy” in the observed system, 

which means that behavior of one part of the system could be deduced (with some more than 

random precision) from the behavior of another part of the system. 

The term behavior was defined in the broadest sense, consistent with the understanding of 

that term in biology – as some human activity, which has observable appearances (such 

appearances are also called “signals” in further parts of the work). That includes emotional, 

cognitive and social activities. 

In the framework of human behavior modelling to define what is value hierarchy means to 

develop (and formalize) the value hierarchy model (VHM). Value hierarchy model, which is 

researched and developed throughout this work, is not the only one possible model of such kind. 

However, it is a kind of “minimalistic” model: arguably, construct of the simplest possible design 

with the power to describe, explain and operationalize the widest range of relevant phenomena. 

Thus, the definitive article is used in the words “the value hierarchy model” to emphasize such 

properties. 

Chosen area of focus was formulated at the end of Chapter 1 (sections 1.5-1.6): 

neurolinguistic psychology. Value hierarchy model, which deals with how values and external 

stimuli influence behavior and choice, would have obvious applications in business contexts. 

However, such applications are secondary to the focus on individual, which is at the core of VHM. 

On the other hand, one of the studies, carried out in this work, is the study of coaching process 
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(with the use of VHM). However, that is another example of applications of study of the individual. 

Thus, among three possible areas (coaching psychology, business psychology, neurolinguistic 

psychology) the most relevant area of focus was selected. 

Chapter 2 presents an elaborate theoretical study on the value hierarchy model and human 

behavior modelling. As both notions are complex constructs, review of 9 relevant scientific fields 

was required. 

The review starts with philosophical and methodological studies (section 2.1). 

Three conventional definitions of “science” or “scientific knowledge” were reviewed 

(section 2.1.1): one of Imre Lakatos (“research programme” with core and auxiliary hypotheses), 

one of Thomas Kuhn (scientific revolutions, wherein new paradigms appear when “dots”/facts are 

connected in another manner by the new generation of scientists), one of Karl Popper (principle 

of “falsification”). Reflection on the latter is performed, which leads to the conclusion that 

universal application of the principle of falsification to any scientific studies, especially in the field 

of social sciences, is unsubstantiated. 

Then, the cornerstone philosophical work is reviewed, in the most relevant parts, in section 

2.1.2 – Gregory Bateson’s “epistemological approach”. That approach will be refined and 

referenced throughout further work several times. In this section it is considered an example of 

how the process of “scientific thinking”, or even “scientific discovery”, could be operationalized. 

The necessity to employ “deductive thinking”, wherein fundamental concepts are understood 

before empirical work is performed, is emphasized. 

Further, in section 2.1.3, the notion of “collective unconscious” of Carl Jung is considered. 

It is shown that what Bateson was implying (“mental processes” of a particular individual includes 

some external “nature” processes) is explicitly defined by Jung in the form of collective 

unconscious. Collective unconscious, for the purpose of our work, is defined as operationalized 

similarity between patterns of individual activities. The existence of such similarity substantiates 

general premises and particular applied questions of our work – that is, that the very question of 

building value hierarchies’ model (VHM), which describes in a universal manner how behavior, 

stimuli and values are connected – is a valid one. We don’t go into philosophical debate of whether 

such “thing” as “collective unconscious” “really exists” somewhere, or just an abstract notion. It 

is sufficient to say, that in both cases “universal patterns” (or abstract patterns) would manifest 

through “individual patterns” (or specific tangible patterns). The latter is immediately observable, 

and the former could be described as the generalization of the latter. 

Section 2.2 provides a brief history of the evolution of research of psychotherapy. 

Psychotherapy is relevant for two reasons: firstly, psychotherapy employs similar processes of 

change, that is used in coaching (which is a subject of the next chapter of our dissertation); 
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secondly, psychotherapy is the natural field of application of human behavior modelling (and that 

notion is developed throughout our dissertation). 

It is shown that decline in psychotherapeutic concepts and results is reflected in the field 

(section 2.2.1), that currently dominating approach of evidence-based medicine (section 2.2.2) is 

slowly dislodged by “feedback informed psychotherapy” (section 2.2.3). Widely known, but rarely 

emphasized shortcomings of both evidence-based and feedback-informed approaches are pointed 

out. 

Prediction is made (section 2.2.4), that feedback-informed therapy would evolve into 

“neurofeedback-informed”, wherein therapist would have, by some or another means, immediate 

knowledge of internal “brain” state of a client. Therapy sessions would be aggregated in databases, 

which would be used to adjudicate separate therapists, healthcare providers, and whole approaches 

to psychotherapy. 

Proposal for more robust pro-active stance of psychotherapists is made as an alternative to 

that perspective (section 2.2.5). It is suggested that each approach, which would like to survive in 

such “natural selection” of psychotherapeutic approaches, could use human behavior modelling to 

refine and reanimate itself. Particular plan of “modelling of excellence” with the use of transcribed 

uncut video recordings of great psychotherapists is pointed out. Models, which are acquired in 

such manner, would ensure the overcome of “decline in efficacy”. The latter, arguably, should be 

attributed not to some distant reasons or change of context, but rather to the natural degradation of 

knowledge from generation to generation due to the lack of proper formalization. 

In the next section 2.3 neurological and biological studies are considered. The notions of 

metacognition and self-regulated learning (2.3.1) are discussed. Such notions would be relevant 

for some of the applications of value hierarchies’ model, which will be described further – i.e., 

educational applications. It is implied that value hierarchy model should be designed in a manner 

that would allow to adequately describe metacognition and applications of VHM should, among 

other tasks, allow to propel self-regulated learning. 

A review of promising neurological correlates of value hierarchies’ is made (section 2.3.2). 

It is shown that several particular subsystems could be pointed out (e.g. prefrontal context) for the 

localization of “decision-making”. However, a notion of “dynamic localization” of mental 

processes should be employed to adequately describe such a complex mental process: that is, 

localization of that process varies greatly on different stages of the process and different content 

of it. While in strict laboratory conditions it is possible to formulate choice tasks in a manner which 

would elicit particular (localized) neurological response, different experiments yield different 

localization. Hence, it should be assumed that in “field conditions” there is no particular 

localization. 
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The question of neurology of choice, with necessity, leads to the more general question of 

neurology of “the unconscious” (section 2.3.3). Bateson’s notion of the mind as system of 

interacting parts is operationalized in the current neuroscience. Three systems are considered as 

the sources of “unconscious activities”: ENS (enteric nervous system), the division between 

hemispheres (and subdominant hemisphere), the notion of “preconscious activities”. 

Psychological studies are considered next (section 2.4). Important question for the 

applications of value hierarchy model is the question of psychological typing. Could the model be 

used to designate some or another types? It is shown that the evolution of psychology implicitly 

points to the idea of “spectral typing”, which is explicated in the section 2.4.1. When there is a 

sufficient number of substantial “dimensions”, in accordance with which some particular 

individual is “measured”, it is correct to treat the combinatory “coordinates” of such individual as 

valid description of (the relevant parts of) their personality. 

Another important question for the value hierarchy model is the following. If the model is 

precise, then it should predict individuals’ decisions well. In order to do so, it should, to a large 

extent, describe behavioral choice of an individual in terms of influence of some external stimuli. 

However, that notion could create inconvenient philosophical paradox regarding “free will” of the 

individual. This paradox is resolved by showing (section 2.4.2) that “external stimuli” is a rather 

abstract concept, and really what influences people (disregarding some extreme cases) is their own 

subjective meaning, which is rather arbitrarily ascribed to such external stimuli. Stimuli 

themselves may be rather peculiar and not “object-centered”, as shown in the section 2.4.3. 

One of the fundamental instruments of psychological studies is introspection. Modern 

studies are often based on questionnaires, and statistical analysis is performed over the datasets of 

questionnaires. However, what an individual answers to a particular question is, by definition, the 

act of introspection (in most cases). Discussion on the validity of introspection is provided. Non-

verbal expressions (or “signals”) is regarded as means of validation (and, at the same time, 

categorization) of verbal answers – in congruence with Bateson’s ideas. Operational process 

(variation of “modelling conveyor belt” – i.e. steps required to create human behavior model) in 

order to model non-verbal expression signals is proposed as tangible side result of these 

contemplations (section 2.4.4). 

Next section of the review is technical studies (section 2.5). It is shown that “artificial 

intelligence” or “artificial general intelligence” is a controversial topic. The term “intelligence” in 

the aforementioned word combinations is used loosely and more to boost marketing attractiveness 

of the corresponding systems, rather than to correctly define them. However, it is concluded that 

sphere of “artificial intelligence” should be considered, due to its popularity, for one of (secondary 

and not immediate) applications of the value hierarchies’ model. 
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Next section of the review is science and technology studies (section 2.6). It is speculated 

that human behavior modeller is a kind of inventor – thus, what is relevant for the process and 

psychology of inventorship would be, to a certain degree, relevant for the field of human behavior 

modelling. The notions of “inventor archetype” and “levels of human behavior models” are 

developed as auxiliary tools for human behavior modelling. 

Next section of the review is semiotic studies (section 2.7). Brief conclusions regarding 

well-formedness of formulations of models of human activity is made. Models should contain 

well-defined hierarchy of terms, wherein “leaves” of the hierarchy is operationalized and 

observable, and there are no cyclic definitions of terms. 

In the next section (2.8) prior work on “modelling” is considered. It is shown that 

“modelling of excellence” is, to a large extent, a counter-productive notion. Human behavior 

modelling, hence, would not be restricted by such notions. Clear delineation between “human 

behavior modelling”, “self-modelling” and “goal interfaces” is made. 

In the last section of the review (2.9) behavioral economics is considered. Behavioral 

economy has, on a surface, the same goal as the value hierarchies’ model: to operationalize natural 

“laws”, in accordance to which human choice is performed. However, unsubstantiated focus on 

monetary stimuli and lack of proper methodology lead behavioral economics to the absurd notion, 

as one can formulate it, of “broken agent”. Layers and layers of discrepancies between expected 

(from the economical perspective) and actual behavior of humans is observed. Then, complex lists 

of “cognitive biases” is formulated, as if human behavior is not consistent interplay of various 

internal and external factors, but rather a huge number of errors in some perfect mathematical 

model. Human behavior modelling stance, in accordance with the previously formulated premises, 

is to declare that under the weight of such observations it should be concluded that the field, which 

couldn’t explain “affirmatively” phenomena of choice, is inadequate. Alternative explanations of 

some of the illustrative paradoxes is provided. 

Chapter 3 describes coaching applications of the value hierarchies’ model. 

Firstly, the model itself, based on the premises formulated in the previous chapter, is 

formally introduced (section 3.1). Basic building blocks of the model are the following: 

alternative, stimuli, value. Value hierarchy is a set of (ordered) value levels, wherein each level 

“decides” on the (bipolar) alternative under the influence of external stimuli and internal 

experience of a value (which has some particular verbal/semantical marker). 

Then two particular applications of the value hierarchy to coaching is described. 

The first one (section 3.1) is application to particular problems. The premise here is that 

value hierarchy model could provide techniques which could be utilized in the framework of any 
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coaching approach (which doesn’t need to concern itself with the deeper premises of the value 

hierarchy model, using only operationalized steps to change particular states of a client). 

The second one (section 3.2) is application to the coaching in general. In this case, value 

hierarchy model plays the role of the coaching framework itself, which allows the integration of 

particular interventions from any other approaches. Value hierarchy model provides tools for 

overall guidance of the process, prioritization of work, and measurement of the results. 

Concluding remarks is made in sections 3.4-3.5. 

Chapter 4 describes qualitative research, which is performed on the basis of value 

hierarchy model. The model is refined to allow the formulation of interview guideline (section 

4.1.4). 

Philosophical premises of the interviewing process are discussed. At the same time, it’s 

found that conventional discussions of qualitative research lack deeper definition of the process of 

interviewing and means to support its validity. Three technical tools are used, in that regard, in our 

study: system of “generative questions” (in particular, so-called “meta-model” questions) and 

account for non-verbal signals of an individual. These technical tools are used in accordance with 

the previously formulated premises of the value hierarchy model and human behavior modelling. 

For the illustrative purposes, study of two group of students was selected to show 

qualitative research applications of the value hierarchy model. The first group is graduate students 

of psychology, and the second group is online programming course students. 

There are particular (applied) results and general (methodological) conclusions. 

Particular results are eleven patterns that were found regarding value hierarchies of the 

participants (section 4.2). For each of such pattern, a brief discussion of educational implications 

and recommendations for the educational practice is provided. 

General methodological conclusion is that the value hierarchies’ model allows to 

efficiently collect and encode dataset with rich individualistic responses of participants. Number 

of participants who was interviewed (N = 45) is rather unprecedented for the typical (time & labor) 

constraints of qualitative study for psychological Ph. D. program (wherein typical number of 

participants is under 10). Thus, value hierarchy model provides unique benefits for further 

adoption in qualitative research. However, the necessity for an interviewer to learn the 

aforementioned tools, which should be employed during value hierarchies’ elicitation, could 

undermine such adoption of the model. 

Chapter 5 describes how the dataset, acquired at the previous step, could be analyzed in a 

quantitative manner. Three quantitative hypotheses are formulated and 6 statistical experiments 

are carried out, using proper statistical tests. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the findings, rearranging the emphases. 
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Chapter 7 provides further insight in the notion of “human behavior modelling”, and 

describes potential applications of human behavior modelling and the value hierarchies’ model. 

 


